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Preface

Developmental psychopathology is "coming of age" as a scientific ap-
proach and the collective efforts of those working within the develop-
mental psychopathology framework have begun to shed light on a vari-
ety of psychopathologies. Whereas 20 years ago Thomas Achenbach
noted in his 1974 text Developmental Psychopathology that his was a "book
about a field that hardly yet exists," one can now surely observe a
thriving subdiscipline of scientific psychopathology research. For exam-
ple, the approach now has its own specialty journal—Development and
Psychopathology—two handbooks that review the extant literature (e.g.,
Cicchetti & Cohen, 1995a, 1995b; Lewis & Miller, 1990), and, indeed,
Achenbach's Developmental Psychopathology (2nd ed.) is viewed by many
as the standard text for an approach that is now firmly rooted and
growing.

As developmental psychopathology enters its "early adulthood," so to
speak, it seemed to us an ideal time to critically take stock of the devel-
opment observed thus far, with an eye toward the future and unresolved
issues. In doing so, it became readily apparent that clearly identifiable
trends were emerging within developmental psychopathology, both in
terms of substantive areas of concern as well as methodologies. These
trends are well documented in the works noted above. However, we
were also struck by themes that have remained somewhat inadequately
developed and explored in developmental psychopathology, and this led
us to convene a symposium at Cornell University to focus on such
matters. In short, we thought that this was an ideal time to explore the
more uncharted territories in psychopathological development in an
attempt to gently prod and influence this emerging scientific approach.

To date, developmental psychopathology has been predominantly,
though clearly not exclusively, concerned with understanding less se-
vere forms of psychopathology, and characterized by a relative prepon-
derance of research best described as "psychosocial," whereas genetic
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influences, neurobiological systems, and brain development have been
less well explored and integrated. Although there is no denying the
relevance of psychosocial factors in the determination and maintenance
of all forms of psychopathology, we believe developmental psychopath-
ology must more fully embrace a wider spectrum of psychopathology
for scientific inquiry if it is to genuinely assist us in understanding those
forms of illness that pose major public health concerns. Whereas the
study of deviant social attachment patterns, behavioral competence (or
lack thereof), and dysfunctional parent-child relations have all provided
valuable insights, greater developmental clarity is needed in our under-
standing of clinically significant psychopathology—for example, autism,
schizophrenia, anxiety disorders, depression, antisocial personality, eat-
ing disorders, and other noteworthy conditions like attention-deficit
disorder. These disorders, which spring from complex dynamic and in-
teractive processes, fill our clinics, hospitals, and other clinical service
agencies. A fuller understanding of the complex and more severe forms
of psychopathology will yield important etiological and developmental
information and may ultimately result in better treatment and preven-
tion efforts, but will also provide us with an understanding of normative
psychological development and functioning.

The degree to which developmental psychopathology has been "under-
biologized," so to speak, is clearly evident when perusing the research
literature and probably is somewhat reflective of the extensive influence
of psychosocial models in normative developmental psychology—what
David Rowe (1994), the noted developmental behavioral geneticist, has
called "socialization science." Whereas many reports on developmental
psychopathology focus on parent-child interactions, childrearing atti-
tudes, dysfunctional parenting, and putatively related dysfunctional
outcomes (e.g., maltreatment leading to impaired competence), few gen-
uine attempts have been made to integrate genetic factors, neuro-
transmitter models, and neuroscientific processes, which as yet remain a
relative rarity in the modal developmental psychopathology article or
chapter. In the interest of not being misunderstood, we should like to
emphasize that we are observing a relative imbalance in developmental
psychopathology in favor of psychosocial models of pathological devel-
opment over more biologically influenced models—quite frankly, how-
ever, we suggest that the best models will be those that integrate across
these levels (e.g., Meehl, 1990; see also Meehl, 1972). The importance
of genetic factors in both normative and pathological development is
indisputable (Rowe, 1994; Rutter, 1991) and the essential role of neuro-
biological factors in temperament (e.g., Kagan, 1994), emotion (Ekman
& Davidson, 1994), personality development (e.g., Depue & Collins, in
press), and the emergence of psychopathology (e.g., Breslin & Wein-
berger, 1990; Cocarro & Murphy, 1990; Grace, 1991) is axiomatic, some
would even say confirmed. The meaningful integration of brain, emo-
tion, behavior, and environmental influences currently represents an
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exceptionally active research area in various areas of psychological sci-
ence, especially cognition and personality. In short, developmental psy-
chopathology cannot afford not to heed these advances and emerging
research strategies.

We believe this is a particularly opportune time to look forward from
within the developmental psychopathology approach. It is indeed a time
to take stock and consolidate earlier research findings, but it is partic-
ularly a ripe time to walk to the frontiers of this exciting new area to see
the territory and challenges ahead for developmental psychopathology.
In order to accomplish this mission, we invited several leading scholars
to Cornell University to present their views on various severe and com-
plex psychopathologies within a developmental psychopathology frame-
work and to articulate their models with an eye toward the future.
Indeed, as Sir Michael Rutter points out in his chapter (Chapter 7),
developmental psychopathology "in no way constitutes a separate disci-
pline"; rather, it is a vantage point. We urged our contributors to stand at
that vantage point and show us what they see as being genuinely at the
frontier of developmental psychopathology. Our contributors were en-
couraged to take risks, to be generative, and when necessary, provoca-
tive. All of the papers presented at the Cornell meeting were subse-
quently transformed into the chapters contained in this volume, and we
are particularly pleased with the result. We are especially pleased to
draw attention to the concluding chapter that rounds out this volume—
namely, Sir Michael Rutter's chapter. Whether one works within the
specific substantive area addressed by any of the authors in this volume
or is, perhaps, more interested in the general form of the models pre-
sented herein, we think the reader will find each of these chapters
stimulating and heuristic.

Moreover, we are pleased to present this volume, Frontiers of Develop-
mental Psychopathology, as the second in the continuing Cornell Univer-
sity Series in Developmental Psychological Science. The first volume in the
Series was an outgrowth of the festschrift held in honor of Professor
Henry Ricciuti and was titled Future Directions in Infant Development Re-
search (Suci & Robertson, 1992).

Finally, we should like to take this opportunity to express our grati-
tude to those individuals whose assistance has greatly facilitated the
undertaking and completion of this project. We are especially indebted
to Sir Michael Rutter who served so very generously as our consultant at
all phases of this project, provided incisive commentary on all presenta-
tions at the symposium in Ithaca, and contributed a comprehensive
overview and critique chapter included in this volume. Professors
George Suci and Henry Ricciuti, both of Cornell, initially suggested that
such a volume as this would fit well in the Cornell University Series in
Developmental Psychological Science and have been most supportive of the
endeavor for which we are grateful. Completion of this project was
greatly facilitated by a sabbatical leave for one of us (M. F. L.) and a most
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productive sabbatical environment provided by Professor Philip S. Holz-
man at Harvard University and the Psychology Laboratory at McLean
Hospital. Invaluable guidance and support were provided by our editor,
Joan Bossert, at Oxford University Press; additional expert production
assistance was delivered faithfully by Ellen Fuchs and Stanley George
(late), both of Oxford as well. Finally, we thank Dean Firebaugh at
Cornell for her generous financial support of the original symposium
held at Cornell University in Ithaca, New York.

Let us now proceed to the frontiers of developmental psychopathology.

March, 1995 M. F. L.
Ithaca, NY J. J. H.
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1
Heritable Variability and Variable

Heritability in Developmental
Psychopathology

H. HILL GOLDSMITH AND IRVING I. GOTTESMAN

Genetic Orientations to Antisocial Behavior

Genes are among the acknowledged potential risk factors relevant to
developmental psychopathology. In the areas of developmental psycho-
pathology related to antisocial behavior, the roles of genetics are com-
plex and controversial. The reader's receptivity to the notion that genetic
and other biological factors must be given their due as credible risk
factors for various problematic outcomes in adolescence and adulthood
involving antisocial behaviors will probably depend upon the reader's
professional discipline and past exposure to purveyors of this idea. Even
enlightened advocates for giving genes a chance to explain some of the
variance observed within a population must acknowledge the mis-
guided, naive, and sometimes inhumane efforts to misapply biological
concepts in order to guarantee "law and order" (Proctor, 1988; Reilly,
1991). Readers whose immediate associations with the phrase "behav-
ioral genetics" are the Holocaust, racism, or compulsory sterilization
will probably wonder why we are promoting enlightened perspectives
on the appropriate roles to be accorded genetic considerations. However,
readers whose associations with the phrase "behavioral genetics" are
amniocentesis, genetic counseling, dietary treatment for phenylketonu-
ria, or gene replacement therapy are likely to view genetic hypotheses
more favorably.

Attitudes toward the explanatory power of possible genetic factors for
such traits or disorders as two of the "deadly sins" (lust and anger),
aggression, disruptive behaviors, delinquency, criminality, and antisocial
personality have varied greatly over the past five centuries, depending
on which discipline had appointed itself as caretaker of the public order.

5



6 Psychobiological Models

The pendulum swung far to the right with such early studies of "crime
families" as the Jukes and the Kallikaks. Most readers will be familiar
with the influential writings (1876) on the concept of "criminal man"
by the Italian psychiatrist Cesare Lombroso (1835—1909). As a military
physician Lombroso had been quite impressed with the differences in
the amount of obscene tattooing on good and criminal soldiers and by
one [sic] "pathological" brain autopsy on a notorious murderer; he also
considered carnivorous plants to be criminal, thus indicating, to him,
the universality of such behaviors.) Needless to say, such efforts have
accelerated the ridicule of genetic and biological constructs up to the
present day. The pendulum has swung back toward the middle in recent
years, to a mulifactorial framework (Carey, 1992a; Walters, 1992). Re-
searchers are aware of the many steps in gene-to-behavior pathways
that give such global variables as individual differences in liability to
antisocial behaviors, socio-ecological differences (nutrition, poverty,
crowding), and parenting differences (abuse, divorce, discipline) a
chance to improve or worsen the fit of causal models.

Contemporary researchers recognize that different explanatory factors
are not always competing explanatory factors. This recognition is partly
due to appreciation that effect sizes in the prediction of antisocial behav-
ior are typically modest, and thus that there is ample room for multiple
predictors from different domains. However, there is a more fundamen-
tal recognition that distal and proximal causes can be different in kind,
and that factors that play a role in the origins of behavioral dispositions
are different from those that elicit or maintain actual behavior. In this
chapter, we shall make the case for genetic influences as one factor
influencing individual variability in the strength of dispositions toward
some classes of antisocial behavior. Nothing we have to say about genet-
ics, however, negates the observation that, for instance, much human
aggression is a crude attempt to control the behavior of others (Patter-
son, 1986) or that aggressive behavior patterns are often maintained by
reinforcement from parents, peers, and victims (see Berkowitz, 1993,
chap. 6, for review).

An important general principle is that genes have only a probabilistic
effect on the development of normal or disordered behavior. However,
the degree of probability ranges widely according to the particular ge-
notype and phenotype being studied. The unfortunate individual who
inherits a particular pair of recessive genes on chromosome pair 12 will
surely exhibit the symptoms of phenylketonuria early in life. Only one
copy of a stretch of a recently specified gene which contains a tri-
nucleotide repeat (that is expanded and unstable in the mutant, disease-
causing form; see report of The Huntington's Disease Collaborative
Research Group, 1993) on chromosome 4 will also surely lead to Hunt-
ington's disease, although the affected person will live for 40 or 50 years
before frank signs of the illness appear. Thus, the probability of a partic-
ular gene leading to a disorder can be 100%.
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On the other hand, for many more common disorders, the probability
that the bearer of a gene—or a set of genes—will ever experience the
disorder is much less. For example, we can conclude from studies of
identical twins that an individual with an "average" genotype for
schizophrenia (average for schizophrenics, not for the general popula-
tion) has only roughly a 50% chance of eventually developing enough
symptoms to be diagnosed as schizophrenic. Thus, for complex, genet-
ically influenced disorders (King, Rotter, & Motulsky, 1992) such as
schizophrenia, the path from genotype to behavioral manifestation is
indeed probabilistic, with the chances of developing schizophrenia
ranging from zero to 55% (Gottesman, 1991), depending on ill-
understood processes involving interactions, thresholds, and biopsycho-
social contingencies. Thinking about genetic risk factors for other behav-
ioral patterns, such as aggressiveness or antisocial behavior, becomes
even more complex, especially in developmental perspective.

As a brief survey of some demographic and psychiatric epidemiologi-
cal facts will reveal, antisocial behaviors are too important to be left to
practitioners of any one discipline, such as criminologists, sociologists,
lawyers, neuroscientists, or the builders of the Republican or Democratic
political platforms. U. S. Bureau of the Census (1991) statistics tell us
that 23.5 million households were "touched by crime" in one year
(1989) as victims; 11.3 million citizens were arrested (1989) (82%
males and 15.5% under age 18); 3.7 million adults were under correc-
tional supervision (of whom 2.8 million were on parole or probation
and 0.9 million in prison) and a further 344 thousand were in jails; 1.2
million (1986) delinquency cases were adjudicated by the courts; and
94,000 juveniles were in custody (1987).

We are concerned in this chapter with antisocial behavior, which is a
much broader phenotype than those adjudicated by the criminal justice
system. Thus, we turn to epidemiological studies of criteria-based and
structured-interview-determined rates of DSM-III-R antisocial person-
ality disorder (ASP) in the massive sample of 19,182 adults (93% in
households, 7% in institutions) interviewed in the Epidemiologic Catch-
ment Area (EGA) study reported by Robins and Regier (1991) and their
colleagues. The EGA study contains a gold mine of information for the
developmental psychopathologist. By the conventions of DSM-III-R,
ASP requires a diagnosis of conduct disorder (CD) before age 15 as a
"gateway" diagnosis to one of ASP. The CD diagnosis is met by any 3 of
12 criteria, and the adult diagnosis requires the presence of at least 4 of
10 problem areas. The childhood problems emphasize aggression, with
6 of the 12 criteria consisting of fighting, weapon use, cruelty to humans
or animals, forced sex, and mugging/armed robbery. Many problems
exist with the taxonomy and nosology of disruptive behaviors (Achen-
bach, 1993; Caron & Rutter, 1991; Lilienfeld & Waldman, 1990), and
we shall return to these important problems of defining a useful phe-
notype for behavioral genetic analyses below. All of the subjects in the
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EGA were age 18 or over, so that diagnoses of CD, and therefore of ASP,
are necessarily retrospective. The best estimate for the lifetime preva-
lence (now or ever) of ASP was obtained by including extra questions
about illegal activities for the St. Louis sample that were not allowed at
the other sites; the estimate was 7.3% in males and 1.0% in females
(rates that are 53% higher by using the information about illegal activ-
ities). Such rates, when projected against the adult population of this
nation, give minimal estimates of the proportion of the adult population
that engage in, or have engaged in, nontrivial and syndromic antisocial
behaviors of 8.87 million males and 1.27 million females! It is notewor-
thy that there were no differences in the rates between African-
Americans and Caucasians. The structure of the data gathered for ASP
diagnoses (Robins, Tipp, & Przybeck, 1991) permits many additional
analyses to inform the developmentalist interested in the correlates of
antisocial behaviors. The average age of the first symptom reported for
satisfying the CD step was between the eighth and ninth birthdays; of all
males who ever had an ASP diagnosis, 53% reported no symptoms
within the past year, as did 50% of the females, a quite unexpected
result regarding the phenotypic plasticity of antisocial behaviors. Almost
all of the ASPs apparently were in "remission" after they reached age
45; even then, the mean duration from first to last symptom in the ASP
"career" was 19 years.

With this documentation of the magnitude of ASP and related prob-
lems, it should be clear why behavioral scientists are motivated to un-
derstand the causes. In seeking some tentative understandings, we begin
with two complications. First, antisocial or aggressive behavior can have
many developmental roots, each with its own set of genetic and envi-
ronmental underpinnings. Among the psychological dispositional roots
might be such features as a robust constitution, a typically high energy
level, a tendency to be a sensation seeker, low anxiety under conditions
that typically evoke inhibition, and other such tendencies or predis-
positions. Second, each of these tendencies can have multiple—and
divergent—outcomes. For example, the energetic mesomorph who is
unafraid to enter dark alleys might be a successful mugger or a deco-
rated patrolman, depending on neighborhood heroes/heroines in child-
hood, attitudinal, cultural, and other factors—including luck—that are
easily imagined.

The behavior-genetic principles embodied in these two complications
are (1) genetic heterogeneity and (2) pleiotropy. A behavioral pattern
can have different genetic roots in different individuals (and no genetic
roots at all in some—phenocopies), and a single genotype can have
different behavioral manifestations in different individuals. When ge-
netic heterogeneity and pleiotropy are the rule rather than the excep-
tion, as they surely must be for antisocial behavior, the genetic analysis
of behavior becomes a daunting task.

The concept of proximal versus distal causes is also pertinent to this
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issue. Notions such as "genes for crime" are nonsense, but the following
notion is reasonable: There may be partially genetically influenced pre-
dispositions for basic behavioral tendencies, such as impulsivity, that in
certain experiential contexts make the probability of committing certain
crimes higher than for individuals who possess lesser degrees of such
behavioral tendencies. The most proximal causal factor in the spiral of
influences leading to commission of a sanctioned act is the situational
context surrounding the act—who said or did what to whom for which
reason before the act. The next most proximal cause is perhaps the
reinforcement histories and coercive cycles emphasized by social learn-
ing theorists. But more distal factors concern who enters into these
cycles and what helps maintain them. Genes might influence these
more distal factors probabilistically.

Genetic heterogeneity, pleiotropy, and distal versus proximal causes
are not the only complications we face in conceptualizing how genes
might influence antisocial behavior. For instance, some aggressive acts
are influenced by genes common to all members of our species; these
include actions required to survive or to guarantee survival of kin or
others under extreme conditions. In these cases, individual differences
in genetic constitution might have no impact. In addition, there are
surely some individuals with no genetic risk factors at all who commit
crimes of all sorts. Crimes such as civil disobedience immediately come
to mind; consider the folk heroine seamstress Rosa Parks refusing to
relinquish her seat at the front of the bus during the early days of the
American civil rights movement.

It should not be necessary to emphasize that when the norm in a
community is for an adolescent to join a criminal gang, genetic factors
become trivially important in predicting who will get into trouble. Nor
should it be necessary to mention that the behavior-genetic consider-
ations we are treating apply to individual variability rather than inter-
group differences. But in these times of high tension among ethnic
groups across the earth, both of these obvious qualifications do need to
be stated explicitly and emphasized to our policy makers.

Defining Phenotypes for Genetic Analysis

Thus far, we have discussed and differentiated criminality and the diag-
nosis of ASP. Most epidemiologic data pertain to one of these operation-
al definitions. However, we do not imply that either sanctioned crime or
the DSM diagnosis of ASP is the optimal phenotype for genetic analysis.

Meaningful distinctions among antisocial behavioral patterns have
emerged from experimental psychopathology. For example, Harpur,
Hare, and Hakstian (1989) summarized evidence for two correlated but
distinguishable psychopathy-related factors in groups of incarcerated
males. The first factor included items such as glibness, grandiose sense of
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self-worth, lying, conning, and lack of remorse and empathy. This factor
encompasses key features of the psychopathic personality described by
Cleckley (1976). The second factor was more similar to the DSM-III-R
diagnosis of ASP in that it described a chronically unstable and antiso-
cial lifestyle, with impulsive, irresponsible behaviors and relationships.
More important than the psychometric distinctiveness of these two fac-
tors are their different correlates. The Harpur et al. review indicates that
the first factor correlated with higher narcissism ratings and lower self-
report of anxiety, whereas the second factor correlated with personality
scales more commonly associated with antisocial behavior (self-report
on the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory [MMPI] Psycho-
pathic deviate [Pd], California Psychological Inventory [CPI] Sociali-
zation [So], and sensation-seeking scales). Despite these and other "life-
history" differential correlates of the two factors, Harpur et al. view
psychopathy as a valid unitary syndrome. Clearly, genetic analysis with
samples extending outside the incarcerated population could help vali-
date the distinction between the constellation of Cleckley personality
features and the constellation of chronic antisocial behaviors.

Another key distinction among individuals who exhibit antisocial
behavior is developmental. DiLalla and Gottesman (1990), drawing on
behavior-genetic considerations, suggest that adult criminality and juve-
nile delinquency have some different roots. Moffitt's (1993) review
summarizes evidence that antisocial behavior in some individuals is
essentially limited to adolescence, whereas in others the behavior per-
sists throughout the life span. The relatively large group of individuals
(by some estimates, a clear majority of adolescents) who exhibit the
adolescence-limited pattern of antisocial behavior do so, in part, be-
cause of secular trends that have created a gap between biological matu-
ration and the assumption of adult privileges and responsibilities. In a
sense elaborated by Moffitt, this antisocial behavior can be considered
adaptive as well as normative. On the other hand, the life-course-
persistent group is characterized by neuropsychological risk, which in
turn is often correlated with nonoptimal contexts for development. Al-
though the distinction between the roughly 5% of the male population
belonging to the life-course-persistent group and the larger adolescence-
limited group would be difficult to make on the basis of data from the
adolescent period alone, the distinction would be clear in developmen-
tal perspective. (See Moffitt, 1993, for other data and hypotheses con-
cerning these two groups, including hypothesized mechanisms of entry
and exit in antisocial behavior for the adolescence-limited group). Of
primary concern to us here is that behavior-genetic data support this
distinction, with childhood conduct problems and adult criminality and
ASP showing heritable variation, in contrast to juvenile delinquency, as
we shall see later in this chapter.

Aggression researchers have drawn our attention to the different roots
of aggressive behavior. The most widely accepted distinction is between
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instrumental and emotional aggression (Berkowitz, 1993). People who
engage in instrumental aggression seek to control or dominate others or
to gain resources, whereas those who engage in emotional aggression
tend to interpret others' actions as hostile and make hostile attributions.

It is important to emphasize that the three dichotomies just men-
tioned are based on different sources of data. Harpur et al.'s distinction
between Cleckley- and DSM-III-R ASP-type psychopaths is based on
adult criminals; the distinction concerning developmental course is
based on adolescents who engage in risky and illegal behaviors, many of
which are never punished, and the distinction between different types of
aggressiveness is based more on analysis of the immediate motivation
underlying the behavior than on individuals' enduring dispositions.
Thus, it is unsurprising that the overlap among the various sets of di-
chotomies is incompletely understood. It is also crucial to relate these
distinctions to basic personality dispositions, such as inhibitory control
and anger proneness. These issues will prove difficult to resolve on a
phenotypic basis alone, partly because—as researchers surely realize—
the rather clear-cut distinctions that we have portrayed are probably
much more fuzzy in reality. Genetics can provide a tool to sharpen these
distinctions and test their validity.

Appreciating the Molecular Level of Genetic Analysis

Ideally, both statistical and biological evidence is gathered to render a
genetic hypothesis tenable. The statistical evidence involves documenta-
tion of the heritability of behavioral tendencies such as aggressiveness or
impulsiveness. Evidence must also be adduced that the behavioral ten-
dencies predict antisocial behavior and that antisocial patterns of behav-
ior are heritable. Then demonstration is needed that the genetic influ-
ences on the behavioral tendencies and antisocial behavioral patterns
overlap. Such evidence—to the extent that it is available—will be re-
viewed later in this chapter.

The other line of genetic evidence is biological; identification of spe-
cific stretches of DNA associated with antisocial behavioral patterns. Of
course, the genetic evidence is only one aspect of the biological evi-
dence. Other aspects, such as reactivity of the autonomic nervous sys-
tem, are not considered in this chapter. As we consider biological pro-
cesses, our examples will stray far from antisocial behavior. However,
these processes need to be appreciated by future-oriented behavioral
developmentalists, partly because they represent a complementary ap-
proach to understanding dynamic development and partly because of
their heuristic value.

Perhaps because of the ambiguity of our subject matter, we develop-
mentalists search for metaphors with heuristic value to guide our under-
standing. For instance, Rene Spitz looked to descriptive embryology as a
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metaphor for behavioral development. Waddington's epigenetic land-
scape is another such metaphor (Gottesman, 1974). More recently the
chaotic behavior of, say, weather systems has been attractive to some
developmentalists as a metaphor for the nonlinearity of development. In
trying to move beyond metaphor to actual process, developmentalists
have only recently begun to identify bodies of knowledge that are in-
structive for studying human behavior (Smith & Thelen, 1994). Genetic
regulatory systems are processes that embody instructive dynamic prin-
ciples for developmentalists. For genetically influenced development to
occur, it seems likely that the pattern of gene expression would change
via regulatory processes. The existence of these regulatory processes is
an underlying basis for the claim, made above, that genetic influences
should be viewed as dynamic rather than static.

Twenty-five years ago, the only reasonably well-understood examples
of gene regulation involved bacteria. Classic examples were regulation
of genes controlling production of enzymes involved in metabolic sys-
tems in bacteria. In a typical system, a product of the metabolic pathway
interacted with the product of a regulatory gene, and the resulting com-
plex then interacted with a section of the DNA that "shut down" tran-
scription of genes controlling production of enzymes in the metabolic
pathway.

Many scientists suspected that this and similar systems would prove
prototypic for regulation of eukaryotic gene expression, including that
of mammals. However, a mammalian cell has about 800 times the
amount of DNA that a bacterium contains (but not so many times the
number of proteins), and the mechanisms of gene expression and regu-
lation proved to be much more complex. Part of the reason for the
greater complexity of regulatory systems lies in differences in the struc-
ture of DNA—not in the genetic code itself but in features such as the
greater prevalence of split genes. Split genes contain both introns (mter-
vening sequences of DNA that do not code for protein) and exons (se-
quences that are expressed in messenger RNA [mRNA]). Another struc-
tural difference is that DNA in higher organisms contains extensive
repeated segments of identical or nearly identical DNA. Yet another
difference is the chromosomal structure of eukaryotic (organisms higher
than bacteria) DNA.

Studies of the physical structure of chromosomes have clarified some
mechanisms of gene activation and inactivation. Inactivation can be
short-term or long-term. The best-known example of long-term inac-
tivation is that of one of the two X chromosomes in females—the so-
called Lyon effect or lyonization (after Mary Lyon, the discoverer). The
finding that an entire chromosome can be inactivated for most of an
individual's life suggests that similar processes might also occur for brief-
er periods for shorter chromosomal segments.

Genetic regulation occurs at hierarchical levels, as outlined in Table
1.1. Long-term gene inactivation is apparently accomplished by changes
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Table 1.1. Stages of Gene Expression and Levels of Regulation of Eukaryotic
Gene Expression

Stages of Gene Expression

1. Chromatin configuration

2. Initiation of transcription

3. Transcript elongation
and polyadenylation

4. Splicing of pre-mRNA and
transport out of the nucleus

5. Translation

"The types of regulation listed

Type of Regulation"

Regulation of chromatin structure
DNA methylation

Promoter utilization
Activation or repression by various transcription

factors

Rate of transcription
Premature termination
Regulated polyadenylation

Splicing at alternative sites
Different forms of splicing
Sequestering of mRNA from ribosomes

Availability of factors required for initiation of
protein synthesis

Translational blocks and reversal of blocks

are illustrative rather than comprehensive.

in the way DNA is associated with proteins in the three-dimensional
structure of chromosomes. Heterochromatin is a form of chromosomal
structure, involving principally DNA and various histone proteins, that
is so dense that it can be seen under a light microscope when the cell is
not dividing. Highly compacted heterochromatin is apparently not tran-
scribed, whereas euchromatin, with a much more open structure, is
transcribed. Thus, heterochromatin is a visible marker of inactive genes.
Two observations important for understanding development have been
made: First, there are regions of the genome that appear completely
heterochromatic in later life but that were euchromatic at earlier stages.
The notion, of course, is that these regions contain genes that are pro-
grammed to function at only one developmental period. Of even more
interest is the finding (confirmed in both fruit flies and mammals) that a
stretch of genes can be inactivated by insertion into a heterochromatic
region.

The second observation is that longer-term regulation of gene expres-
sion can involve DNA methylation. In the DNA of most animal species,
about 5% of the cytosine residues are methylated (cytosine is one of four
bases that carry the genetic code). Several lines of evidence suggest that
methylated DNA is usually not transcribed; thus methylation in regula-
tory regions is perhaps a feature of longer-term inhibition of gene ex-
pression. Interestingly, patterns of DNA methylation can be retained
through inheritance across multiple generations (Holliday, 1987).

Of course, some genes are active only for limited periods, and there is
substantial knowledge about how genes are activated and deactivated.
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Estimates are that about 1% of our genes are being transcribed at any
given time. Of course, this is a different 1% of the genes in various cells.
And the proportion of genes being expressed at a given time may vary
according to tissue type, with the nervous system being more physi-
ologically active. Genes referred to as constitutive or housekeeping genes
are expressed more or less continually, whereas regulated genes are ex-
pressed in stage- and tissue-specific ways. Studies of DNA and protein
chemistry are revealing the molecular processes that facilitate or inhibit
transcription of various types of genes by RNA polymerases. These pro-
cesses include the action of DNA elements called promoters and en-
hancers, as well as other factors. Promoters are regions near the coding
segment of a gene where proteins called basal factors attach to the DNA.
One of these basal factors, the enzyme RNA polymerase, actually cata-
lyzes the transcription. Transcriptional enhancers, or activator proteins,
attach to another regulatory site in the DNA sequence and interact with
the basal factors to maximize the rate of transcription. Enhancers may
also facilitate binding of RNA polymerase enzymes to initiation regions
of the DNA, and recent models suggest that histone proteins play a role
in this process (Grunstein, 1992). After the gene (both introns and
exons) is transcribed, the pre-mRNA is packaged with specific nuclear
proteins and then processed further.

Let us return to Table 1.1 and summarize the stages once again, realiz-
ing that any attempt to enumerate the molecular control mechanisms
for gene expression must be incomplete. First are the mechanisms that
determine whether the region of a chromosome on which a particular
gene resides is physically amenable to transcription. Assuming that it is,
there are many steps that can potentially be regulated before an mRNA
is produced. There is the transcriptional stage, where, for example, ste-
roid hormones act. Aspects of transcription that can be regulated in-
clude, for example, promoter utilization. Posttranscriptional steps that
can be regulated include splicing of mRNA, addition of certain chemical
"tags" to the mRNA, and transport of the mRNA from the nucleus.
Steroid hormones also act at this posttranscriptional stage by stabilizing
the hormone-induced mRNAs against degradation in the cytoplasm.
Then there are translational controls that regulate whether, or at what
rate, mRNA and associated cellular machinery in the ribosomes actually
produce protein. After the steps outlined in Table 1.1, there are other
processes that are also subject to regulatory control, such as sorting of
proteins and transport of proteins across membranes.

Our brief description of regulatory mechanisms should not imply that
these processes are fully understood. The myriad developmental genetic
mechanisms in mammals will likely defy complete explanation for some
time. However, as each mechanism is elucidated, we gain insight into
another possible source of variability among individuals. Thus, the
sources of genetically based individuality are not confined to poly-
morphic structural genes (genes that vary in some bases of the DNA
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sequence across individuals). Even if all structural genes were the same,
as in identical twins, cascades of interacting regulatory genes controlling
molecular developmental pathways would still result in functional ge-
netic differences among individuals.

We have barely scratched the surface of molecular genetic research
that holds relevance for the study of behavioral development. For in-
stance, the investigation of the nature of "developmental switches" and
how they function at the molecular level seems fundamental to the
understanding of the timing of development. It is thought that sex deter-
mination may be initiated by a molecular switch on the Y chromosome,
and other major developmental transitions might also be influenced by
such switches. Another relevant topic is growth hormone's mechanism
of action. In fact, much immunology and cancer research is leading to
fundamental insights into the molecular-genetic nature of development
and regulation.

Now that we have some appreciation for genetic regulatory mecha-
nisms and understand that it is not simply an abstract possibility that
genes can be both a source of flexibility and a source of constancy in
development, let us return to the behavioral level. The notion that genes
act developmentally alerts us to study such features as the age of onset
and the course of disorders. Thus, in the complex area of antisocial
behavior, researchers are led to investigate the determinants of early-
versus late-onset juvenile delinquency rather than grosser measures
such as criminality unqualified by developmental considerations. Rec-
ognizing that genetic effects must be considered in developmental per-
spective, we consider in some detail a conceptual aid—the reaction
range—that helps us illustrate the complexity of the issues involved.

Explicating the Reaction Range for Antisocial Behavior

As long as we avoid interpreting them too literally, some heuristic con-
cepts can hint at the complexities of development while we await more
process-oriented understandings at levels ranging from the molecular to
the social. The concept that we want to emphasize is the norm of reaction,
which was introduced into genetics by Dobzhansky and into psychology
by Gottesman (1963) as the reaction range of behavior. One virtue of the
reaction range is that it can be given quantitative meaning. For instance,
the largest differences observed between identical twins with varying
experiences would be a lower-bound estimate of the reaction range for a
given genotype. Figure 1.1 shows the latest incarnation of this heuristic
concept—the reaction surface of a behavior (Turkheimer & Gottesman,
1991).

The hypothetical reaction surface in the lower left portion of Figure
1.1 shows risk of antisocial behavior on the vertical axis. The other two
axes are the relevant genotype and the environment. The diagram does
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Figure 1.1 Hypothetical reaction surface for antisocial behavior.

not embody assumptions about the frequency distributions of either
genotypes or environments. The shape of the surface suggests nonlinear
effects, which are meant to hint at the complexity of underlying pro-
cesses. The left side of the environmental axis represents experiences
conducive to the development of antisocial behavior; these experiences
are designated "hazardous" in the figure. The right side of the environ-
mental axis is labeled "protective." The shape of the surface implies that
very hazardous environments—perhaps approached in some inner-city
areas—result in a very high probability of antisocial behavior in most
young males, regardless of genotype. Also, the low level (with resistant

Table 1.2. Candidates for Components of the Reaction Range: Behavioral
Tendencies Reflective of Genotype and Social Processes Reflective
of Environment

Behavioral Tendencies
That May Be Genetically
Influenced

Impulse control
Need for stimulation
Activity level
Anxiety proneness
Frustration tolerance

Social Processes That May Facilitate Development of
Various Forms of Undercontrolled Behavioral Patterns

Processes that retard moral development
Processes that hinder perspective taking and empathy
Processes that lead to overattribution of hostility
Escalating cycles of coercive family interaction
Peer group processes
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genotypes) and gradual rise (with increasing genetic susceptibility) of
antisocial behavior in protective environments (seen along the front
edge of the surface) suggest that the predisposing effects of susceptible
genotypes can be countered by experience. The effect of genotype is
apparent at all levels of environment, but there is a multiplicative effect
when both genotype and environment are high. This interaction can be
discerned in the steeper slope of the surface as the environment becomes
more hazardous and the genotype becomes more susceptible. Of course,
the shape of the reaction surface is simply illustrative, supported by
some data but largely hypothetical. Even a diagram as complex as the
lower left portion of Figure 1.1 is inadequate to portray all the processes
involved. One inadequacy of the diagram is the incomplete representa-
tion of individual development. Individual possibilities are represented
in the sense that there is a wide—but variable—range of phenotypic
outcomes for each genotype (Gottesman, 1974). However, the lower left
portion of the diagram only represents those outcomes at one time, and
we have already reviewed evidence that genotypic effects on antisocial
behavior can change with age. Thus, a second reaction surface—a devel-
opmental transformation of the first—is depicted in the upper right
portion of Figure 1.1. This second surface is reduced in elevation, an
effect that is clearest at the highest levels of the antisocial behavior axis.
Optimally, we would show reaction surfaces like those in Figure 1.1 for
all developmental periods, with different shapes depending on the age
when antisocial behavior is assessed.

Another complication of our depiction of the reaction surface is that
the causes of antisocial behavior are undoubtedly heterogeneous, and
the single axis for genotype does not capture this heterogeneity. The
same is true for environmental causes of antisocial behavior. We can be
more concrete by hypothesizing that two relevant genotypes might be,
for example, those for frustration tolerance or delay of gratification. One
relevant environment might be, for example, processes that lead to over-
attribution of hostility to others—a kind of paranoid ethnocentrism.
When we begin to specify the processes more concretely, we see imme-
diately that a multivariate family of reaction surfaces that incorporates
genetically independent, risk-increasing traits and potentially inde-
pendent environmental risk factors is needed. Table 1.2 outlines some
specific traits and social factors that are implicated in the genesis of
antisocial behavior. How these traits and social factors interact develop-
mentally is a task for the next stage of developmental behavioral genetic
research.

The potential fruitmlness of this next stage of research is suggested by
recent research in Oregon. Patterson, Crosby, and Vuchinich (1992),
committed to a social learning approach, tried to predict early police
arrest (by age 16) using multiple regression models that focused on
three sets of variables: societal, parenting, and individual differences in
an "antisocial trait" (a latent disposition and therefore of great interest
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to geneticists). Their sample included 206 boys from high-delinquency
neighborhoods followed from age 10. Family interactional variables
were posited to be indirectly related to early arrests, whereas trait scores
at age 10 were directly related. Indicators for the variables were carefully
selected with the trait score derived from information from parent, peer,
teacher, and target child. A couple of boys had been arrested by age 6,
but the rate grew to 39% by age 16 and these boys became the focus of
attention. The model tested by these social learning theorists showed
that the parenting practices related to discipline and monitoring were
unrelated to age at first arrest; that social disadvantage was virtually
unrelated; but that the antisocial trait score was an impressive
predictor—an increase of one standard deviation for this construct mea-
sured at age 10 increased the risk of early arrest by 20%. The investiga-
tors did not raise questions about the antecedents of the individual
differences in the trait; we would not have been surprised to have poor
parenting or bad peers be significant predictors, but we would then press
such results with the same kinds of questions—what are the anteced-
ents of poor parenting, and what are the antecedents of susceptibility to
peer aggression modeling? These findings lend themselves to interpreta-
tion within the multivariate, reaction surface framework outlined above.

Returning to Table 1.2, we could expand the conceptualization by
adding putative biological markers of genotypes related to antisocial
behavior. An overview of the field (Reiss & Roth, 1993) suggests some
candidates: steroid hormones (testosterone and glucocorticoids) and
their receptors; some functions of the neurotransmitters dopamine, nor-
epinephrine, serotonin, acetylcholine, GABA, and various neuropep-
tides; and neurophysiological measures such as measures of EEC abnor-
malities and limbic system dysfunction (see also Raine & Venables,
1988). In a study of 29 children and adolescents with disruptive behav-
ior disorders (attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, CD, and opposi-
tional defiant disorder), lower levels of a serotonin metabolite (5-
hydroxyindoleacetic acid) were detected in cerebrospinal fluid, as com-
pared to children with obsessive-compulsive disorder (Kruesi et al.,
1990). In a follow-up of the same sample, the same lower 5-hydroxyin-
doleacetic acid concentration levels predicted more physical aggression
(Kruesi et al., 1992). The genetic aspects of these and other candidate
markers should be studied with the tools of behavioral genetics in both
probands and their relatives and in the general population at all age
levels.

Unfortunately, as psychologists working with human behavior, we
cannot observe reaction surfaces directly. So we turn to the reflection of
genetic processes in the similarity of kin. The disciplines that encompass
the tools and concepts for such investigation are quantitative genetics
and genetic epidemiology. In this chapter, we shall not explicate the
logic, assumptions, and validity evidence for family, twin, and adoption
studies, nor shall we discuss the virtues and liabilities of concepts such
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as heritability (the proportion of observed variation associated with ge-
netic differences), genetic variance, shared and nonshared environment,
and gene-environment covariance (see standard texts such as Falconer,
1990, or Plomin, DeFries, 6- McClearn, 1989; the developmental
behavior-genetic text by Plomin (1986); or review chapters written for
developmentalists such as Goldsmith, 1988; Gottesman, 1974; and Si-
monoff, McGuffin, & Gottesman, 1994).

Statistical Genetic Evidence Concerning Childhood
Antisocial Behaviors and Their Possible Antecedents

We shall review some of the statistical evidence in a way that is intended
to be sensitive to both developmental and clinical concerns. Much of our
discussion depends on results from studies of identical and fraternal
twins. The logic and assumptions of the classic twin method have been
reviewed and researched extensively. The most important assumptions
are that twins are representative of the general population and that
identical twins are not treated more similarly than fraternals in ways
that make them more alike for the behavioral pattern under investiga-
tion. Various caveats related to these assumptions are covered in stan-
dard references (e.g., Plomin, DeFries, & McClearn, 1989). Heritability,
the proportion of observed variation associated with variation in genetic
effects, can be simply estimated as twice the difference between identical
and fraternal twins. Although the possibility threatens the validity of our
assumptions in the twin method, even identical twins without somatic
mutations can vary in the temporal pattern of expression of their ge-
notypes, as mentioned above. Thus, some differences between identical
twins could be due to differential gene activation. It is unclear—and
perhaps irrelevant—whether this should be considered an environmen-
tal or a genetic effect. Of course, we must also avoid the tendency to
attribute any change in behavior or any new behavioral pattern to the
activation of genes. One tenet of systems theory is that systems, once
functioning, can undergo state changes in the absence of external forces
(Gunnar & Thelen, 1989).

Misunderstandings

Before reviewing the results of relevant twin studies, we must discuss
some common misunderstandings about genetics. The major fallacy that
characterizes many psychologists' views of genetic risk factors is think-
ing of genetics as a static rather than a dynamic influence on develop-
ment. This basic fallacy is manifest in several ways. For instance, we
often read that genetic factors influencing some feature of antisocial
behavior are "already in place at the time of birth." Of course, millions
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of copies of all genes are already in place at birth and there is one copy at
conception, but the genetic factors that influence antisocial behavior are
perhaps no more "in place" at birth than are one's parents or social
class—that is, they exist as potential influences, but most of their mani-
festation lies in the future. Another aspect of the basic fallacy is that we
tend to think of gene action as a process that occurs early in life, with
subsequent changes due to experience. The behavior-genetic data—as
well as our knowledge of molecular genetics—indicate otherwise. Con-
sider some results from twin studies of temperament (see Goldsmith,
1989, for a more extensive review of the genetics of temperament).
Systematically testing the behavior of neonates in the Louisville Twin
Study, Riese (1990) observed that the similarity of identical and frater-
nal twins was quite comparable. Motoric activity, irritability, resistance
to soothing, reactivity, and other objectively observed variables were no
more similar for identical than fraternal twins, and thus no genetic ef-
fects on individual variability were implicated. This null finding does not
mean that genes are unimportant for neonatal behavioral reactions be-
cause the genes that operate during the neonatal period might be invari-
ant in the species. Analyses of older infants and young children in the
Louisville Twin Study and in other studies suggest moderate heritability
of the dimensions of activity and negative affectivity that are not herita-
ble in the neonatal period. For example, Matheny (1989) rated emo-
tional reactivity in a series of laboratory tasks at ages 9, 12, 18, 24, and
30 months. Fraternal twin similarity was indexed by correlations of
about .30 throughout this time span, while identical twin correlations
rose from the .50's during the first year of life to the .80's later. The
influence of genetic factors is apparent.

Several interpretations of the difference between the neonatal and late
infancy findings are possible, but the findings at least demonstrate that
genetic effects are not a given at the beginning of life. Surely genes can act
early in life to create some structures, such as receptors for transmitters
in a particular tissue, and the functioning of these structures can later be
involved in behavioral dispositions such as poor impulse control in
emotionally laden situations. However, just as surely, gene action at any
point in the life span can modify a physical structure or set in motion a
physiological process that affects behavioral dispositions. It is clear that
heritability established at one developmental period does not necessarily
generalize to earlier or later periods.

Genetics of Development

Let us consider a more complex question. How are developmental pro-
cesses represented in quantitative genetics? The approach has been em-
pirical: collect longitudinal data and fit models. We ask if observed
longitudinal data, structured by degree of genetic kinship and rearing
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family, will fit various models for initial status, change, stability, and
outcome. The approach can be illustrated by Goldsmith and McArdle's
(1995) structural modeling analyses of temperamental reactivity and
persistence. In brief, composite measures of reactivity and persistence
were formed from psychologists' ratings in the context of mental testing
at ages 4 and 7 years. Both temperamental composites were moderately
heritable at both ages. Of more interest to developmentalists, practically
all the stability, in both reactivity and persistence, was associated with
stable genetic differences. For reactivity, there was evidence that some
new genetic variance at age 7 had arisen since age 4; in contrast, all the
genetic variance in persistence at age 7 had been captured by the age 4
analysis. Thus, a statistical picture consistent with dynamic genetic ac-
tion over time emerges from this analysis. This dynamic view of twin
development is being implemented more fully in an ongoing twin study
of emotional development that involves assessments spaced by weeks
and months rather than years (Goldsmith, Winebarger, Losoya, & Bow-
den, 1992). This approach has yielded developmental functions (Mc-
Call, 1979) for twins over the first 3 years of life for various emotion
systems. Thus, it is possible to study the effect of genetic variation on
times of onset, rates of acceleration of growth, and other temporal quali-
ties of behavior.

Let us now return to infant and childhood temperament and con-
sider some components that might be related to later antisocial behav-
ior. Findings of moderate genetic influence are common, as shown by
data in Table 1.3 on temperament reported by parents (Goldsmith,
1993a, plus additional data).

The upper portion of Table 1.3 shows twin similarity for Activity Level
and Distress to Limitations (Anger) scales of Rothbart's (1981) Infant
Behavior Questionnaire (IBQ). These two correlated IBQ scales seem
most closely related to undercontrolled behavior. Greater identical than
fraternal twin similarity for the Activity Level and Anger scales is appar-
ent for these maternal ratings. Other twin studies tend to support this
finding of moderate heritability for parental report temperament ques-
tionnaire scales (e.g., Buss & Plomin, 1984; Cohen, Dibble, & Grawe,
1977; Cyphers, Phillips, Fulker, & Mrazek, 1990).

Temperament shows some interesting patterns of twin resemblance
after infancy. In the lower portion of Table 1.3, we provide parental
report twin data on toddler temperament assessed via maternal report
on Goldsmith's (in press) Toddler Temperament Assessment Question-
naire (TBAQ) for the same two dimensions as in the infant data. The
results for same-sex twins imply heritabilities in the .40's. We note that
opposite-sex similarity is somewhat lower than same-sex fraternal sim-
ilarity for Activity Level, as it was for IBQ Distress to Limitations (Anger)
in the infant data. Because the activity and anger scales are correlated in
both questionnaires, these two sex differences might represent the same
underlying phenomenon. Preliminary data on preschooler-age twins
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Table 1.3. Twin Similarity for Normal Range Variation in Temperamental
Dimensions Possibly Relevant to the Risk of Externalizing
Behavioral Problems"

Questionnaire Scales Identical R
Same-sex
Fraternal R

Opposite-sex
Fraternal R

Pooled
Fraternal R

I Twin Similarity for Selected Scales of Rothbart's Infant Behavior Questionnaire1'

Activity level

Distress to limitations
(anger proneness)

.55

.65

.37

.39

.33

.12

.35

.25

11 Twin Similarity for Selected Scales of Goldsmith 's Toddler Behavior Assessment Questionnaire'

Activity level

Anger Proneness

.72

.72

.51

.49

.14

.55

.40

.53

<The correlations are adjusted for the effects of age within each of the two
groups defined by assessment with the IBQ or TBAQ. Such adjustments typically
showed minor differences from the raw correlations.

,,The number of twin pairs in each group was as follows: identical (80), same-sex
fraternal (65), opposite -sex fraternal (66), pooled fraternal (131).

cThe number of twin pairs in each group was as follows: identical (88), same-sex
fraternal (62), opposite -sex fraternal (34), pooled fraternal (96).

suggest that these two characteristics remain heritable in maternal re-
port data, and that potentially relevant features of personality not easily
measured in infants and toddlers, such as impulsivity and inhibitory
control, are heritable as well (Gottesman & Goldsmith, 1994).

The data suggesting moderate heritability are not limited to parental
report. Let us consider only three examples of objective measures of
temperament/emotionality in twin research. Consider infant activity
level: Using motion recorders, Saudino and Eaton (1991) observed an
identical R of .76, which was significantly higher than the fraternal R of
.56 for a composite actometer score. Consider infant Tearfulness: Gold-
smith and Campos (1986) showed a similar moderate genetic effect on
the tendency to express fearful facial and vocal affect during the stan-
dardized approach of a stranger and on the visual cliff, both in the
laboratory. Consider the domain of empathy: Zahn-Waxier, Robinson,
and Emde (1992) recorded twins' reactions to stimulated distress by the
mother and an experimenter during home visits at ages 14 and 20
months. They found evidence for modest genetic input to the emotional
facets of empathetic responses (empathic concern and being unrespon-
sive or indifferent). Positive, but sometimes equivocal, genetic evidence
has emerged for laboratory and observational measures of temperament
in other studies as well (e.g., Braungart, Plomin, DeFries, & Fulker,
1992; Emde et al., 1992; Goldsmith & Gottesman, 1981; Matheny,
1989).

Our developing knowledge of gene regulation suggests a couple of
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caveats about twin studies. Positive evidence of heritability does not
necessarily imply that gene action underlies the physiology directly rele-
vant to a temperamental behavioral pattern (Goldsmith, 1988; Tooby &
Cosmides, 1990). Direct evidence for this must await molecular genetic
studies of temperament. A second caveat is that although identical twins
have identical structural genotypes (with the exception of somatic muta-
tions), the active set of genes can differ. That is, identical twins can have
different functional or effective genotypes in some cases (Gottesman &
Bertelsen, 1989). The point is made well by the five known cases of
identical female twins (and one case of identical female triplets) who are
discordant for X chromosome traits (red-green color blindness, Duch-
enne muscular dystrophy, and fragile X syndrome), due to the normal
twins having most of the mutation-bearing X chromosomes inactivated
and the affected twin having the opposite pattern (Jorgensen et al.,
1992).

The study of identical twins is also uniquely capable of revealing
genetic effects due to interaction of nonallelic genes (epistasis) or to
behavioral characteristics that emerge from particular constellations of
heritable traits in certain individuals. Lykken, McGue, Tellegen, and
Bouchard (1992) refer to this process as emergenesis and suggest that it is
widespread. Note that an emergenic characteristic requires a configura-
tion of genetic elements that will typically break apart during transmis-
sion to offspring; thus emergenic characteristics will characterize identi-
cal twins but will not be seen to run in families, as additive genetic traits
do. Unfortunately, detecting epistasis is difficult, partly due to power
considerations and partly because psychometric scaling effects can mim-
ic epistasis.

Genetic Architecture of Childhood Behavioral Disorders
Related to Antisocial Behavior

We consider next two behavioral disorders of childhood that involve an
externalizing or disruptive quality. One is CD and the other is hyperac-
tivity, often diagnosed as attention deficit hyperactivity disorder
(ADHD), which we consider first. Of course, changing diagnostic issues
cloud any review of the literature. The diagnostic progression in this
country was from minimal brain dysfunction to hyperactivity to atten-
tion deficit disorder (ADD), the latter not always distinguished from
ADHD. The mix of impulsivity, motoric activity, and inattention proba-
bly differs from one sample to another. Other complications are frequent
comorbidity with CD or oppositional defiant disorder (ODD) in children
(Caron & Rutter, 1991) and a different set of diagnostic entities for older
persons (e.g., ASP), including sanctioned behavior (criminality) and
sometimes sanctioned behavior (alcoholism). The best twin study of
hyperactivity is Goodman and Stevenson's (1989) examination of a
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large sample of English 13-year-olds. Among many analyses, they ex-
amined twin concordance for a broad but clinically relevant definition
of hyperactivity that identified a subsample of 39 identical and 54 same-
sex fraternal probands. The identical concordance rate was 51% and the
fraternal rate was 33%. Derived heritability was 64%, but this figure
may be somewhat inflated by rating biases. In this sample, adverse
family factors were only weakly related to hyperactivity.

Several earlier studies suggested that ASP is overrepresented in par-
ents of hyperactive children (Cantwell, 1972; Morrison, 1980; Weiss,
Hechtman, Milroy, & Perlman, 1985). For example, Morrison (1980)
found that 11 % of hyperactive children had at least one parent with ASP
or Briquet's syndrome compared to 2% in a group of matched psychi-
atric controls. Hyperactivity or ADD was also overrepresented in the
brothers of probands in two family studies (Biederman et al., 1986;
Welner, Welner, Stewart, Palkes, & Wish, 1977). Another study showed
full sibling concordance to be greater than half-sibling concordance
(Safer, 1973).

Data supporting genetic hypotheses have also emerged from adoption
designs, including studies of hyperactivity and ASP in male biological
relatives of hyperactive adoptees (Cantwell, 1975; Morrison & Stewart,
1973). A recent adoption study in Toronto revealed greater ADD symp-
tomatology in the biological parents and siblings of adopted ADD pro-
bands than in the adoptive families or biological families of normal
controls (Deutsch & Swanson, 1985). A complication of adoption stud-
ies is the replicated finding that adoptees per se are at higher risk than
base rate for ADD. This finding perhaps partially reflects transmission of
genetic liability from unwed mothers who give up their children for
adoption (or from their sexual partners); these mothers often show
excessive sociopathic tendencies (Horn, Green, Carney, & Erickson,
1975).

Studies have not always distinguished between the purely activity-
related aspects of the syndrome and problematic conduct (Lilienfeld &
Waldman, 1990). In fact, Stewart, deBlois & Cummings (1980) studied
the families of ADHD children without CD, CD children, and a control
group. The excess of ASP and alcoholism was confined to fathers in the
CD group. Lahey, Piacentini, McBurnett, Stone, Hartdagen, and Hynd
(1988), using updated diagnostic criteria and assessment instruments,
determined the prevalences of ASP in the parents of outpatients with
only CD, with only ADHD, and with both disorders. Their data show
that the association with parental ASP is limited to the presence of CD in
the offspring: For example, 38% of fathers of CD children were diag-
nosed with ASP (8% had a prison sentence), as were 52% (50% with
prison sentences) of the fathers of CD+ADHD children, while only 6%
of the fathers of ADHD-only children and 17% of the control fathers
were diagnosed with ASP; parallel findings were reported for the moth-
ers. Thus, the only excess disorder in parents of ADHD children may be
ADHD itself.
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Another recent family study (Biederman et al., 1986; 1987) also sug-
gests that aggressive behavior in ADHD is an important variable that
predicts familial aggregation of antisocial psychopathology. Taxonomy
and familiality were clarified further when Faraone, Biederman, Kee-
nan, and Tsuang (1991) stratified their 73 ADD probands as a function
of comorbid diagnoses of CD, OPD (oppositional defiant), and no anti-
social diagnoses before studying the parents and siblings (psychiatric
and normal control families were also studied). ADD appeared to be
transmitted separately from the antisocial behaviors. ASP and childhood
OPD were observed in excess only among the parents and sibs of ADD
probands with comorbid antisocial patterns.

Twin studies of childhood externalizing problems are important for
interpretation of the family studies. Unfortunately, systematic studies of
twin probands diagnosed with CD are difficult to undertake. However,
two studies have employed Achenbach's Child Behavior Checklist
(CBCL) with samples of relatively unselected twins. Ghodsian-Carpey
and Baker (1987), studying 3- to 7-year olds, observed identical and
fraternal correlations of .78 and .31, respectively, for the CBCL Aggres-
sion scale. Studying somewhat older children (mean age =11 years),
Edelbrock, Rende, Plomin, and Thompson (1992) estimated identical
twin intraclass correlations of .72 and .75 for the Delinquent and Ag-
gressive Behavior Problem scales, respectively; the corresponding frater-
nal correlations were .55 and .45. Thus, both studies suggest substantial
heritability of early antisocial behavior, viewed as a continuous trait. A
series of model-fitting analyses on these same CBCL Delinquent and
Aggression scales for 10- to 15-year-old international adoptees in the
Netherlands also showed moderate to high genetic effects and modest
shared environmental effects, with a tendency for heritability to be
higher in males (Van den Oord, Boomsma, & Verhulst, 1994). These
same Dutch investigators also analyzed CBCL scores in a large sample
(about 1,200 pairs) of 3-year-old twins. The Delinquency scale was
obviously not employed for these young subjects, but the parental rat-
ings on the CBCL Aggression scale again showed moderate heritabilities
(Van Den Oord, Verhulst, Boomsma, & Orlebeke, 1994). Other
behavior-genetic studies of aggression were reviewed by Plomin, Nitz,
and Rowe (1990). Thus, a very recent body of diverse evidence con-
verges to suggest that genetic differences contribute importantly to vari-
ation in externalizing behaviors in childhood, at least as perceived by
caregivers.

Prediction of Childhood Externalizing and Conduct Problems
from Early Temperament

The general issue of forecasting childhood behavioral problems from
infant temperament has not been the subject of many extensive or sys-
tematic studies, perhaps because the methodological problems are
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daunting. Bates (1989) reviewed the available evidence. Here we review
studies that focus on prediction of externalizing behavior. In Bates' lon-
gitudinal study in Indiana (Bates, Bayles, Bennett, Ridge, & Brown,
1991), parental reports of frequent and intense displays of negative
affect, even from age 6 months, predicted more negative control interac-
tions at age 2 years; that is, these children elicited (or were subjected to)
more prohibitions, warnings, and physical restraint than other children.
Sequences of the child engaging in a troubling behavior, the mother
seeking to control it, the child resisting the attempt at control, and so on
were more common than for other children. This description reminds us
of Patterson's description of the coercive interaction styles that charac-
terize older aggressive children's interactions. Bates followed up his nor-
mal sample at ages 3, 5, 6, 7, and 8 years, with difficult temperament
consistently predicting externalizing behavior problems. As in many
studies of this issue, interpretation must be tempered because tempera-
ment was primarily assessed via parental informants and the sample
was essentially a normal range group, opening the possibility that some
putative predictions from temperament to disorder are simply mani-
festations of temperament at different ages in different contexts.

When the interval between temperament assessment and assessment
of disorder is lengthy, inferences become somewhat more secure. A
recent report concerning over 800 children from New Zealand is instruc-
tive. Caspi, Henry, McGee, Moffitt, and Silva [in press] assessed children
at 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, and 15 years of age, with fascinating predictions
from temperament rated by examiners during a testing session at ages 3
and 5 to behavior problems rated by parents and teachers at ages 9 and
11 and by parents only at ages 13 and 15. A temperamental factor at
ages 3 and 5 called Lack of Control loaded on ratings of impulsivity,
inattention, and negativity. It predicted antisocial behavior ratings at 9
and 11, with average correlations of .25 for boys and .15 for girls. The
same Lack of Control factor also predicted conduct disorder rated (using
a different instrument) at ages 13 and 15; boys' correlations averaged
.16 and girls' .12. Although these correlations are not high, they are
noteworthy given the large and representative sample, the meth-
odologically independent nature of the assessment of early tempera-
ment and later behavioral problems, and the obvious consideration that
influences other than temperament affect the development of behavioral
problems.

Continuity and Persistence of Antisocial
Behavioral Patterns

At least since the time of Olweus's (1979) review, we have known that
aggressive behavior in boys, variously measured, is quite stable across
the childhood and adolescent years. Subsequent studies confirm the
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finding, with correlations of about .50 over various 3-year intervals
(Moscowitz, Schwartzman, & Ledingham, 1985). A fatalistic view is
certainly not encouraged, however, because the plasticity of aggressive
behaviors is also demonstrable in studies involving early intervention
(Pepler & Rubin, 1991), and there is evidence that aggressive behavior
can be inhibited in a variety of ways (Lore & Schultz, 1993).

It is important to determine the extent to which infant and early
childhood patterns of aggression or "aggressive equivalents" and child-
hood patterns of attention deficit, hyperactivity, and CD actually are risk
factors for adolescent and adult antisocial behaviors, partially indexed
by diagnoses or categories from the criminal justice system. The tax-
onomic systems we use to select our index cases and to classify their
biological and adoptive relatives are riddled with so much heterogeneity
at each stage of ontogeny that this problem seriously compromises our
ability to assess the strength of the roles, if any, to be accorded genetic
factors as risk factors. Although we do not treat taxonomic problems
here, we do note the important differences between ICD 10 (World
Health Organization, 1992) and both DSM-III-R and the options pro-
posed for "disruptive behavior and attention deficit disorders" in DSM-
IV. The latter reminds one of Babel, where the inhabitants lost the ability
to speak intelligibly to one another as punishment for their presump-
tuous effort to build a tower reaching to heaven: Clinicians and re-
searchers are praying for a return of intelligibility via field trials and
empiricism. Let us return briefly to the lessons from the EGA work with
ASP. It is clear that CD is not a good predictor of who will get a diagnosis
of ASP; only 27% of boys and 21% of girls with three or more CD
symptoms by age 15 go on to fulfill the criteria for ASP. The results
suggest, though, that CD should be treated dimensionally rather than
categorically, as six or more CD behaviors lead to 49% of boys and 33%
girls going on to develop ASP. It was also shown that in this large
representative population, delinquency before age 15, defined as ar-
rested or sent to juvenile court, forecast ASP in only 29% of white males
and 19% of black males and in only 13% of young females. Looking
back from adulthood to adolescence reveals that, just as delinquency is
not isomorphic with either CD or ASP, criminality (841 felons or per-
sons arrested twice or more for other than traffic offenses were in the
EGA sample) is not isomorphic with ASP, thereby confirming less rig-
orous studies in the literature. Only 40% of male criminals and 18% of
female criminals qualified for an ASP diagnosis, and only 55% of male
ASPs and 17% of female ASPs were now or ever criminals (628 ECA
diagnoses of ASP were detected). Farrington, Loeber, and Van Kammen
(1990) shed further light on these issues by their follow-up to age 25 of
the 411 8- or 9-year-old boys in the study of delinquent development in
working-class London. They used multi-informant indicators of hyper-
activity impulsivity-attention deficit (HIA) and conduct problems (CP)
by age 10 to predict juvenile and adult convictions. Other variables
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examined included socioeconomic status, parenting, and having a crim-
inal parent. Some 20% of boys were convicted by age 17, and a further
13% were convicted by age 25; 23 males (5.6%) were termed "chron-
ics" with six or more convictions, and they accounted for half of all
convictions by the 136 offenders. High HIA and high CP each predicted
juvenile convictions (with phi values of .23 and .29); having a criminal
parent predicted just as well (phi, .23). Within the group of all of-
fenders, HIA and CP predicted chronic cases (phi values of .16 each);
however, HIA did not predict adult convictions, while CP did, with a phi
of .14.

It is likely that insofar as genetic risk factors may be important, they
are most relevant to a subset of individuals manifesting chronic antiso-
cial behaviors with nonacute onsets. That such a subgroup exists has
been repeatedly shown in the literature (Farrington et al., 1990). In both
of the Philadelphia cohorts studied by Wolfgang and colleagues (Tracy,
Wolfgang, & Figlio, 1990), chronic recidivists stood out from the crowd,
as did the fact that 46% of delinquents stopped after their first offense
and a further 35% desisted after a second offense. In the 1945 birth
cohort, 6% overall and 18% of the broad category of delinquents perpe-
trated 61% of the UCR Index crimes (71% of homicides, 73% of rapes,
82% of robberies, and 69% of aggravated assaults). In the 1958 birth
cohort of boys, 8% were qualified as chronic recidivists, again defined as
five or more offenses before their 18th birthday. By race, the chronic
recidivists comprised 3% of whites and 11% of blacks, and together they
perpetrated 68% of the Index crimes. Two caveats are recorded at this
point: The race difference mentioned here is merely descriptive and
cannot be taken as an indicator of the relevance of any kind of genetic
explanation; and questions about between-group differences in this area
cannot be answered with available methods. Violence per se is an area
of inquiry that is separable to a large degree from the broader concern
with antisocial behaviors, especially if divided into acute and chronic
violence; it is only the latter aspect that interests us in this chapter
(Carey, 1992a; Elliott, 1992; Reiss & Roth, 1993).

Genetic Considerations in Juvenile and Adult
Antisocial Behaviors

The stage has now been set for a review of evidence that bears on the
question of the degree to which the observed familiality of adolescent
and adult antisocial behaviors merits a partial genetic explanation. We
will divide the evidence into traits assessed with psychometric devices
such as personality questionnaires with twins and with adoptive fami-
lies. We will concentrate on those scales that are associated with valid
indicators of aggression, such as the Pd scale of the MMPI and the
Aggression scale of the Multidimensional Personality Questionnaire
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(MPQ). The Pd scale of the MMPI comprises items that reliably distin-
guish psychopaths from various comparison groups. The Aggression
scale of the MPQ comprises rationally selected and factor analytically
verified items concerning physical acts of aggression, retaliation, and
vengefulness. We will also consider evidence from twin and adoption
studies of antisocial personality, criminality, and adjudicated delinquen-
cy. Table 1.4 shows the correlational patterns for MMPI Pd and MPQ
Aggression in various samples of identical (MZ) and fraternal (DZ) twins
reared together (T) and apart (A). The consistent, replicable results
should convince even the skeptical that the psychometric indicators of
behavioral traits related to antisocial behavior are familial and that the
familiality is under important genetic influence. Various estimates of the
heritability derived from doubling the difference between MZ and DZ
correlations or from MZA correlations alone are substantial. The
McGue, Bacon, and Lykken (1993) study of normal twins at both ages
20 and 30, reported in Table 1.4, adds the information that the level of
MPQ Aggression decreases with maturity and that the genetic effect on
individual differences decreases with maturity, but that the heritability
values are substantial at both ages (>.60).

Table 1.5 shows that the adoption strategy applied to MMPI Pd scale
scores confirms the picture from twin strategies and defends against the
possible criticism of twin studies that similarity within pairs is due to
modeling or imitation. In the Texas Adoption Project (Willerman,
Loehlin, & Horn, 1992), MMPIs were available at similar ages for both
the birth mothers and their adoptees. For the MMPI Pd scale, adoptees
showed virtually no resemblance to their genetically unrelated siblings,
fathers, or mothers. However, significant correlational similarity to the
birth mothers was apparent. Doubling this correlation of .27 between
birth mothers and adoptees generates a heritability of .54, quite close to
those of .64 that we calculated from the MZA results and of .60 that we
calculated from twice the difference between MZA and the small sample
of DZA.

An extension of these results for antisocial traits is provided by clever
analogizing to selection studies for quantitative traits in mammalian
behavioral genetics. Willerman et al. (1992) divided the Texas Adoption
Project adoptees into groups selected for high (N = 21) versus low (AT =
51) Pd scale scores (>70 vs. <55). The high-Pd adoptees had more
elevated profiles in general, with particularly notable peaks on the Sc
(schizophrenia) and Ma (hypomania) scales. Then these authors calcu-
lated the mean MMPI profiles of the two groups of biological mothers
(at roughly the same age) of these selected adoptees. The biological
mothers of the high-Pd adoptees had significantly higher elevations on
all except two of the clinical scales than did the biological mothers of the
low-Pd adoptees. The difference between the two groups for mothers
was particularly salient for high Pd scores, and the biological mothers of
the high-Pd adoptees showed secondary elevations on the Sc and Pa
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Table 1.4. Quantitative Genetic Evidence for Self-reported Antisocial Traits:
Twins Reared Together and Apart

I. Studies of Twins on a Single

Study

Gottesman (1963),
Minnesota

Gottesman (1965),
Boston

Rose (1988)" Indiana

Gottesman, Carey,
and Bouchard
(1984), Minnesota

Reared apart
McCartney, Harris,

and Bernieri( 1990)
(meta-analysis)

Tellegen, Lykken,
Bouchard, Wilcox,
Segal, and Rich
(1988), Minnesota

Reared apart
Reared together

Occasion

Measure

MMPI Pd

MMPI Pd

MMPI Pd

MMPI Pd
8 aggression

scales

MPQ Aggression
MPQ Aggression

RMZ

.57

.46

.47

.64

.49

.46

.43

Roz

.18

.25

.23

.34

.28

.06

.14

N pairs (ML, DZ)

34, 34

80,68

228, 182

51, 25

44, 27
217, 114

n. McGue et al. (1993) Twin Correlations for MPQ Personality Traits Conceptually Related to
Antisocial Behavior: Longitudinal Analyses

M7 similarity at age 20
DZ similarity at age 20

MZ similarity at age 30
DZ similarity at age 30

Individual stability from age 20 to 30

MZ cross-twin, cross-time similarity
DZ cross-twin, cross-time similarity

Agression

.61
-.09

.58
-.14

.54

.43
-.11

MPQ Traits

Control

.53

.01

.44

.19

.55

.45

.01

Alienation

.54

.39

.41

.30

.40

.27

.06

"These MMPI Pd data were provided by personal communication from R. J. Rose,
based on the same sample and assessment procedure described in Rose (1988).

(paranoia) scales. The authors interpret this profile as suggesting "anti-
social characteristics, including failure to internalize societal standards
of conduct, immaturity, narcissism, and self-indulgence. Such individu-
als tend to deny serious psychological problems, attributing blame to
others . . . [and there is also a suggestion of] anger, sullenness, a ten-
dency to deny responsibility, and a moderate degree of confusion"
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liable 1.5. Quantitative Genetic Evidence for Self-reported
Antisocial Traits: An Adoption Study

Relatives

Birth mother X
Adopted child (similar ages)

Adopted sib X
Adopted child

Adoptive father X
Adoptive child

Adoptive mother X
Adoptive child

Source: Adapted from Loehlin,

Measure

MMPI Pd

MMPI Pd

MMPI Pd

MMPI Pd

Willerman,

Correlation

.27

.02

.07

.01

and Horn (1985).

N (pairs)

133

44

180

177

(Willerman et al., 1992, p. 522). The similarity of the high-Pd adoptee
profiles to those of their biological mothers, and the similarity of both to
the numerous textbook and folk wisdom descriptions of sociopathic
persons, support the notion that some kind of antisocial trait configura-
tion (perhaps involving the Sc scale) is transmitted. The same inference
was suggested by data in Tables 1.4 and 1.5. To counter any inclination
to attribute the proband adoptees' antisocial profiles to the rearing ef-
fects of their adoptive families, Willerman et al. (1992) provided MMPI
profiles for the mothers who reared them. These profiles were remark-
ably similar for rearing mothers of both high- and low-Pd adoptees, and
they suggested normal and healthy functioning, thus confirming the
wisdom of the adoption agencies in selecting these mothers for child
rearing.

A further suggestion that the Pd, Sc-conflgured MMPI profile may
indicate a personological risk factor for antisocial behaviors comes from
work still in progress (Gottesman and Hanson) involving the long-term
follow-up of the Hathaway-Monachesi sample of Minnesota ninth
graders to determine who among them became mentally disordered
(Hanson, Gottesman, & Heston, 1990), or alcoholic, or who got in trou-
ble with the criminal justice system in Minnesota. We were able to find
29 boys tested at age 15 who went on to become relatively serious
offenders, with stays at Redwing Training School and often at St. Cloud
Reformatory by their mid-20s. We selected classroom controls with
clean records, thereby matching on many other variables. Our initial
impression is that the profiles at age 15 of these two groups suggest that
the "sociopathic" configuration distinguishes the actual antisocial per-
sons from their controls, at least quantitatively. In this form, the infor-
mation is not useful for making individual predictions of future ASP
from the age 15 MMPIs, but it does suggest that there is some signal
despite the noise in these data.

With the foregoing as a bridge to the clinically relevant evidence that
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implicates genetic factors in the liability to develop antisocial behaviors,
we can examine the twin studies of so-called juvenile delinquency that
have been conducted with varying degrees of sophistication (Walters,
1992; Walters & White, 1989) since 1941 in North America, Japan, and
England, concentrating on males. The upper portion of Table 1.6 shows
little to support a genetic interpretation of the results of the four avail-
able delinquency studies: The pairwise concordance rates for MZ and
DZ twins are both very high and resemble the results obtained from
studying such infectious diseases as measles or mumps. Consider also
that the base rates of delinquency, variously defined, are 33% or so (in
Philadelphia) and in some neighborhoods are close to 100%. Rowe
(1983) conducted a twin study with normal adolescent twins who were
asked to self-report antisocial acts. This methodology clearly addresses a
somewhat different question from the studies in Table 1.6, which began
with delinquent probands. Both identical and fraternal twins showed
substantial similarity, with reasonable evidence for both additive genetic
and shared environmental factors. Twins in this study reported that they
engaged jointly in antisocial acts, a phenomenon that is perhaps biasing
in some analyses (see Carey, 1992b, for a detailed treatment of this
issue). Note that, according to Moffitt's (1993) distinction—discussed
above—life course persistent antisocial individuals should have herita-
ble input to their behavior. However, their small number in the pool of
juvenile delinquents means that any genetic effect might not be discern-
ible. Not only would the number of genetically rooted cases be dwarfed
by the nongenetic ones, but the fraternal twin of a life-course-persistent
individual might well be an adolescent-limited case.

A contrasting picture from the delinquency data is obtained from the

Table 1.6. Clinical Genetic Evidence for Antisocial
Behaviors: Twin Concordance"

7 Twin Studies of Juvenile Delinquency: Four Studies Pooled
from North America, Japan and England

Twin Groups

Identical (55 pairs)
Fraternal (30 pairs)

Pairwise Concordance Rate

90.9% (s.e. = 3.9%)
73.3% (s.e. = 8.1%)

II Twin Studies of Adult Criminality: Seven Studies Pooled
from Germany, North America, Japan, Norway, and Denmark

Twin Groups

Identical (229 pairs)
Fraternal (316 pairs)

Pairwise Concordance Rate

51.5% (s.e. = 3.3%)
23.1% (s.e. = 2.4%

"Data from male twins only.
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pooled studies of criminality, largely felony offenses, from seven studies
conducted in North America, Germany, Japan, Norway, and Denmark
since 1931, again concentrating on males (female twin felons are rare;
see Gottesman, Carey, & Hanson, 1983; see also the lower portion of
Table 1.6). Differences in concordance rates such as those shown in the
lower portion of Table 1.6 when contrasted to base rates of 10% or so in
the general adult male population, generate heritabilities of the liability
to the antisocial behaviors embodied in the penal codes of these coun-
tries that are quite close to those generated by the personality trait scores
for the MMPI Pd and MPQ Aggression scales.

Details of the largest twin study of criminality in the literature are
provided in Table 1.7 for both sexes and for all three kinds of twin pairs.
The more appropriate probandwise rates can be reported (McGue,
1992), as well as the tetrachoric correlation coefficients of liability
(Cloninger & Gottesman, 1987); the liability to felony offenses in these
Danish twins born around the turn of the century and followed to 1980
through various national registers is equally heritable in the two sexes,
about .54, with substantial shared environmental influences, c2 = .20
(see Baker, Mack, Moffitt, & Mednick, 1989, for an elegant analysis of
this issue in Danish adoptees). In this country, with very few crimes of
violence compared with the United States, we calculated the heritability
separately for recidivist property crime only versus violent crimes
against persons: The former was .76 and the latter was .50, a nonsignifi-
cant difference that is nevertheless in the expected direction for environ-
mentally triggered assaults (Carey, 1992a).

Twin data on criminality, absent adoption data, are on thin ice. For-
tunately, the Danish adoption studies of criminality were being con-
ducted simultaneously, and with the same data registers, as the twin
studies (Hutchings & Mednick, 1975; Mednick, Gabrielli, & Hutchings,
1984). The highlights of the important findings are shown in Table 1.8 as
a cross-fostering design. The base rate for felony offenses to keep in
mind in evaluating the results is about 9% in the general male popula-
tion. It is clear that adoptees and their biological parents are a higher
than average offending population. The adopted-away sons of biological
fathers who have violated the penal code commit such offenses at twice
the rate of their controls and at almost three times the rate of the general
population. There is little ceiling left for any interaction effect for the
sons of criminals reared by criminal adoptive fathers.

A more telling analysis of the relationship between recidivistic crime
in biological fathers and the risk of recidivistic crime in their adopted-
away sons is shown in Table 1.9 as a link to the data reviewed earlier
on the role of chronicity and severity as an indicator of genetic liability
to antisocial behaviors. When the biological fathers (adoptive fathers
are removed in this analysis) have no convictions, 3 percent of their
adopted-away sons become chronic offenders with three or more con-
victions; when the fathers are themselves chronic offenders, 9 percent



Table 1.7. Details of Concordance and Correlation for Registered Criminality in Christiansen's
Danish Twin Sample

Probandwise rates
Zygosity
Groups

MZ
MZ
DZ
DZ
DZ
DZ

Pairing
Proband-twin

Male-male
Female-female
Male-male
Female-male
Male— female
Female-female

No/
Pairs

365
347
700

2,073
2,073

690

No/
Affected

73
15

146
30

198
28

N Concordant
Pairs

25
3

26
7
7
2

Freq./N

50/98
6/18

52/172
7/30

7/198
4/30

%

51.0
33.3
30.2
23.3

3.5
13.3

Tetrachoric
Correlation

.74+.07

.74±.12

.47±.06

.23+.10

.23+.10

.46±.ll

Source: After Cloninger and Gottesman (1987).
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liable 1.8. Cross-Postering Analysis: Percentage of Adoptive
Sons Registered for Criminal Law Offenses

Have Adoptive Parents
Been Registered

Yes

No

Have Biological Parents Been Registered

Yes

24.5 (of 143)

20.0 (of 1,226)

No

14.7 (of 204)

13.5 (of 2,492)

Source: After Mednick et al. (1987).

of the sons are chronic offenders. Such an analysis maximizes the possi-
bility of detecting a genetic signal, as did the MMPI Pd scale analysis in
the Texas Adoption Project discussed above.

Implications and Future Directions

The general implications of the concepts and data that we have pre-
sented can be stated very simply: The evidence for genetic influences on
antisocial behavior outside the adolescent period is strong enough to
convince developmentalists that they should make room for genetic
concepts not only in their broad theorizing but also in their research
programs. Surely the twin fallacies of thinking of genetic effects as deter-
ministic and as being only an early influence on behavior should be put
to rest. And the concept of genetic risk should be appreciated as much
broader than family history. On the other hand, the complexity of behav-
ioral transitions, the ubiquity of genetic heterogeneity, and the difficulty
of specifying the ways in which genotypes and experiences covary and
interact demand that behavioral geneticists be modest in stating the

Table 1.9. Percentage of Chronic Penal Code Offenders, Other Offenders, and
Nonregistered among Male Adoptees as a Function of Convictions of
Biological Parents

Number of Male Adoptee Convictions

Nonoffenders (no convictions)

Other offenders
(one or two convictions)

Chronic offenders (three or
more convictions)

Number of adoptees

0

Number of Biological Parent Convictions

.87

.10

.03

2,492

Source: After Mednick et al. (1987).

I

.84

.12

.04

547

2

.80

.15

.05

233

3 or more

.75

.17

.09

419
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implications of their findings and circumspect in drawing implications
for development more generally. We cannot state the causal steps that
link genes to dispositions toward antisocial behavior or the causal steps
that link these dispositions to actual behavior. However, some initial
understandings about these steps have been reviewed in this chapter,
and the lack of more complete understandings is, unfortunately, not
limited to the role of genetics.

With regard to antisocial behavior more specifically, we must realize
that evidence from many quarters needs to be collected and weighed
before the taxonomy and etiology are clarified. Consider simply the
adult psychiatric disorders that are implicated in discussions of antiso-
cial behavior; antisocial personality disorder, substance abuse disorders
of various sorts, various impulse control and adjustment disorders, and
somatization disorder (in females). In developmental perspective, we
must add CD and oppositional defiant disorder in children and delin-
quency in its many forms in adolescents. In this chapter, we have only
considered a subset of these disorders, but the complexity is nevertheless
apparent. It is important to emphasize here that such concepts as age of
onset, type of onset (acute vs. insidious), severity, and chronicity are
worth importing to the area of antisocial behaviors (DiLalla & Gottes-
man, 1990, 1991) from the broader field of psychopathology (Gottes-
man, Shields, & Hanson, 1982) as an aid in clarifying taxonomy and
etiological risk factors.

Antisocial behavior is, unfortunately, not the sole province of psycho-
pathology. To varying degrees, antisocial acts also pervade normal be-
havior; thus a full understanding requires integration of the fields of
personality development and psychopathology. This will involve assess-
ing the various relevant dimensions of personality, such as those listed in
Table 1.2, in genetic epidemiological studies. Recognition of the need for
this integration is now widespread (Nigg & Goldsmith, 1994), and some
of the statistical tools needed to execute it are in place (Eaves et al.,
1993). Success will require sustained collaborative efforts.

Notes

1. Abridged and adapted from Gottesman, I. I., &• Goldsmith, H. H. (1994).
Developmental psychopathology of antisocial behavior: Inserting genes into its
ontogenesis and epigenesis. In C. A. Nelson (Ed.), Threats to Optimal Development:
Integrating Biological, Psychological, and Social Risk Factors. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence
Erlbaum Associates.

2. The information in this section might be considered textbook knowledge of
molecular genetics, based on accumulated findings. References to the original
empirical reports are not given, with a few exceptions. Texts used in the prepara-
tion of this section included the fourth edition of Molecular Biology of the Gene,
Vols. I and II (Watson, Hopkins, Roberts, Steitz, & Weiner, 1987) and An Intro-
duction to Molecular Neurobiology (Zall, 1992).
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A Model of Neurobiology-
Environment Interaction in

Developmental Psychopathology
RICHARD A. DEPUE, PAUL F. COLLINS,

AND MONICA LUCIANA

Although our research background is in psychopathology and, more
recently, in the neurobiology of personality (Depue & Collins, in press;
Depue, Luciana, Arbisi, Collins, & Leon, 1994; Luciana, Depue, Arbisi,
& Leon, 1992) and its implications for personality disorders and for
psychopathology (Depue & Collins, in press; Depue & Luciana, in press;
Depue & Zald, 1993), we have only recently become interested in devel-
opmental psychopathology per se (Collins & Depue, 1992). Our novice
status in the area may represent a deficit and a benefit simultaneously.
On the negative side, we are no doubt less aware of the complexities and
literature in the area of developmental psychopathology than other col-
leagues contributing to this volume. On the positive side, however, we
are relatively free of the constraints always associated with the concep-
tual frameworks and established "truths" that exist in any area of scien-
tific study. This being the case, we will capitalize on the latter strength in
approaching the task laid before us by the editors of this volume: to
attempt to define what developmental psychopathology is from our
own perspective and research investigations. The editors strongly en-
couraged us to be critical of current approaches in the area and to be as
theoretical as possible where data or methods are lacking, so we have
felt free to do both throughout this chapter. Portions of the discussion in
this chapter are available in more detailed form in other papers (Collins
& Depue, 1992; Depue & lacono, 1989; Depue & Zald, 1993), so we will
focus here particularly on developing a model of neurobiology-
environment interaction that is relevant to developmental psychopath-
ology.
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The Concept of Developmental Psychopathology

In our experience, there is little agreement on what constitutes a precise
definition of developmental psychopathology, that is, what constitutes
its unique focus relative to, and its delimitation from, other approaches
to psychopathology. Perusal of texts and attendance of conferences in
the area seldom lead to an appreciation of what is unique to the content
area or methods of developmental psychopathology. One of us (R. A. D.)
recalls that several years ago a colleague at the University of Minnesota,
Bill lacono, and I, in the midst of a job search for a developmental
psychopathologist, discussed at length our definitional confusion with
one of our colleagues, and one of the primary founders of developmen-
tal psychopathology as an area, Norman Garmezy. We were never able
to arrive at more than a vague notion. All of this is to say that we are not
aware of a consistent view of what developmental psychopathology
entails. Therefore, we will express our perspective on what we believe it
should entail if it is to contribute uniquely to an understanding of psy-
chopathology.

We presume that the descriptor developmental constitutes the unique-
ness of this approach to psychopathology, so it is the implications of the
concept of development that seem critical. For us, the concept of devel-
opment implies, at the most abstract level, a focus on a dynamic process
across time and/or developmental periods, rather than on a state or
static perspective of a phenomenon. This means that developmental
psychopathology, for us, would not be limited to the study of children or
adolescents, as is so often assumed. Investigations of the development of
an episode or the course of a disorder in adults could be viewed more
appropriately, in our opinion, as developmental psychopathology rather
than as static studies of, for instance, the clinical picture or pathophysi-
ology of childhood depression.

With the growing awareness of the plasticity of the central nervous
system, it is likely that a dynamic process in development reflects the
influence of both genetic-biological and environmental factors as they
interact over time. It is, of course, just this notion that is inherent in the
construct of diathesis-stress as a theoretical framework for understand-
ing psychopathology, and it could be reasonably argued that diathesis-
stress theory comprises the intellectual foundation for developmental
psychopathology. We would suggest that diathesis-stress notions, while
helpful when introduced 30 years ago, are much too limited for current
conceptions of developmental psychopathology. Perhaps more useful
today is to enhance the limited and poorly defined term stress by incor-
porating the notions of neural plasticity and experience-dependent neu-
ral modifications (Greenough, Black, & Wallace, 1987) into the frame-
work. A renaming of this framework would then yield something like a
diathesis-experience-dependent process model. We will attempt to develop
features of this model throughout this chapter.
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The difficulties inherent in studying a dynamic process are many, so
there may be unique methodological and theoretical considerations in
developmental psychopathology. To begin with, the researcher will not
simply need to select reliable, valid dependent measures; she or he will
first be required to identify the nature of a process. This process must
encompass the dynamic interplay between variables that contribute to
the phenotypic expression of that process. Once such a candidate pro-
cess has been identified, the types of variables to be studied and the
experimental design employed must be sensitive to dynamic variation
and temporal influences. Thus, in addition to magnitude as a variable,
sensitivity to rate of onset, slope of ascending and descending limbs, and
recovery functions will be important response variables of the process.
Complexities in studying a dynamic process also arise in relation to two
major factors:

1. The relative contribution to phenotype of biological and envi-
ronmental factors probably varies over time and across develop-
mental periods. This complexity may require (a) a theoretical
framework for predicting if and when changes in the relative con-
tributions of variables to the process may occur and (b) finely
graded measures with a broad range of measurement that will be
sensitive to high variation in a variable over time.

2. The second complexity relates to the possibility that the phe-
notypic expression of this process may also vary across time and
development. This complexity is exemplified by the qualitative
change of phenotype across childhood and adolescence that may
be observed in temporal lobe epilepsy and perhaps schizophrenia
(Weinberger, 1987). In temporal lobe epilepsy, for instance, minor
motor irregularities, learning disorders, and bouts of severe head-
aches may occur early in development, followed by behavioral
manifestations accompanying seizures at puberty. A changing phe-
notype is a major problem in studying normal dynamic processes
over several developmental periods, and presumably the complex-
ities are greater in pathological dynamic processes studied over
time and development.

At the least, these various complexities require thought as to the basic
elements of, or basic functional principles underlying, the psycho-
biological system in which a dynamic process is being studied. Identi-
fication of basic elements or functional principles may allow the deriva-
tion of phenotypic measures that, even though varying operationally,
are conceptually equivalent across different developmental periods. For
instance, the different phenotypic manifestations of the biological di-
athesis for temporal lobe epilepsy may reflect a basic principle of a low
threshold for stimulus elicitation of neural activation in certain temporal
lobe structures. This basic principle (a stimulus-intensity—neural activa-
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tion trade-off function) could then be used as a guide to derive con-
ceptually equivalent operational measures of the principle at different
developmental periods. Thus, although the overt clinical picture of tem-
poral lobe epilepsy may appear qualitatively different in different devel-
opmental periods, the underlying dynamic process would be assessed in
a conceptually equivalent manner over time.

Finally, we do not agree that developmental psychopathology re-
search must be longitudinal in nature, that is, extend beyond more than
one developmental period, in order to be informative. Laboratory mea-
surement during one developmental period, or at a specific time during
a particular period of disorder, seems a meaningful part of developmen-
tal psychopathology. But this is with the stipulation that a dynamic
process, which is believed to be relevant to the development of disorder,
is being studied. That is, the dynamic process studied is believed to
represent a process that is a central feature of the disorder throughout
many developmental periods. Hence, a pharmacological challenge pro-
tocol may provide substantive information on the integrity of dynamic
processes during an episode of disorder, or even during intermorbid
periods of disorder, that has implications for the manner in which bio-
logical processes react to activation from naturally occurring, environ-
mental sources.

We will attempt to illustrate the above issues and complexities by
focusing on one neurobehavioral system described in animals that may
underly an important human emotional system (Depue et al., 1994). We
will emphasize a dynamic process of the effects of experience on the
biology underlying this system, and how this dynamic process may
contribute to the development of several forms of psychopathology. Al-
though the discussion is based on a substantial animal literature, most of
the implications for human psychopathology are speculative. Therefore,
the purpose of the discussion is to stimulate a new line of research in
developmental psychopathology rather than to integrate what has al-
ready been investigated.

Neurobehavioral Systems as Emotional Systems

Neurobehavioral systems represent a newly emerging approach to the
study of human behavior. This approach involves an integration of the
rapidly expanding database in behavioral neuroscience within the be-
havioral system framework of ethology. Accordingly, neurobehavioral
systems organize a coherent domain of behavior, an underlying circuit
of neuroanatomical and neurochemical pathways, and a set of neuro-
behavioral functions that account for brain-behavior relations within
the system. From an evolutionary biology perspective, such systems
represent neurobehavioral mechanisms that have evolved as a means of
adapting to stimuli that are critical to the organism's survival and to the
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preservation of the species (Gray, 1973, 1982; Maclean, 1986; Pank-
sepp, 1986; Rolls, 1986). For instance, defensive aggression serves as an
adaptive neurobehavioral response to pain and potential destruction,
whereas in the case of appetitive behaviors such as sex and feeding,
specific olfactory cues serve as critical stimuli in signaling a suitable mate
or appropriate food. As is evident in these examples, a system is defined
by the class of stimuli that engages it, as well as by the response patterns
expressed by it. The importance of delineating such systems at the be-
havioral level is that they provide a framework for discovering the neu-
robiological systems that mediate the interface between classes of stimu-
li and specific response patterns.

Because their development has been closely tied to critical stimulus
conditions, behavioral systems may be tightly linked with brain struc-
tures responsible for recognition of stimulus significance, on the one
hand, and for subsequent activation of effector systems, on the other.
Collectively, this group of interrelated brain functions has been referred
to as emotion or as emotional evaluation and emotional expression, respec-
tively (LeDoux, 1987). Thus, adaptive behavioral systems, in the broad-
est sense, are really emotional systems that motivate and, in a general
way, guide behavior in response to critical stimuli. Indeed, the term
emotion derives from the latin verb emovere: to move, to push. Emotional
systems, then, not only elicit certain patterns of behavior in response to
particular stimuli, but also provide a motivational state and a subjective
emotional experience that is concordant with the affective nature or
reinforcement qualities of critical stimuli (Gray, 1973, 1982; MacLean,
1986; Rolls, 1986). Thus, a particular class of stimuli, the emotion gen-
erated, and the behavior patterns expressed all form integral compo-
nents of a coherent emotional system.

Phenomenology of the Behavioral Facilitation System

The focus of the current discussion concerns an emotional system that
has been consistently described in all animals across phylogeny (Hebb,
1949; Schneirla, 1959). It has been described variously as a search
system (MacLean, 1986), a foraging-expectancy system (Panksepp,
1986), and an approach system (Fowles, 1980; Gray, 1973; Schneirla,
1959), but we integrate these terms into the behavioral facilitation system
(BFS) (Collins & Depue, 1992; Depue & Collins, in press; Depue &
lacono, 1989; Depue & Zald, 1993). All of these descriptions converge
on the same basic theme: The BFS is an emotional system that has
evolved to motivate forward locomotion and search behavior as a means
of approaching and acquiring rewarding goals.

There is general agreement on the class of stimuli that elicit activity in
the BFS. Stimuli that elicit consummatory responses are primary posi-
tive reinforcers. These same stimuli, when perceived at a distance, are
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referred to as primary incentive stimuli (Beninger, 1983) because they
facilitate forward locomotion, alertness, and a goal-directed approach to
the primary positive reinforcer. The occurrence of the latter behavior
suggests the existence of an internal state of incentive motivation (an
intervening variable), and indeed, activation of this internal state is in-
herently rewarding in and of itself, as indicated by the occurrence of
facilitated behavior in sated animals in the presence of incentive stimuli
(Blackburn, Phillips, Jakubovic, & Fibiger, 1989; Stewart, de Wit, &
Eikelboom, 1984). The fact that neutral stimuli can become conditioned
incentive stimuli is important (Beninger, 1983; Panksepp, 1986; Stewart
et al., 1984): The role of the BFS in determining an enduring emotional
disposition in humans is most relevant in relation to conditioned stimuli
because of the generally predominant influence of symbolic processes in
guiding human behavior in the absence of unconditioned stimuli. Con-
ditioned incentive stimuli may also be established by association with
cues occurring in close proximity to the termination of a primary nega-
tive reinforcer, as in active avoidance learning where the conditioned
incentive stimuli may be conceived of as cues denoting the reward of
safety (Gray, 1973, 1982). Finally, the BFS facilitates (but does not medi-
ate) affective aggression, in which the opportunity to engage serves as a
reward (Depue & Spoont, 1986). Under conditions in which reward
acquisition is blocked, the BFS may facilitate aggression whose goal is
removal of stimuli associated with frustrative nonreward (Depue &
Spoont, 1986). It may be that the BFS is elicited in this latter case by
expectations of the reward acquisition that will result from removal of
the obstacle to reward. Thus, whereas the BFS is activated by a broad
array of stimulus contexts, these contexts share in common an incentive-
reward component.

All of these stimulus conditions could be viewed as initiating at least
three core BFS processes: (1) incentive-reward motivation, (2) forward
locomotion as a means of supporting goal acquisition, and (3) cognitive
processes, since active goal seeking facilitated by the BFS will increase
interaction with, and hence the need to evaluate, the environment.

Dopamine and the Behavioral Facilitation System

These core processes are mediated by activity in two major ascending
dopamine (DA) projection systems (Collins & Depue, 1992; Depue &
Collins, in press; Depue & lacono, 1989; Depue et al., 1994): the meso-
limbic system, arising from A-10 DA cells in the ventral tegmental area
(VTA) of the midbrain and projecting to limbic structures such as the
amygdala, hippocampus, and nucleus accumbens (NAS, included here
as part of the limbic striatum; Oades & Halladay, 1987); and b) the
mesocortical system, also originating in the VTA and projecting to all
areas of the cerebral cortex.
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A Motivational/Emotional Role for the Mesolimbic System

A vast literature on the behavioral effects of DA manipulations indicates
that mesolimbic DA projections play a critical role in motivational and
emotional aspects of the BFS (Depue & Collins, in press; Depue et al.,
1994; Le Moal & Simon, 1991; Louilot, Taghzouti, Deminiere, Simon, &
Le Moal, 1987; Oades, 1985).

Incentive-reward Motivation

Several recent reviews have concluded that DA is integral to rewarding
stimulation of mes- and diencephalic loci (Bozarth, 1987; Fibiger &
Phillips, 1987; Mason, 1984). Fibiger and Phillips (1987) reported in-
creased DA metabolism during VTA-intracranial self-stimulation (ICSS)
confined to the structures of the ventral striatum (NAS, olfactory tuber-
cle, ventromedial caudate) ipsilateral to the stimulating electrode. Fur-
thermore, direct pharmacological evidence for specific DA involvement
in VTA-ICSS was obtained in a study employing unilateral microinjec-
tions of the DA receptor antagonist spiroperidol into the NAS (Fibiger &
Phillips, 1987). In contrast to early studies, microinjections into either
the ipsilateral or contralateral prefrontal cortex did not affect VTA-ICSS,
suggesting that DA mediation of rewarding VTA stimulation does not
require activation of telencephalic DA receptors (Bozarth, 1987; Fibiger
& Phillips, 1987).

In a related line of research, psychomotor stimulants, such as amphet-
amine and cocaine (Koob & Bloom, 1988), have been shown to enhance
responding during ICSS (Bozarth, 1987). Moreover, humans, other pri-
mates, and rats readily perform operant responses to receive intravenous
administrations or microinjections of these drugs (stimulant self-
administration or SSA). It has been proposed that the VTA-NAS path-
way is activated by all forms of rewarding stimuli, and DA lesioning
studies have indicated that an intact VTA-NAS pathway is necessary for
the rewarding effects of stimulants. In contrast, lesions of other DA
terminal fields or of norepinephrine (NE) projections do not affect SSA
(Roberts & Zito, 1987). Furthermore, studies using both ICSS and SSA
have revealed an overlapping pattern of regional alterations in subcorti-
cal DA metabolism, leading Porrino (1987) to conclude that rewarding
self-administration of electrical stimulation and psychomotor stimulants
produce converging activation of VTA mesolimbic DA pathways. On the
basis of these findings, Stein (1983) concluded that DA activity mediates
the incentive type of reward that activates goal acquisition, rather than
the gratifying type of reward that terminates behavior.

Initiation of Locomotor Activity (LA)
Processes involved specifically in the initiation of LA relate to the facilita-
tion of emotion, because the initiation process is closely tied to affective-
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motivational input to the motor system (Mogenson, Jones, & Yim,
1980). There is a vast literature demonstrating that DA (but not NE) is
the primary neurotransmitter in the initiation of LA (see reviews by
Fishman, Feigenbaum, Yanaiz, &Klawans, 1983; Oades, 1985). Impor-
tantly, LA initiation occurs via the action of DA and its agonists in the
mesolimbic DA system, in general, and in the VTA A10 DA projection to
the NAS, in particular (Fishman, et al., 1983). Moreover, the quantity of
spontaneous exploratory LA and the magnitude of amphetamine-
induced LA are both positively related to the number of DA neurons
(including those of the VTA cell group), to the relative density of inner-
vation of DA terminals in target fields, and to DA content in the NAS in
inbred mouse strains, effects perhaps related to the proportionately
greater synthesis and release of DA in high-DA neuron strains (Fink &
Reis, 1981; Oades, 1985; Sved, Baker, &Reis, 1984, 1985). Mesolimbic
DA projections to the amygdala and olfactory tubercle do not account in
a significant way for initiation of LA (Oades, 1985; Oades, Taghzouti,
Rivet, Simon, & Le Moal, 1986).

Threshold of Emotional Responding

DA appears to play a generalized role in facilitating emotional behavior.
Mesolimbic DA, in particular, serves to modulate the expression of emo-
tional responding (Depue & lacono, 1989), particularly under condi-
tions in which a rewarding cue is either present or expected. A relation-
ship also exists between mesolimbic DA activity and, most consistently,
affective forms of aggression (for reviews, see Depue & Spoont, 1986;
Mason, 1984), the goal of which is removal of sources of frustrative
nonreward and other aversive stimuli. Intra-amygdala DA injection has
strong facilitatory effects on affective aggression in male rats and shows
the habituation of aggressive attacks. Furthermore, DA, but not NE,
receptor agonists greatly increase foot shock-induced aggressive attacks
in unrestrained male rats and naturally occurring aggressive behavior in
rats and monkeys, although large variations exist among animals in
relation to social dominance positions. Finally, sensitization for eliciting
apomorphine (a DA agonist)-induced aggressiveness in male rats was
shown following the supersensitization of DA receptors following
withdrawal of chronic neuroleptics. Conversely, acute neuroleptics
(DA antagonists), but not NE antagonists, counteract apomorphine
and amphetamine (a DA agonist) -elicited aggressive behavior in male
rats.

DA projections to the central and medial amygdaloid nuclei, which
are particularly dense (Oades & Halladay, 1987), may have significance
for facilitation of emotional behavior, since these nuclei serve as the
amygdala output centers to brain stem and hypothalamic areas involved
in the activation of vocal, gross motor, facial, hormonal, autonomic
aspects of emotional behavior (Aggleton & Mishkin, 1986; LeDoux,
1987; MacLean, 1986). DA apparently influences the threshold of out-
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put from the amygdala, since increased DA activity specifically in the
central nuclei, for instance, facilitates remarkably the expression of ag-
gressive behavior (Depue & lacono, 1989). Thus, DA activity appears to
lower momentarily the threshold for initiation of emotional respond-
ing.

Cognitive Processes and the Mesocortical System

To ensure that approach behavior is adaptively related to stimulus
events, there will be an increased need to construct maps of extraperso-
nal space, to identify objects in space, to organize behavioral strategies,
and to evaluate the emotional significance of objects and the outcome of
those behavioral strategies. These are complex cognitive functions. Their
functional integrity requires the passage of information among distinct
brain regions that serve as processing nodes in neural networks devoted
to cognitive functions (Goldman-Rakic, 1987, 1988; Kosslyn, 1988;
Mesulam, 1990; Posner, Petersen, Fox, & Raichle, 1988). Although a
role for the BFS in cognitive processes has not been emphasized previ-
ously, Plutchik (1980) and Luciana et al. (1992) have argued compel-
lingly that cognitive systems evolved for the purpose of increasing the
adaptability of emotional behavior in complex environments.

Mesocortical DA projections, like mesolimbic DA projections, appear
-to facilitate goal-directed activity, but they facilitate neocortical, rather
than limbic, processes that underly cognitive functions necessary for
behavioral flexibility. This evidence is reviewed elsewhere (Depue et al.,
1994; Luciana etal., 1992; Oades, 1985) but can be summarized briefly.
First, behavioral responses to changing environmental contingencies, as
in alternation, reversal, and extinction paradigms, and to tasks requiring
changes in cognitive behavioral strategies are markedly influenced by
DA activity (see reviews by Louilot et al., 1987; Oades, 1985). DA ago-
nists increase and neurochemical DA lesions of the VTA, dorsolateral
PFC, and even the NAS reduce or completely abolish alternation, rever-
sal, or extinction behavior. Moreover, VTA treatment with DA agonists
and antagonists increases or reduces, respectively, the number of cogni-
tive behavioral strategies used in response to environmental challenges
or modifications. These findings provide indirect support for the notion
that the facilitation of higher-order cognitive functions is dependent on
mesocortical DA activity. Second, mesocortical-prefrontal, compared to
mesolimbic, neurons also show markedly enhanced DA utilization to
perturbations of environmental conditions that require adaptive re-
sponding (such as in a range of mild stressors; Thierry, Tassin, & Glowin-
ski, 1984). This effect is particularly strong in the BALB/cj inbred mouse
stain, which is characterized by a high VTA DA cell number. From an
evolutionary biology perspective, the relatively higher reactivity to vari-
ation in environmental challenge by the prefrontal mesocortical, com-
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pared to the mesolimbic, DA system seems beneficial: It would be ap-
propriate to encode environmental conditions through cognitive
processing prior to the facilitation of overt emotional responding. And,
third, mesocortical DA projections play a critical role in spatial working
memory processes of the principal sulcal (PS) region of the dorsolateral
convexity of the prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) (Goldman-Rakic, 1987,
1988). Neurochemical DA lesioning of the DLPFC has produced im-
paired spatial delayed alternation performance in rhesus monkeys that
was almost as severe as that caused by surgical ablation of the same
cortical region (Brozoski, Brown, Rosvold, & Goldman, 1979). Further-
more, the impairment was reversed by the DA precursor L-dopa and by
the DA receptor agonist apomorphine. Also, pharmacological blockade
of Dj receptors in the PS region of monkeys has been shown to cause a
reversible decrement in accuracy and latency on an oculomotor spatial
delayed-response (DR) task (Sawaguchi & Goldman-Rakic, 1991),
whereas D2 receptor agonists facilitate a visuospatial DR task (Luciana et
al., 1992). Finally DA enhances the activity of PS neurons of monkeys
that show activity associated with mnemonic processes, including the
spatial visual cue, the delay, and/or the response during DR tasks (Saw-
aguchi, Matsumura, & Kubota, 1988; 1990a, b).

Conclusion

In general, the BFS, via its underlying VTA DA ascending projection
systems, a) facilitates cognitive processes required in the construction
and evaluation of the environment, b) provides an interface between
neural structures communicating the emotional state of incentive mo-
tivation and the initiatory structures of the motor system (Depue &
Collins, in press; Mogenson, et al., 1980; Panksepp, 1986), and c) initi-
ates emotional response patterns that support goal acquisition. This is
readily seen at the behavioral level (see reviews by Louilot et al., 1987;
Oades, 1985), where bilateral neurotoxic lesions of the VTA resulting in
DA reductions of 90% or more result in major behavioral deficits associ-
ated with incentive motivation, including social interaction, sexual be-
havior, food hoarding, maternal nursing behavior, acquisition and per-
formance of approach and active avoidance responses (Beninger, 1983),
and exploratory activity (Fink & Reis, 1981). These deficits are not sim-
ply the result of motor impairment, since these animals can be helped to
start moving, after which their motor behavior is relatively normal
(Oades, 1985). Moreover, 24-hour spontaneous activity in lesioned ani-
mals has often been found not to differ from that of control animals, but
these same lesioned animals have a distinctly impaired ability to initi-
ate exploratory responses to novelty in the environment (Louilot et
al., 1987; Oades,, 1985). Taken together, VTA DA activity facilitates a
broad range of emotional and cognitive processes that support goal-directed
behavior.
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A Functional Model of VTA Dopamine
Response Facilitation

Models of behavioral facilitation, developed for both substantia nigra
(SN) DA and VTA DA facilitatory processes, typically define the mini-
mum threshold for response facilitation as being a joint function of two
main variables: level of DA postsynaptic receptor activation and ampli-
tude of stimulation (Blackburn et al., 1989; Oades, 1985; Schultz, 1986;
White, 1986). Because the two variables determining the minimum
threshold for response facilitation are interactive, independent variation
in either variable not only modifies the probability of response facilita-
tion, but also simultaneously modifies the value of the other variable
that is required to reach a minimum threshold for facilitation. The rela-
tionship between these two variables is represented in Figure 2.1 as a
trade-off function (White, 1986), whereby the set of values of the two
input variables (DA receptor activation and stimulus amplitude) re-
quired to produce a minimum threshold value for response facilitation is
described. The trade-off function can be thought of as a central nervous
system weighting of the external and internal factors that contribute to
response facilitation (White, 1986).

There is a large body of evidence demonstrating that modulation of
VTA DA projection systems markedly influences the probability of re-
sponse facilitation. The data reviewed above on the significant influence
of DA agonists and antagonists on facilitation of forward locomotion
and emotional expression, and on the response-eliciting properties of
incentive-reward motivation, clearly demonstrate the effect of VTA DA
influence on the threshold for response facilitation. Moreover, enduring
alterations of VTA DA functioning, particularly in DA release in the
NAS, are associated with long-term or permanent changes in the thresh-
old for response facilitation. For instance, the number of DA neurons in
the VTA cell group, the relative density of innovation of DA terminals in
target fields, and the DA content in the NAS in inbred mouse strains are
positively related to the degree of facilitation of spontaneous exploratory
and amphetamine-induced locomotion, effects perhaps related to the
proportionately greater synthesis and release of DA in high-DA neuron
strains (Fink & Reiss, 1981; Oades, 1985; Sved et al., 1984, 1985). Also,
studies on behavioral sensitization, a phenomenon that appears to be
dependent on activation of mesolimbic DA systems (e.g., Robinson, Jur-
son, Bennett, & Bentgen, 1988), are concordant with DA modulation of
a response facilitation threshold. That is, repeated, intermittent exposure
to DA agonists results in an enduring enhancement of DA release in the
NAS that is associated with increased facilitation of locomotor activity
and intraspecific aggression to subsequent test doses of DA agonists
(Piazza, Deminiere, Le Moal, & Simon, 1989; Robinson et al., 1988).

It also appears to be the case that the effective value of stimulation
with respect to the threshold for response facilitation is modified by
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Figure 2.1 A model of behavioral facilitation by DA, represented as a trade-off
function between magnitude of incentive stimulation and of trait levels of DA
receptor activation. Various combinations of these two variables lead to facilita-
tion of behavior. The differential range of effective (behaviorally facilitating)
stimuli for two individuals, one low (A) and one high (B) in DA trait level, is
shown on the right vertical axis.

alterations in DA activity. Increased DA activity has been found to en-
hance responding to conditioned reinforcers (Beninger, 1983; Robbins,
1975), and, in several studies, the facilitatory effects of conditioned stim-
uli on motor activity have been increased by sensitization-induced en-
hancement of DA responsiveness to apomorphine and amphetamine.
Similarly, the potency of novel stimuli to facilitate locomotor activity
appears to be increased in rats and inbred mice strains that have high
numbers of VTA DA neurons (Fink & Reiss, 1981; Oades, 1985; Sved et
al., 1984, 1985) or high levels of locomotor reactivity to amphetamine
(Piazza et al., 1989). Conversely, DA receptor antagonists reduce the
effective facilitatory value of conditioned incentive stimuli at doses that
do not decrease subsequent consummately motor patterns (Blackburn
et al., 1987, 1989), suggesting that response facilitation under such
conditions is achieved by only the most efficacious stimuli.

Thus, it appears that VTA DA activity plays a significant role in deter-
mining the probability and magnitude of motor responses in relation to
the salience of the eliciting stimuli (Fibiger & Phillips, 1987; White,
1986). As illustrated in Figure 2.1, with increasing levels of VTA DA
postsynaptic receptor activation, the effective facilitatory value of stimuli
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also increases in that an increasing number of weaker stimuli, which
may even be normally of subthreshold facilitatory efficacy, now have the
capacity to facilitate responses.

A similar trade-off function emerges when the stimulus amplitude
component of the model is considered. Amplitude is a general construct
that incorporates a number of different factors that contribute to the
facilitatory efficacy of a stimulus. A large body of data indicates that
primary and conditioned incentive stimuli facilitate emotional behavior
via elicitation of DA activity and, hence have a strong impact on the
minimum threshold for response facilitation. Probably the main deter-
minant of the facilitatory efficacy of incentive stimuli is the magnitude of
reward, which by itself appears to show a trade-off function with DA
activation. Response facilitation in sated animals is strongly related to
sucrose or saccharine concentration in water or food (Blackburn et al.,
1989), to the numeric quantity and quality of reward (Nishino, Take-
toshi, Muramoto, Fukuda, & Sasaki, 1987; Schultz, 1986), and to the
level of enhancement (vs. degradation) of the conditioned stimulus
complex (Schultz, 1986). Importantly, magnitude of reward is strongly
inversely related (in a trade-off function manner) to the level of DA
stimulation required to facilitate a response (Nishino et al., 1987;
Schultz, 1986; White, 1986). Other stimulus-reward variables that in-
fluence DA neuronal activity are less well researched, but clearly the
availability and effort required to obtain the reward are important fac-
tors (Nishino et al., 1987; Schultz, 1986).

The trade-off function between amplitude of stimulation and DA
postsynaptic receptor activation may be further clarified through an
analysis of the manner in which stimulus amplitude is expressed in DA
activation patterns. Such an analysis may provide a framework for ex-
ploring the dynamic interaction of stimulus characteristics and DA func-
tioning, a point emphasized in our introductory discussion. First, a basic
effect of a conditioned incentive stimulus is to increase DA release, an
increase that is largest in the NAS and less marked, but clearly evident,
in the dorsal striatum of rats (Blackburn et al, 1989). DA release in the
NAS is thought to underly the experience of incentive-reward motiva-
tion, thus raising the possibility that the magnitude of incentive-reward
stimuli is expressed, in part, by the quantity of DA release in the NAS, as
indeed was found in monkeys (Nishino et al., 1987). In the latter study,
magnitude of reward was expressed by VTA DA neurons as a graded
increase in the frequency and duration of neuronal reactivity, a reactivity
that was well correlated with behavioral velocity. It is likely, therefore,
that DA reactivity was important in motor initiation, and that it was also
involved in modulatory regulation of motor acts, such as setting velocity
and amplitude (Nishino et al., 1987).

Taken together, the findings of Blackburn et al. on DA activity in the
NAS and of Nishino et al. and Schultz on increased neuronal impulse
rate appear to converge on a similar response pattern for midbrain DA
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neurons: that conditioned incentive stimuli, via activation of VTA and
SN DA neurons, generate a rapid increase in DA release. This conver-
gence stems from the fact that impulse rate may affect release. As noted
by Schultz (1986), when activated by pharmacological or physiological
means, the continuous discharge activity of DA neurons rarely exceeds
10-15 impulses/second. However, impulses to conditioned incentive
stimuli may be discharged at much higher instantaneous frequencies, as
in Schultz's (1986) findings. Since impulse-dependent DA release in the
striatum is exponentially related to the frequency of discharges (Schultz,
1986; White, 1986), a rapid onset of bursts of impulses of DA neurons
may result in particularly high DA release within a very short time
course. Schultz (1986) has suggested that this mechanism for producing
phasic increases in DA release may be important in environmental situa-
tions requiring rapid reactions to significant stimuli.

A Dynamic Perspective on Response Facilitation

Thus far, we have considered behavioral facilitation within a static tem-
poral framework, that is, an incentive stimulus activates VTA DA neuron
firing and, hence, incentive-reward motivation and initiation of for-
ward locomotion via DA release in the NAS and elsewhere. A more
ecologically valid perspective on behavioral facilitation is to view the
facilitation process not only as a phasic response system to incentive
stimuli, but also as a dynamic process that influences the emotional
evaluation of incentive stimuli. The latter would involve a focus on the
interactive dynamics between stimuli and DA activity throughout an
episode of environmental engagement.

The incentive-reward motivation hypothesis proposes that incentive
stimuli influence the activity of DA neurons, which then facilitate the
initiation and vigor of goal-directed approach behavior; the above dis-
cussion supports this hypothesis. The trade-off function illustrated in
Figure 2.1 would predict, in addition, that as an incentive stimulus
enhances DA release in the NAS, the facilitatory efficacy of subsequently
encountered incentive stimuli will be increased in relation to the degree
of the previous DA enhancement. Thus, after an initial encounter with
an incentive stimulus, the facilitatory efficacy of all subsequent incentive
stimuli may be altered, and under conditions of strong DA enhance-
ment, perhaps even previously subthreshold, weak conditioned incen-
tive stimuli may facilitate behavior for some period of time. Indeed,
there is evidence suggesting that response facilitation by incentive stim-
uli is dependent on the current state of DA activity (Beninger, 1983;
Beninger, Hanson, & Phillips, 1980; Blackburn et al., 1989; Panksepp,
1986; Robbins, 1975). This means that the subjective emotional evalua-
tion of stimuli as incentives may be enhanced and dynamically changing
during environmental engagements. An implication of this perspective
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is that excessively altered states of DA activity, such as extremely high
DA activity due to psychomotor stimulant drugs (Depue & lacono,
1989; Koob & Bloom, 1988), may markedly influence the emotional
evaluation (or perceived intensity) of and responsiveness to normally
subthreshold, ineffective stimuli and weak incentive stimuli associated
with novelty. To the extent that the incentive values of these stimuli are
then encoded in an enduring manner in memory, thus becoming
valenced central affective representations of the stimulus (Mishkin,
1982), the learning of incentive value may represent one form of state-
dependent learning. If this is an accurate view, then state factors,
through these mechanisms, may have more enduring influences on the
dynamic interaction of stimuli and DA activity than has been previously
considered.

The Role of Individual Differences in Response
Facilitation Processes

As an emotional system, the BFS is likely subject to sources of variation
that ultimately produce stable individual differences in levels of BFS
responsivity. Whether genetic or environmental, these influences will
converge within the adaptive neural circuitry of the BFS to produce
functional variations, such as individual differences in DA responsivity,
that correspond to variations in behavioral trait levels. Thus, one ap-
proach to understanding the origins of individual differences within the
BFS is to examine genetic and environmental processes that shape its
underlying neural system.

The trade-off function between stimulus amplitude and DA activation
would predict that individual differences in DA reactivity to incentive
stimuli may have marked effects on the level of behavioral facilitation. It
is surprising, therefore, that with rare exceptions, individual difference
factors are seldom considered in theoretical discussions of response facil-
itation processes (e.g., Piazza et al., 1989, Robinson et al., 1988). Yet
their influence would seem to be particularly important when consid-
ered together with the above discussion on dynamic aspects of behav-
ioral facilitation. From a dynamic perspective, individual differences in
DA responsivity may strongly influence (1) the initial DA response to an
incentive stimulus; (2) and, in turn, the facililatory efficacy of subse-
quently encountered incentive stimuli during, and the affective experi-
ence derived from, environmental engagement; (3) and, thus, the in-
centive value encoded in central affective representations of incentive
stimuli; (4) and, hence, enduring individual differences in the emotion-
al evaluation of incentive stimuli and in the level of behavioral facilita-
tion expressed across reward-related situations.

There are several lines of evidence in animal work that support the
importance of individual difference in DA responsiveness for behavioral
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facilitation processes. Interestingly, the source of the individual variation
has been both genetic and experiential, but the effects on behavioral
facilitation are qualitatively similar. In terms of genetic sources of varia-
tion, an inbred mouse strain that has a significantly increased number of
neurons in all DA cell groups examined (including the VTA DA cell
group) reliably shows markedly facilitated behavior, including higher
levels of spontaneous exploratory locomotion in novel but not frighten-
ing environments, and a greater locomotor activity response to amphet-
amine challenge (Fink & Reiss, 1981; Oades, 1985; Sved et al., 1.984,
1985). That this increased behavioral facilitation in high-DA neuron
strains is due to DA activation is suggested by a greater density of inner-
vation of DA terminals in target fields, proportionately greater synthesis
and release of DA, greater inhibition of prolactin secretion by a DA
agonist, and, importantly in terms of locomotor facilitation, an increased
DA content in the NAS. Similarly, Piazza et al. (1989) found that rats
selected for highly facilitated locomotor activity in novel environments
also showed a significantly greater locomotor activity response to a DA
agonist (amphetamine) challenge, as well as a more rapid acquisition
and a higher final level of self-administration of amphetamine than rats
selected for low locomotor responses to novelty.

Experiential factors have also been analyzed in sensitization studies as
a between-group source of variation in DA functioning in animals. This
work arises from the observations that a) addicts of psychomotor stimu-
lant drugs exhibit marked individual differences in response to their first
dose, a response that appears to correlate positively with addiction rate
(Piazza et al., 1989); and b) animals exhibit significant individual varia-
tion in initial response to amphetamine and, in correlated fashion, in the
rate of acquiring self-administration of DA agonists (Piazza et al., 1989;
Robinson et al., 1988). Sensitization is most commonly induced by
repeated, intermittent doses of a DA agonist, such as amphetamine, but
it may also be induced by repeated, intermittent experience of stressful
stimuli, although stress has mainly been employed as an effective chal-
lenge for demonstrating prior sensitization experience (Robinson et al.,
1988). Sensitization is most reliably reflected in enduring increases (over
a month or more) in the phasic responses of locomotor activity or DA
utilization in the NAS to the experiential factors of amphetamine or
stress challenge. Sensitized behavioral facilitation is also observed in
response to conditioned incentive stimuli associated with the sensitiza-
tion environment (Robinson et al., 1988). The fact that sensitization is
manifested most strongly in phasic, rather than tonic, reactivity is con-
sistent with a predominant view of the process underlying the phenom-
enon: that sensitization is related to an increased stimulated release, as
opposed to receptor, reuptake, or metabolic processes, of DA in the NAS
and striatum (Robinson et al., 1988). Thus, sensitization "may represent
a type of neuronal plasticity common to other forms of behavioral adap-
tation" (Robinson et al., 1988, p. 220). Important for our discussion is
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the finding in rats by Piazza et al. (1989) that individual differences in
the acquisition of sensitization and self-administration of DA agonists,
and in the response to amphetamine challenge, appear to be linearly
related to presensitization variation in locomotor activation by novelty,
which is itself strongly related to individual variation in DA release in
the NAS (Fink & Reiss, 1981; Oades, 1985; Sved et al., 1984, 1985).

The interaction of genetic and experiential sources of individual differ-
ences in BFS processes can be placed within a larger explanatory frame-
work (Collins & Depue, 1992). Within the neurobiology literature,
Greenough and colleagues (e.g., Black & Greenough, 1986; Greenough
& Black, in press; Greenough, Black, & Wallace, 1987) have proposed a
framework in which three basic sources of input to the brain induce
functional specialization across a variety of information processing path-
ways. One of theses sources focuses on genotype-driven processes. Such
processes influence the basic structure and function of neuron popula-
tions in a manner that is largely insensitive to experiential input. One
outcome of genotype-driven development is of obvious importance to
individual differences in BFS responsivity: variation across individuals
in DA neuron number produced during prenatal development. In a 33-
year-old man, there are approximately 650,000 cells in the VTA-SN
complex, but this number may vary across individuals by as much as
±20,000 cells (Oades & Halliday, 1987). Importantly, as discussed
above, variation in DA cell number does correlate with the quantitative
expression of DA-dependent behaviors.

A dynamic perspective on BFS processes raises the possibility that
genotype-driven variation in DA neuron number may interact with sub-
sequent incentive experiences during development. Greenough and col-
leagues have described two processes that may be important. First,
experience-expectant processes involve widespread cortical synapse over-
production, which defines sensitive periods in brain development
(O'Kusky & Colonnier, 1982; Rakic, Bourgeois, Eckenhoff, Zecevic, &
Goldman-Rakic, 1986). Following overproduction, excess cortical syn-
apses are "pruned back" gradually in response to stimulation provided
by the environment. The timing and regional location of experience-
expectant synaptic overproduction are determined by genotypic influ-
ences, but the functional relations encoded by the preserved synapses
vary in response to environmental experience. The basic implication of
experience-expectant processes for the development of individual differ-
ences in neural system functioning is that the degree of stimulation-rich
environment will be encoded in the number of functional synaptic con-
nections within relevant neural system pathways. In relation to the BFS,
if experience-expectant development occurs, an individual exposed to a
reward-rich environment may establish functional synaptic relations
that provide an enhanced capacity to respond to conditioned signals of re-
ward in the future. Interaction between genotype-driven and experience-
expectant processes might lead to the prediction that variation in the
number of VTA DA neurons will significantly influence the seeking of
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and responsiveness to potentially rewarding stimuli, and thereby con-
tribute to the variation in development of synaptic connectivity among
BFS structures during an experience-expectant sensitive period (see
Collins & Depue, 1992, for an application of this interaction to attach-
ment behavior in childhood).

Second, experience-dependent processes modify neuronal cytoarchitec-
ture to encode environmental experience that is unique to the individu-
al and thus unpredictable on the basis of phytogeny. In contrast to
experience-expectant development, experience-dependent processes in-
volve localized synapse production that is initiated during the encoding
of information arising from any significant form of experience, including
mentation; thus, the timing and location of experience-dependent mod-
ifications are not influenced by genotype. These theoretical notions may
be applied to the type of learning and memory that occurs in the BFS.
Specifically, associative memories of positive behavioral engagements
may be formed within the interconnected neural structures of the BFS
(Collins & Depue, 1992), as they encode relations among the perceived
incentive value of a stimulus, the incentive motivation experienced, and
the rewarding consequences of the behavior expressed. Experience-
dependent synaptic processes may mediate this ensemble encoding of
emotional evaluation, experience, and expression, and thereby contrib-
ute over time to learning-related modifications in BFS responsivity. In
this manner, experience-dependent processes may contribute substan-
tially to individual differences in BFS responsivity, but unlike experience-
expectant development, changes in neural system responsivity will ac-
crue in a gradual, stepwise manner.

With respect to the role of DA in these processes, the specific patterns
of neuronal cytoarchitecture produced by experience-expectant and
experience-dependent processes appear to be regulated by local interac-
tions with diffuse neurotransmitter projection systems. Through these
mechanisms, activity in neurotransmitter projection systems may regu-
late patterns of functional synaptic connectivity within the distributed
structures of a particular neural system; for example, the activity of VTA
DA neurons during development may influence synaptic relations with-
in critical neural pathways of the BFS. Concordant with this notion,
recent work suggests that VTA DA activity provides a facilitatory mod-
ulation of dendritic branching in the NAS, hippocampus, and neocortex
in rats. From this perspective, neurotransmitter projection systems may
be viewed as modulators of synaptic structure as well as function, that
is, as sources of influence over both cytoarchitectural and chemical en-
coding of information within neural pathways. In terms of the frame-
work of Greenough and colleagues, neurotransmitter activity likely
modulates dendritic outgrowth, synaptogenesis, and synaptic regression
during both experience-expectant and experience-dependent develop-
ment.

The regulation of neuroarchitecture by neurotransmitters may be one
avenue for collaboration among all three forms of neurodevelopmental
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processes. As an illustration, consider the earlier suggestion that individ-
ual differences in the number of VTA DA neurons may be viewed as an
outcome of genotype-driven processes. If the number of neurons is
relatively large, an individual will possess the structural capacity to re-
lease high levels of DA at the terminals of VTA projections during
experience-expectant sensitive periods. Such an individual would be
predisposed to stabilize, and thereby retain, a large number of synaptic
contacts within BFS structures, provided that a sufficient level of activity
were maintained in the VTA source cells. Although this functional out-
come would not occur if environmental experience were reward-
impoverished, empirical findings in animal behavior genetics suggest
that an individual with a rich genetic endowment of DA neurons would
actively explore the environment in search of rewarding stimulation
(Fink & Reis, 1981; Sved et al., 1984, 1985). Thus, the likely (but not
inevitable) outcome of the sensitive period would be the emergence of a
strong functional capacity in the VTA DA system to motivate and guide
emotional responses to signals of reward, and this foundation for BFS
responsivity would be resistant to large-scale modification in the future.
As neural system development proceeds, experience-dependent pro-
cesses would likely provide incremental increases in the synaptic con-
nectivity within BFS structures, since an enduring predisposition to en-
gage potentially rewarding stimuli would entail frequent demands for
additional synapses in the terminal fields of VTA DA projections. By
adulthood, the extensive synaptic arborization within BFS circuitry
would consistently amplify responses of the VTA DA system to signals of
reward, and the individual would exhibit a high and stable level of BFS
responsivity.

To the extent that modulatory neurotransmitters form an integral
component of neurobehavioral systems, they will incorporate these in-
fluences within basic parameters of neural functioning, such as synaptic
connectivity, that underlie variations in neurobehavioral traits. With
respect to the origins of individual differences in the BFS, trends in the
level of BFS responsivity will emerge as individuals experience stimulus
contexts that modify earlier neurodevelopmental outcomes involving
the structural and functional capacities of the VTA DA projection system.
In view of the potential for collaboration among neurodevelopmental
processes, it is hypothetically probable that individuals will exhibit pro-
gressively discrepant outcome trajectories that ultimately stabilize as
trait level variation in BFS responsivity.

Magnitude of Experience-Dependent Effects as a Function of
Individual Differences in Dopamine Functional Activity

Whether the magnitude of effect of experience-dependent processes is
linearly related to stable individual differences in DA receptor activation
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has not been fully assessed. Piazza et al. (1989) have clearly shown that
animals with higher stable levels of locomotor reactivity to novelty and
to amphetamine injection have a greater sensitization response to expe-
riences of repeated pharmacological activation of DA activity than ani-
mals with lower stable locomotor levels. But it is not clear that the
function relating stable individual differences in DA activity to magni-
tude of experience-dependent effects is linear. It is possible that the func-
tion is curvilinear, so that the greatest effect of experience on biological
trait levels is greatest throughout the intermediate range of biological
trait values and smallest at the extreme ends of the trait distribution. The
reason for this possibility is that DA activation, by rewarding experience,
may be diminished (1) at the low end of the activity distribution due to
insensitivity of, and floor effects on, DA reactivity (i.e., DA reactivity
may be so inherently weak that only the strongest but infrequent re-
wards will elicit experience-dependent activity, and reward-poor envi-
ronments cannot reduce reactivity much further); and (2) at the high
end of the activity distribution due to ceiling effects on DA reactivity
(i.e., DA reactivity may be so inherently strong that a reward-rich envi-
ronment cannot increase reactivity further). Thus, both extreme groups
would be modified only toward the mean of the distribution but not in
their respective extreme directions. Indeed, Piazza et al. (1989) demon-
strated that an extremely high-trait group in terms of locomotor re-
sponse to novelty acquired self-administration of amphetamine under
typical dose conditions very quickly, as if they were naturally already
sensitized, whereas an extremely low-trait group in terms of locomotor
response to novelty failed to acquire self-administration of amphet-
amine under typical dose conditions, a result presumably due to the
weak DA response to the normally effective amphetamine dose. Thus,
the high-trait group demonstrated a ceiling effect in acquiring self-
administration, whereas the low-trait group demonstrated a floor effect
in DA reactivity to a typically effective stimulus. Indeed, the low-trait
group was able to acquire self-administration only after undergoing
sensitization of DA activity via repeated amphetamine injections (or, in
terms of our argument, an increase in DA "functional" levels) (Piazza et
al., 1989).

Relevance of the BFS Construct to the
Structure of Personality

The importance of a neurobehavioral systems perspective for under-
standing the structure of human behavior has not been generally recog-
nized. However, as Gray (1973) and others (Zuckerman, 1983) have
cogently argued, behavioral systems that are closely linked to emotional
mechanisms are largely unchanged along the pathway of mammalian
evolution and, hence, are probably subject to strong genetic influence in
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our own species. Such systems are likely, therefore, to provide a founda-
tion for individual differences in human emotional patterns (Plutchik,
1980). When viewed from a broad temporal perspective, emotional
systems may be conceptualized not simply as phasic response patterns,
but rather as emotional dispositions with respect to particular classes of
stimuli (Gray, 1973). That is to say, humans may have individual differ-
ences in their sensitivity to particular classes of stimuli, and these differ-
ences may be evident as trait variation both in subjective emotional
experience and in overt patterns of emotional expression. Thus, it is
possible to view emotional systems as major structural components of
stable patterns of human behavior—or, put simply, of personality
(Fowles, 1980; Gray, 1973; Plutchik, 1980; Tellegen & Waller, 1992;
Zuckerman, 1983).

It is unclear whether the structure of personality includes a trait that is
analogous to the BFS defined in the animal literature. Almost every
modern trait theory of personality, however, includes a dimension that
encompasses positive affect, desire, incentive motivation, a sense of per-
sonal efficacy, and locomotor activity (Digman, 1990; Eysenck, 1981;
Eysenck & Eysenck, 1985; Gray, 1973, 1982; Watson & Tellegen, 1985;
Zuckerman, 1983). Of importance, desire, or one of its variant expres-
sions, is cited as one of the primary emotions in most classificatory
systems of emotion (MacLean, 1986; Plutchik, 1980; Plutchik & Keller-
man, 1986), and is one of the few distinct emotional feelings that is
reported with direct stimulation of the amygdala in conscious patients
and by temporal lobe epileptics during the aura at the beginning of the
epileptic storm (MacLean, 1986). Numerous labels have been used for
this trait, including extraversion, but because of the emotional aspects of
the trait as we have defined it, we prefer Tellegen's (1985) term, positive
emotionality (PEM). Our hypothesis is that the PEM trait may represent
an underlying dimension of sensitivity to signals of incentive reward,
which is concordant with others' views (Fowles, 1980; Gray, 1973;
Tellegen, 1985) and, thereby, may be analogous to the BFS construct.

The existence of an animal analog of PEM (i.e., the BFS construct),
with a well-researched neurobiology and VTA DA foundation, may fur-
ther our biological understanding of PEM in humans. The validity of
drawing comparisons between the personality construct of PEM and the
construct of the BFS developed from animal research may be addressed
by assessing similarities in their neurobiology. To this end, we measured
the effects of a specific DA D2 receptor agonist (bromocriptine) on two
indices of central DA activity in subjects widely distributed along the
dimension of PEM (Depue et al., 1994). Two indices of DA response,
prolactin secretion and spontaneous eye blinking, served as a within-
study replication of a PEM—DA association, since they are innervated by
separate DA projection systems. Findings clearly indicated that PEM
(measured via Tellegen's Multidimensional Personality Questionnaire;
Tellegen & Waller, 1992) is strongly and positively associated with reac-
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tivity of both DA indicators to the DA agonist challenge. Moreover, this
correlation is specific to PEM, because the associations of DA indicator
reactivity with the two other major superfactors of personality (Negative
Emotionality or Neuroticism, and Constraint or Psychoticism) were
minimal and nonsignificant.

Implications for Developmental Psychopathology

The typical approach to developmental psychopathology is to start with
a disorder and study its developmental processes. The problem here is
the same as in all investigations of psychopathology. Disordered samples
defined on the basis of phenotype are always heterogeneous with re-
spect to etiology (Depue & Monroe, 1986). Hence, results obtained from
disordered individuals on any variable or process, including those with
developmental implications, will apply to only certain subgroups of the
phenotypically defined population. It is difficult to learn something ro-
bust about a disordered, complicated dynamic process when only un-
known proportions of the sample have the disordered process in ques-
tion. Moreover, to study this process in this way over time will only
magnify the problem.

The discussion throughout this chapter suggests an alternative ap-
proach to thinking about developmental psychopathology that, while
speculative at this time, offers a conceptual research strategy worth
pursuing. This strategy is a variant of that applied to psychopathology by
personality psychologists, whereby a normal trait running throughout
the population is extended to psychopathological conditions. This has
been particularly popular in the domain of personality disorders (Gray,
1973). The variation in this approach that we suggest is as follows: (1)
start with a neurobehavioral-emotional system that may underlie major
personality traits; (2) define the functional principle of this system; (3)
consider the various ways in which this system may serve as the founda-
tion for different forms of disordered behavior: that is, which types of
variables of the system could, when reaching certain extreme values or
having dysregulated features, result in psychopathology; and (4) con-
sider the dynamic processes that may be involved in the development of
disorder in each of these cases. We will apply this approach to the BFS,
whose functional principle involves sensitivity to incentive-reward
stimuli modulated through the VTA DA mesolimbic projections, and
whose purpose is to facilitate engagement in goal-directed behavior.

Implications for the Development of Substance Abuse

Because the basic principle underlying the DA foundation of the BFS is
sensitivity to incentive-reward stimuli, one way in which the BFS may
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serve as the foundation for psychopathology is as a susceptibility to self-
administration behavior. That is, the BFS could serve as a liability factor
to abuse of substances that are DA agonists. Such substances would
naturally have incentive—reward effects, and individuals with extremely
reactive DA systems could learn to self-administer the substance in order
to create a strong subjective state of incentive reward. Substances that
have been implicated as DA agonists that may lead to abuse, or excessive
self-administration, include psychostimulant drugs (such as amphet-
amine and cocaine; Koob & Bloom, 1988); alcohol, whose initial excita-
tory effects involve the activation of DA release in the NAS (Depue &
lacono, 1989); and, most recently, certain sweet substances, such as
chocolate, thereby contributing to obesity.

What is interesting about this class of disorders is that it is nicely
congruent with a diathesis-experience-dependent process model: The
diathesis in these cases is created by excessively high trait levels of DA
reactivity, but this diathesis, by definition, is expressed only if self-
administration behavior occurs. Self-administration behavior is a learned
behavior that is subject to a process of sensitization with repeated expe-
rience, that is, where the self-administration behavior increases dramat-
ically with repeated experience of the same dose of DA agonist. Thus,
Piazza et al. (1989) demonstrated that rats could be inbred for extreme
trait levels of locomotor reactivity to the incentive condition of novelty.
Not only were these two extreme groups substantially different in their
locomotor response to a single injection of the DA agonist amphetamine
(the high locomotor group responded much more vigorously to am-
phetamine), but the groups also showed differential sensitization when
the same dose of amphetamine was repeatedly injected once a day for
several days. The high-locomotor group quickly sensitized, whereas the
low-locomotor trait group sensitized much more slowly and achieved a
less exaggerated level of sensitization. Moreover, the two groups differed
with respect to their acquisition performance of self-administration of
amphetamine: The high-locomotor group quickly learned to self-
administer amphetamine and showed a sensitization effect over time,
whereas the low-locomotor group did not acquire self-administration.
Put differently, the high-trait group was more susceptible to acquiring
self-administration of a DA agonist, whereas the low-trait group appar-
ently experienced such low incentive—reward effects from the self-
administration of amphetamine that they were resistant to acquiring this
behavior.

Finally, the Piazza et al. study demonstrated the probabilistic nature of
diathesis or liability, a probability that was modifiable with experience.
After it was demonstrated that the low-locomotor group could not ac-
quire self-administration of amphetamine, the low-trait group was first
sensitized to amphetamine and then tested for acquisition of self-
administration of amphetamine. Subsequent to the sensitization manip-
ulation, the low-locomotor group was able to acquire self-administration
of amphetamine at a comparable rate to the nonsensitized high-
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locomotor group. The liability or susceptibility to self-administration of a
DA agonist had apparently been increased in the low-locomotor group as
a function of the experience-dependent processes involved in sensitiza-
tion of the mesolimbic DA projection system (Piazza et al., 1989).

Implications for the Development of Disorders of Affect

A natural extension of the BFS into the domain of psychopathology
emerges on examination of the symptoms associated with disturbances
of positive emotionality, that is, affective disorders. When core symp-
toms of affective disorders are considered, they fall primarily within
locomotor, incentive—reward, and mood domains (Depue & lacono,
1989), suggesting relevance of the BFS construct to affective disorders.
Space limitations preclude a full discussion of this issue, and many of the
points have been discussed elsewhere (Collins & Depue, 1992; Depue et
al., 1987; Depue & lacono, 1989; Depue & Zald, 1993). However, any
BFS framework for disorders of affect probably needs to consider the
following conditions.

Extreme BFS State Levels and Affective Disorders

Symptoms of bipolar depression and hypomania/mania appear to rep-
resent opposite extremes of normal behavioral dimensions (Depue &
lacono, 1989; Post & Uhde, 1982) that describe extreme states of engage-
ment (and disengagement) with both interpersonal and achievement-
related environments. The poles of the core behavioral dimensions may
be viewed as the products of extreme variations of the probability that
incentive stimuli of all forms—exteroceptive, interoceptive, and cognitive
—will initiate or facilitate motor and affective responses. In these terms,
the probability of initiating emotional behavior is excessively low in
depression and excessively high in hypomania and mania. Both states,
then, may be viewed along a single dimension representing the propen-
sity to behavioral and affective reactivity to incentive stimuli. Thus, bi-
polar disorder may be modeled parsimoniously as an extreme statewise
reduction (depression) or increase (hypomania/mania) in the effective
value of rewarding stimuli to elicit the primary components of BFS
activation: incentive—reward motivation, motor activation, and positive
mood. That these extreme states may be related to a disordered aspect of
DA functioning seems possible and has been reviewed elsewhere (Dep-
ue & lacono, 1989).

BFS Regulatory Strength as a Trait and Disorders of Affect

Variation across these extreme affective states can occur rapidly within a
single episode of bipolar disorder. This fact should be of great interest to
developmental psychopathologists, because this natural feature of the
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course of an episode provides a dynamic process that appears to lie at
the heart of the disorder (Depue & lacono, 1989; Depue et al., 1987). In
comparison to normal controls, bipolar patients demonstrate quali-
tatively similar but quantitatively exaggerated BFS responsivity when
functional activity in their DA system is challenged by either enhance-
ment or antagonism (Depue & lacono, 1989). Together with their natu-
rally occurring fluctuation in extreme states of affective symptomatol-
ogy, this biological characteristic suggests that bipolar patients possess
vulnerability to episodes of extreme engagement or disengagement
(dysregulation) of DA-modulated processes within the BFS. This vul-
nerability suggests a dimension of BFS regulatory strength that may be
conceptualized as independent of trait levels of BFS responsivity, since
dysregulation of BFS activity may presumably occur at any trait level.
With the introduction of a diathetic or dysregulation threshold at the
extreme weak end of the regulatory strength dimension, a full neuro-
behavioral model of bipolar disorder emerges (see also Depue et al.,
1987). A diathetic or dysregulation threshold is displayed schematically
in Figure 2.2, which also illustrates the manner in which BFS regulatory
strength can vary independently while the level of traitwise BFS respon-
sivity remains fixed. It should be emphasized that the positions along
the regulatory dimension in Figure 2.2 represent the range of variation
across, not within, individuals, that is, the strength of BFS regulation is
itself a stable, trait-like characteristic. As Tellegen and Waller (1992)
noted, this model may be viewed as incorporating two basic parameters
of interindividual measurement with respect to a dimensional person-
ality trait, namely, the relative level and the relative consistency of trait
expression (also referred to as traitedness]. Accordingly, the model de-
parts from the domain of normal personality only in that it includes a
dysregulation threshold to account for distinctly pathological trait ex-
pression within the BFS system.

If trait level of regulatory strength is conceptualized as a diathesis or
liability factor for bipolar disorder, experience-dependent processes may
once again influence the probability of developing disorder. This raises
the research question for developmental psychopathologists of whether
certain types or magnitudes of experience can modify the regulatory
strength of a neurobiological system for extended periods of time. If this
is possible, then individuals may vary over time in their liability to their
relative distance from the diathetic or dysregulation threshold demar-
cated in Figure 2.2. Post and Uhde (1982) raised a similar notion in
reviewing course data in bipolar disorder: The frequency of episodes of
both depression and mania increases over time as a function of the
number of previous episodes, suggesting that the occurrence of an epi-
sode or dysregulation involves some form of experience-dependent pro-
cess that modifies the functional properties of the neurobiological sys-
tems related to bipolar disorder. This might represent, conceptually at
least, some form of sensitization of neurobiological systems. This opens
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Figure 2.2 Schematic model of bipolar affective disorder. Bipolar disorder is
hypothesized to occur at the weak end of a trait dimension of regulatory
strength in the BFS. Disorder is hypothesized to occur when BFS regulatory
strength is so weak that a dysregulation threshold is approached or surpassed.
See text for details. (From Depue et al. 1987.)

the possibility that other forms of strong environmental experiences,
such as separations, bereavements, extreme rewarding circumstances
(including the use of DA agonists), and stressors, might modify the
liability of an individual having the prerequisite diathesis for bipolar
disorder.

Extreme BFS Trait Level and Disorders of Affect

A MODEL FOR GENE—ENVIRONMENT INTERACTION. Consistent with their

classification as characterological entities, it is possible to view some
forms of dysthymia and hyperthymia as reflecting levels of DA respon-
sivity that constitute minimum and maximum values, respectively,
along a trait dimension underlying positive emotionality in the normal
population. One source of extreme BFS trait levels may be genotype
driven in terms of the number of neurons per DA cell group formed
during the prenatal period (Collins & Depue, 1992). As noted above,
this variation can be substantial and strongly influences the range of
functional expression of DA-modulated behaviors in rodents.

The possibility of genotypic variation in DA functioning raises the
possibility of modeling a dynamic process of genotype—environment
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interaction, a process that should interest developmental psycho -
pathologists. Consider low (vs. high) VTA DA cell number (which we
will refer to as Person B vs. Person A, respectively) as an example that is
most relevant to depressive conditions. In experience-expectant emo-
tional periods, the condition of a reduced number of VTA DA cells (i.e.,
Genotype), and hence density of axon terminals in the NAS, would yield
fewer possibilities for synaptogenesis in the NAS in Person B vs. Person
A. Thus, even adequate environmental reward experiences at the ex-
pected time would have a reduced neurological substrate in Person B on
which to reinforce synaptic connections in the NAS. In this way, the
ontogenic development of sensitivity to reward in Person B may begin in
a diminished way; or, put differently, VTA DA-NAS encoded incentive
motivation would be less in Person B vs. Person A.

This differential sensitivity to reward could have at least two major
effects. First, subsequent rewarding experiences would result in differ-
ential incentive motivation via VTA DA-NAS mechanisms and, hence,
in a differential approach to or engagement with reward. This condition,
in turn, would result in differential engagement-induced DA activation,
with Person B experiencing much less DA activation than Person A.
Accordingly, the resulting decrease in DA synapse maintenance in the
NAS in Person B would exacerbate an already diminished sensitivity to
reward. That is, a progressively weakened experience-dependent pro-
cess of synaptic growth in the NAS might be expected in Person B
relative to Person A. By adulthood, this experience-dependent process
of diminished DA release to reward, and hence diminished synaptic
growth in DA terminal areas, in Person B could result in significantly
reduced synaptic arborization within BFS circuitry. Behaviorally, this
might appear as a quantitatively low trait position on the dimension of
positive emotionality—or, more simply, as a form of characterological
depression we refer to here as trait-related dysthymia.

A second effect of reduced sensitivity to reward in Person B is that
other traits that function interactively with DA in modulating emotional
behavior would become dominant relative to BFS activity. For instance,
a situation that presents signals of both reward and punishment may
increasingly evoke constraint and behavioral inhibition rather than ex-
ploration and goal acquisition (Gray, 1973). Subjectively, the cumulative
effect of reduced reward sensitivity and behavioral inhibition could be a
sense of low self-efficacy in obtaining rewarding goals (a form of learned
helplessness or passive avoidance?) and a persistent lack of positive
affect or persistent dysphoria due to the low frequency of achieved
rewards over time.

The above view of the ontogeny of some forms of characterological
depression would be modified by the quality and quantity of environ-
mental reward experience, and perhaps by the BFS trait level of care-
givers, who are predominantly responsible in the early years for provid-
ing reward and for encouraging exploration and goal acquisition.
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Importantly, however, the magnitude of effect of the interpersonal envi-
ronment on the ontogenic development of BFS trait level may vary,
depending on the individual's genotype-driven DA trait level (e.g., DA
cell number). As discussed above, at extreme ends of a dimension of DA
trait level, the effects of environmental reward are likely to be con-
strained in the direction of the extremity. For instance, in an individual
at the low extreme of DA trait level, a reward-rich environment may
increase DA function over time, but the effect of a rewarding stimulus
will likely always be less in promoting experience-dependent plasticity
in the DA system. Moreover, the effects of a reward-poor environment
may be diminished due to the already low level of DA reactivity. The
opposite effects would be predicted at the high extreme end of the DA
trait level. It is in the midrange values of DA cell number that variations
in environmental reward would be predicted to have complementary
effects in experience-dependent synaptic growth, since rich and poor
environments will have equally strong, but opposite, effects. This leads
to the intriguing possibility that the effects of variation in rewarding
environments on DA, and hence BFS, responsivity may be most power-
fully demonstrated within less extreme or midrange values of DA or
positive emotionality trait levels.

Implications for the Interaction of Neurobiological Systems
in the Development of Psychopathology

It seems likely that any neurobiological system that naturally functions
to modify strongly DA projection systems may come to influence sub-
stantially the various relations between DA and behavioral disorder pro-
posed above. For instance, there is a large body of animal and human
evidence that suggests that serotonin raises a threshold against facilita-
tion of emotional behavior by DA processes (Depue & Spoont, 1986;
Depue & Zald, 1993). Human disorders or impulsive and irritable ag-
gression, impulsive suicidal behavior, unstable personality, certain types
of alcohol abuse, pharmacological substance abuse, and impulse-related
homicide have been repeatedly and strongly associated with indices of
low serotonin functioning. The condition of low serotonin may be
thought of as a lowering of the threshold for DA facilitation of emotional
behavior (Depue & Zald, 1993). It may be that a condition of low seroto-
nin interacts with variation in DA trait functioning, such that the phe-
notypic features of the low serotonin condition are modified by DA trait
level. For example, perhaps variation in the phenotype of the unstable
personality disorders associated with low serotonin functioning is, in
part, related to variation in DA trait level: For example, antisocial and
histrionic personalities may fall on the high end of DA trait functioning,
whereas borderline personality with strong depressive features may fall
lower on the DA trait dimension. Alternatively, low serotonin function-
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ing may modify the regulatory strength of the BFS DA system: For
instance, low serotonin has been associated with an increased frequency
of depressive episodes or dysregulatory periods in bipolar disorder (De-
pue & Zald, 1993).

Future Directions in Developmental Psychopathology

To us, perhaps the main challenge to developmental psychopathologists
is the complexities inherent in dynamic processes that represent an
interaction between neurobiological systems and environmental influ-
ences. Not only do such processes require identification and conceptual
elaboration, but they also will likely require a shift in our experimental
designs, methods, and measurement variables and instruments. It is
difficult enough to assess central nervous system functioning validly and
reliably (Depue et al., 1994). This difficulty is exacerbated by the fact
that in the area of developmental psychopathology we are also required
to think about these biological variables within a temporal framework
that incorporates the notions of plasticity and experience-dependent
processes. The reward, nevertheless, seems worth the effort in that the
developmental approach is likely to be extremely fruitful in illuminat-
ing, beyond the mere descriptive discussions of the past 30 years, a
diathesis-experience-dependent process model of psychopathology.
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Some Characteristics of a
Developmental Theory for
Early-Onset Delinquency

GERALD R. PATTERSON

The task of a developmental theory for delinquent behavior is to explain
both the stability and the changes in a form that characterizes the trajec-
tories of antisocial individuals over time. In what sense can a behavioral
event be both stable and yet change over time? The research strategies
and findings that relate to this crucial question constitute a section in the
discussions that follows. Given that the focus for the theory is crime,
there are several additional concerns that must be addressed, such as
why crime rates vary across nations and across time. These issues force
us to consider developmental mechanisms in broader contexts and form
a second major focus of this chapter.

This chapter describes a very conservative approach to building a
developmental theory of antisocial behavior relevant for early-onset de-
linquent behavior. The a priori model was based on a decade of efforts to
intervene in families of antisocial children (Patterson, Dishion, & Cham-
berlain, 1993). Only those variables that could be readily measured
were included in the model, based on reports from multiple agents:
mother, father, child, observers, teachers, and peers. A concept was
retained only if it could be demonstrated in several samples that the a
priori relationships specified were significant and could be replicated. As
new means for measuring complex variables such as emotion or cogni-
tion are developed, they will be added to the model, provided that they
contribute significant and unique variance. We have labeled this conser-
vative, measurement-focused strategy a performance model (Patterson,
1977, 1979, 1982; Patterson, Reid, & Dishion, 1992). Some additional
characteristics of a performance model will be introduced later in the
discussion.

Historically, most developmental theorists have followed the tradition
81
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of outlining such a theory in terms of its internal consistency arid com-
pleteness of what is being explained. Much empirical support rests on
laboratory analogue studies, with little attention given to development
of measurement models for key variables (e.g., Maccoby, 1993). In a
sense, the adequacy of the developmental model lies in the beauty of the
theory itself.

In the past century, psychoanalysis has been the prime example of a
theory that survives because of the model's completeness and internal
consistency. It survives in spite of the fact that the theory is almost
entirely innocent of methods of measurement or even laboratory ana-
logue tests for the key concepts. Bowlby's (1969) (cited in Waters,
Kondo-Ikemura, Posad, & Richters, 1990) update of psychoanalysis de-
fined modern attachment theory in such a fashion, but then went on to
make a fundamental contribution. Bowlby defined some major concepts
to facilitate empirical testing. The fact that a beginning has been made in
building a measurement model means that it can be used to illustrate
the second major characteristic of a performance model as applied to
developmental phenomena. In this case, the model must specify the
relationship among the variables (mechanisms) designed to explain
how changes and stabilities occur. Ainsworth's (cited in Waters et al.,
1990) studies of the strange situation provided a powerful assessment of
qualitatively different forms of attachment in young toddlers. These
studies were summarized by Waters et al. (1990). As shown in Figure
3.1, part of the attachment model is very similar to the position taken by
the present writer: that measures of childrearing directly determine
some of the variance associated with socialization outcomes. For exam-
ple, they would expect that earlier childrearing would correlate signifi-
cantly with later measures of aggression (Patterson, 1982; Patterson,
Reid, & Dishion, 1992). However, as Waters et al. point out, the attach-
ment model goes on to add two very important variables thought to
mediate the direct impact of parent-child interaction on child adjust-

Figure 3.1 Attachment as a candidate for developmental theory. (From Wa-
ters, Kondo-Ikemura, Posad, & Richters, 1990.)
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merit. They hypothesize that a toddler's level of emotional attachment to
the parent directly determines the child's eventual identification with
parental values, beliefs, and standards. As shown in the model, child-
rearing may have some direct effects on child outcomes, but it is also
thought to have indirect effects mediated through attachment and iden-
tification variables.

There are several straightforward implications of this model. First, a
number of investigators have demonstrated very significant relations
between childrearing variables and child outcomes. This part of their
model is nicely supported. However, in terms of Bowlby's (1969) theory,
the most interesting part of their model involves the attachment and
identification variables. There are two key hypotheses. Since their cur-
rent measurement model includes only the attachment concept, my
comments will be restricted to that idea. It should be the case that
measures of poor attachment as a toddler will correlate significantly
with later measures of adjustment (teacher, peer, and observation data).

Second, and even more important, it should be the case that if we
enter data describing childrearing, the data will significantly predict later
adjustment. But when the attachment score is added, it, too, will make a
significant contribution (e.g., attachment tells us something unique that
cannot be obtained from measures of childrearing or parent-child inter-
action).

As pointed out in the review by Fagot and Kavanagh (1990), there
have been at least four major efforts to test the second hypothesis. Is the
measure of attachment in the strange situation valid? How does it pre-
dict later adjustment? The findings, including those from the authors'
own study, showed that validity of the measures of attachment tended to
be nonsignificant for girls, in general, and for boys from nonrisk normal
samples. There do seem to be replicated findings for boys from at-risk
samples. Such findings set severe limitations on the generalizability of
this particular measure of attachment, but other means for assessing the
construct are being developed. These will perhaps fare better (Cox,
1993).

The third requirement for a performance model is that casual status be
demonstrated for the mechanisms used to explain developmental
changes. Such studies could be carried out at two different levels (For-
gatch, 1991). The weakest test would require longitudinal data demon-
strating that the changes in the causal variable X covary significantly
with changes in the criterion behavior Y. Under certain conditions,
cross-lag and other panel designs might be used, but it appears that
covariation of change scores makes the strongest case (Stoolmiller &
Bank, in press). Most writers would agree that, at best, correlational
models can only be used to identify models worthy of being subjected to
experimental tests. How this has been done will be sketched out in a
later section.

The writer believes that the coercion model is ready to be evaluated as
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a performance theory. The only other developmental theory for which
the measurement model has been even partially worked out is the life
course perspective described by Caspi, Elder, and Herbener (1990). The
primary focus of this chapter is how the coercion model does and does
not meet the requirements for a performance model.

The coercion model is built on a learning theory that Maccoby (1993)
and most other psychologists thought of as a defunct explanation for
human behavior. The section that follows briefly outlines the nature of
several of the deficiencies in early reinforcement theories together with
some reasons why they could not, until recently, be applied as an expla-
nation for children's social behavior.

On Being Rescued from the Hall of Debutantes

It is a curious fact that none of psychology's grand theories of human
behavior really lend themselves directly to the construction of a perfor-
mance theory for the development of antisocial behavior. Each of the
theories, such as learning theory, drive theory, and social cognitive theo-
ry, rests on creditable laboratory findings, but each of them had fatal
flaws when efforts were made to translate them into theories that ac-
count for behavior in the real world.

For each of the grand theories, the laboratory findings had suggested
that potentially the variables in the model could be used to predict
events in natural settings. In this sense, each theory was like a debutante
decked out in laboratory finery waiting to be asked to dance. As labora-
tory analogues, each was and is beautiful in its own way. However, the
potential is realized only if variables from the model answer questions
such as these: Why do such children behave more aggressively in this
setting than do other children? Why is this child more aggressive today
than yesterday?

As shown in Figure 3.2, the Hall of Psychology's Debutantes is
thought to contain four notables who might conceivably have produced
a performance theory describing the development of antisocial behavior.
Three were derived from the theories of learning and related drive theo-
ries extant in the 1960s and 1970s: frustration-aggression theory (Dol-
lard, Doob, Miller, Mowrer, Sears, 1939), imitation (Bandura, 1973),
and reinforcement theory (Glaser, 1971). Each of the theories has con-
siderable face validity, (i.e., it seemed that you really could explain
aggression this way). Each of them generated volumes of speculations
about why and how the variables would explain aggressive behavior in
the real world. However, none of these laboratory analogue theories
provided a basis for building a measurement model that would test the
theory. In the one case where a measurement model was developed, it
showed that the frustration-aggression theory was inadequate (Fawl,
1963).
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Figure 3.2 Debutante ball.

The most venerable candidate is the frustration-aggression theory
(Bollard et al., 1939; Maier, 1961). This theory remains part of every-
one's conventional wisdom. Based on a drive theory metaphor about
the nature of learning, the model states that drives such as frustration or
anger elicit aggressive behaviors. Bandura (1973) provided a devastating
review of the laboratory studies demonstrating that even with that set of
findings, the model provided an incomplete account of aggressive be-
havior. For example, some laboratory studies showed that increasing
frustration seemed to activate increased cooperation in some children
and increased aggression in others (Davitz, 1952). The crucial test was
provided by Fawl (1963), who assessed frustrating and aggressive events
observed in natural settings and showed that the two variables did not
covary significantly. Many events frustrating to children were not fol-
lowed by aggression, and many aggressive events were not preceded by
frustration.

A second and more promising analogue was systematically explored
in over a decade of carefully controlled laboratory studies demonstrating
that children could learn aggressive responses by merely observing the
behavior of models (Bandura, 1973). Most of us remain convinced that
much of what children learn about aggression is based on modeling, but
the general theory has contributed very little to our understanding about
performance (i.e., why one child performs aggressive acts more fre-
quently than another child). The problem lies in the measurement mod-
el. A number of investigators have tried, but no one has figured out how
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to measure imitation as it occurs in natural settings. It remains an ana-
logue theory that cannot be tested as a performance model.

Cognitive science is one of the most exciting developments in modern
psychology. It tells us a good deal about thinking and how it works, but
the theory doesn't explain how thinking is connected to social behaviors
such as aggression. One conclusion reached in reviewing these studies
was that there are systematic limitations in thinking itself (Dawes,
1988). Contemporary theories about social cognition tend not to be
directly tied to hard cognitive science.

Spivack, Platt, and Shure (1976) developed an intervention model for
aggressive children derived from assumptions about disrupted cognitive
process that lead to deviant outcomes. Dodge's (1991) primary measure
is attributional bias, and Spivack et al. used several measures of im-
paired cognitive processes. Both groups of investigators used laboratory
analogue measures of key cognitive variables. Both groups demon-
strated that the analogue measures correlate significantly with measures
of antisocial behavior. Although the variance accounted for is small
(typically less than 10%), the findings seem quite robust. The next and
crucial step will be to carry out modeling studies similar to the one
presented in Figure 3.1. Do estimates of cognitive process assessed at Tl
provide unique information beyond what is contained in measures of
aggression at Tl in predicting child aggression at T2? A more rigorous
test would require that changing the child's social cognitions produce
changes in the child's aggression. To date, efforts to produce such effects
have not been successful, or those that seemed successful could not be
replicated. Studies relevant to these general issues are reviewed in Dis-
hion, French, and Patterson, (1995).

Developments in reinforcement theory suggest that reinforcing con-
tingencies provided in natural settings determined the performance rates
for aggressive behavior. In the 1960s a number of systematic laboratory
studies show that a wide spectrum of positive reinforcers—praise, M&M
candies, and pennies—could be used to alter rates of aggressive child
behaviors (Bandura, 1973). In natural settings, it was repeatedly dem-
onstrated that manipulation of reinforcing and punishing contingencies
significantly altered aggressive behavior in both children and adults
(Ribes-Inesta & Bandur?;, 1976). Also, observations of children in natu-
ral settings seemed to identify reinforcing outcomes for aggressive be-
havior that altered future behaviors (Patterson, Littman, & Bricker,
1967).

Those of us who wished to move on to explain individual differences
in rates of aggression encountered an insurmountable problem. In our
enthusiasm, we had simply ignored several decades of studies with ani-
mal and human subjects that showed conclusively that there was no
linear relationship between rate of reinforcement and rates of response.
At about the same time, many other investigators were emphasizing
other problems with reinforcement theory, such as its presumed failure
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to explain language development in general and grammatical structure
in particular. There were obvious flaws with the extensive work we had
done on social reinforcement effects (Eriksen, 1962). But it was not
these concerns that led many of us to stop working on a performance
theory. It was clear that we could never explain individual differences
using such a model. It was also evident that we could not explain why
behaviors that were reinforced in one setting generalized to another
unless we invoked some very fuzzy assumptions about stimulus gener-
alization. This was very frustrating because our treatment studies
showed that changing contingencies led to predictable changes in ag-
gression in natural settings. Our experiments showed that our interven-
tion engineering worked, but it was not possible to develop an empiri-
cally based theory about what produced the phenomena in the first
place.

In the 1960s, a new idea was developed that could have been used to
address concerns about individual difference variance and generaliz-
ability. However, the concept of the matching law, as put forth by Herrn-
stein (1961), was not applied to samples of children until the early
1980s. Its application to problems of aggression will be detailed in a later
section.

To cast a performance model as a developmental theory about antiso-
cial behavior requires addressing several specific questions. These are
listed in the section that follows. The adequacy of the reactions to these
questions also serves as the criterion to be used in evaluating coercion as
a developmental theory.

Characteristics of a Developmental Theory

This section briefly outlines the questions to be addressed in the follow-
ing sections. These questions define the characteristics of a developmen-
tal theory of antisocial behavior in children when viewed as a perfor-
mance theory.

1. The concept of development seems paradoxical. It implies that
two processes that appear antithetical occur simultaneously. And it
implies a recognizable trajectory over time. There is a sense that the
individual is recognizably the same, while in the meantime the
form of behavior changes. The antisocial adolescent does not per-
form exactly the same antisocial acts as she or he did as a child. A
developmental theory must be able to describe both change and
stability accurately. It must also perform the more difficult task of
explaining the dynamic of these processes.

2. The coercion model assumes that the primary direct determi-
nants of antisocial behavior is a breakdown in parenting skills.
How are these casual variables to be measured? Can the results be
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replicated? Do changes in parenting styles covary with changes in
the child's antisocial behavior in longitudinal studies? Finally, do
experimental manipulations demonstrate a casual status for these
variables? And tangentially, how do you explain the means by
which parents and children influence each other?

3. Do the effects of training in the family generalize to the school?
How are these effects to be explained?

4. What is the impact of the context in which the family lives (e.g.,
poverty, stress, single parent, antisocial parent, or depressed par-
ent)?

5. Which variables in the coercion model relate to societal changes
in rates of crimes over time?

Contributions of Families and Peers to Early Onset
of Antisocial Behavior

The central hypothesis is: Chronic antisocial behavior in children is the
direct outcome of a breakdown in parental family management practices
(Patterson, 1982; Patterson, Reid, & Dishion, 1992). The five family
management skills thought to be primary determinants are discipline,
monitoring, family problem solving, parent involvement, and positive
reinforcement. These five variables emerged during a decade of effort
to develop parent training therapy for parents of antisocial children.
Details of how the parents are trained to improve their family manage-
ment skills are described in Patterson and Forgatch (1987), Patterson
(1988), and Forgatch and Patterson (1989). Random assignment com-
parison studies carried out at the Oregon Social Learning Center and at
universities in Georgia and Washington showed that parent training
therapy was generally effective for younger antisocial children (ages 3 to
8) (Patterson, Dishion, & Chamberlain, 1993). Although the effects are
significant for samples of older antisocial children following treatment, a
proportionately smaller number are able to function in the normal
range.

It is assumed that interactions with siblings and parents produce a
child who is both coercive and socially unskilled (i.e., who has two sets
of problems). During the elementary grades, the child will add antisocial
skills to his or her repertoire (e.g., lie, cheat, steal, and/or set fires). The
details of how this comes about will be covered in a later section. The
effect of these failures leads to rejection and school failure. These, in
turn, place the child at risk for very early involvement (preadolescence)
with the deviant peer group (Dishion, 1990; Dishion, Patterson, Stool-
miller, & Skinner, 1991).

This history of training by family members followed by school failure
explains why some children are at risk for early police arrest (Patterson,
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DeBarshye, & Ramsey, 1989). Presumably, the antisocial child comes
into close contact with deviant peers as a preadolescent because she or
he is on the street and unsupervised long before other members of the
cohort (Stoolmiller, 1990). The boys with the highest rates of antisocial
acts are at greatest risk of being arrested. Event history analyses of the
Oregon Youth Study (OYS) showed that this in fact was the case (Patter-
son, Crosby, & Vuchinich, 1992). The most severely antisocial boys were
at greatest risk of arrest prior to age 14. These and related findings will
be discussed in greater detail in a later section.

The first problem to be solved involved the means for measuring
parenting behavior. In the 1970s, this had seemed an intractable prob-
lem in that it had not been possible to replicate correlations between
parent practices and child behavior. The National Institute of Mental
Health (NIMH) funded several years of development of a multiagent
method assessment battery tailored to the five family management prac-
tices for a normal sample (Patterson, 1982; Patterson & Stouthamer-
Loeber, 1984). Each family management and child adjustment concept
was defined by multiagent and multimethod indicators. The assumption
was that multiagent-multimethod indicators would lead to more gener-
alizable models (i.e., replicable across studies and sites). The assessment
battery was revised and expanded to serve in a longitudinal stud^of at-
risk families in the OYS. Details of the psychometric studies of this
assessment battery are presented in Capaldi and Patterson (1989).

The specific hypothesis for the parenting model was: Disrupted paren-
tal discipline and monitoring caused antisocial child behavior. Forgatch
(1991) summarized the findings from three different at-risk samples
that offered strong support for the general parenting model. As shown in
Figure 3.3, the a priori model was replicated, and in all cases the parent-
ing variables accounted for a minimum of 30% of the variance in the
criterion measure of antisocial behavior. More recently, the model has
been extended to include normal preschool boys and girls (Fagot, 1992)
and normal adolescents (Metzler & Dishion, 1992).

The writer agrees with the position taken by Forgatch (1991): that the
primary role of robust correlational models is to identify worthy candi-
dates for experimental testing. Even the most sophisticated panel an-
alyses cannot establish causal status. Forgatch summarized findings
from two experiments demonstrating that altering parent disciplinary
practices produced changes in the child's antisocial behavior. Dishion,
Patterson, and Kavanagh (1992) described an experiment that used
random assignment to parent training that demonstrated that changes
in discipline practices were significantly related to changes in the child's
antisocial behavior. Three additional experiments are now underway, It
is assumed that these clinical trials must be followed by single-subject
studies to control more precisely for extraneous variables.

While more tests of the parenting model are needed, serious efforts
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Figure 3.3 Two replications of the parenting training model for high-risk sam-
ples. (From Forgatch, 1991.)

have been made to falsify the model, yet it continues to survive. In this
sense, it is one of the most thoroughly tested models of children's antiso-
cial behavior now in the literature.

The section that follows examines why one family may be at greater
risk than another for disrupted parenting practices.
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Context, Social Disorganization, and Family Process

Mediational Models

Within the coercion model, contextual variables (social disadvantage,
poverty, divorce, stress, parental depression, and antisocial behavior) are
thought to be correlated significantly with child adjustment (Patterson,
Reid, & Dishion, 1992). It is hypothesized that these variables increase
the risk of antisocial behavior only when they are associated with dis-
rupted parent discipline and monitoring practices. Studies relating to
this hypothesis will be reviewed later.

Over the decades, findings from sociological studies of crime have left
little doubt that structural variables, such as social disadvantage, neigh-
borhood or community, family size, broken homes and criminality in
the parents, are intimately related to delinquency and crime. Generally,
the relation between delinquency and these variables is quite modest.
However, these early studies did not make clear the mechanisms by
which these effects came about. Sampson's (1992) theory of social dis-
organization asserts that community structures affect the child's adjust-
ment by altering family processes. On this point, the coercion and the
Sampson-Laub models (Sampson & Laub, 1994) are in close agree-
ment: The effect of context on child adjustment is mediated through
family processes. This perspective integrates structural sociology with
current work in developmental psychology (by Sampson and Laub).

Patterson (1983) formulated a general model for examining the im-
pact of stress on the parent-child interaction. The key assumption was
that stress was related to increased rates of irritable behavior (e.g., on
days when the mother was most stressed, she tended to be most irrita-
ble). It was also hypothesized that irritable behaviors were directly re-
lated to poor discipline practices, poor problem solving, and disruptions
in social interaction in general.

The mediated model for stress effects has received strong support
across three different sites (Conger, Patterson, & Ge, 1995; Forgatch,
Patterson, & Skinner, 1988; Snyder, 1991). Studies on the effect of social
disadvantage have also produced structural equation models consistent
with a mediational model (Bank, Forgatch, Patterson, & Fetrow, 1993;
Larzelere & Patterson, 1990; Laub & Sampson, 1988; Sampson & Laub,
1994).

Not all contextual variables have the same relation to disrupted par-
enting practices. The next section considers the possibility that some
contextual variables, such as stress or depression, may cause disrupted
parenting but that other contextual variables do not, even though they
satisfy the requirements of a mediational model. For example, social
disadvantage and divorce may be marker variables for subsamples of
parents who are characteristically inept in their parenting practices. Un-
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employment may also belong to this class of contextual variables. The
underlying assumption is that certain types of individuals, such as anti-
social adults, are particularly vulnerable to economic and psychological
pressures that lead to low social status, divorce, and unemployment. The
hypothesis is that the antisocial individual is more vulnerable and,
therefore, at greater risk of ending up as a member of a contextual class
including divorced, unemployed, and disadvantaged people.

Contextual Variables and Societal Rates

This discussion is speculative. Certain elements of the Sampson (1992)
model of social disorganization are combined with components of the
coercion model in an attempt to account for some of the variation in
crime rates. It is generally assumed that certain social processes generate
simultaneous increases in the prevalence of unskilled parents and the
prevalence of difficult-to-train infants. Sampson's social disorganization
theory specifies how changes in contextual variables, such as economic
cycles, set in motion what the writer would characterize as a dual pro-
cess that leads to the production of antisocial children.

The process is described in Figure 3.4. According to the coercion
model, it is the interaction between these two variables that determines
the highest risk of an antisocial child as an outcome (Patterson, Reid, &
Dishion, 1992). A number of writers have shown that difficult infants, as
a group, are at significant risk for later adjustment problems; however, it
is the difficult infant with an unskilled mother who is most at risk (e.g.,
the effect is an interactive one) (U. Bronfenbrenner, personal communi-
cation, 1993; Werner, 1989). What set of societal variables increases the
density of difficult-to-train infants and also increases the supply of un-
skilled parents?

Society's Contributions to Increased Rates

The focus is on variables that might relate to increasing the density of
single parents, but a general model would attempt to account for fami-
lies with frequent transitions. However, there are certain types of indi-
viduals who are at increased risk of achieving single-parent status and
then becoming involved in multiple transitions. The transitions model
accounts for about three out of four boys in the OYS involved in early
arrest. Additional models must be generated to account for early arrest
in intact families, which comprises about one-fourth of the early-onset
cases. The process described in Figure 3.4 is a preliminary step in at-
tempting to understand variations in crime rates.

Sampson (1987) carried out an elegant series of modeling studies
based on data from a sample of metropolitan centers. The young men
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Figure 3.4 TVvo paths to antisocial behavior.

cannot support a family, but they do procreate. The models showed that
disrupted family processes were related to antisocial outcomes for the
children. The same model applied to both Blacks and Whites living in
these disadvantaged settings. The obvious indirect effect—a failed
economy—is an increase in the number of young, single mothers, many
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of whom had never been married. A later section will examine the
possibility that some young adults are more vulnerable than others to
such societal pressures as economic cycles.

Sampson's (1992) social disorganizational theory underscores a
second and related set of outcomes that have profound implications for
a model concerned with crime rates: drift to disorganized communities.

Drift to Disorganized Communities

Social disorganization theory would predict that as relatively less skilled
parents are affected by disaster, they will tend to drift into areas of large
cities where rents and other costs are lowest. Furthermore, in Sampson's
(1992) review, this environment isolates the single caretaker not only
from family, but from neighbors as well. Supportive, positive reactions
from neighbors are replaced by an atmosphere of mistrust and limited
communication.

Sampson (1992) pointed out in his review that these ghetto areas
were usually characterized by reduced public health services for young
pregnant women. Many of these young women subsisted on a substan-
dard diet, and some were also abusing drugs and alcohol. The immedi-
ate effect of each of these variables was an increase in the number of
low-birth-weight, birth-defective, and premature infants. In other
words, the number of difficult-to-raise infants increased.

In a review of primate literature, Sackett (1993) concluded that prena-
tal factors produced many negative outcomes that had a temperament-
like characteristic. He noted that prevalence rates for difficult infants
probably reflected primarily constitutional factors (e.g., prenatal circum-
stances) and secondarily genetic factors. However, in the present con-
text, it is important to note that when the mother and perhaps the father
are antisocial, it could well be that genetic contributions play a consider-
able role, as suggested by Gottesman and Goldsmith (1993). Keep in
mind that studies by Werner (1989), Bronfenbrenner (personal commu-
nication, 1993), and others strongly suggested that difficult infants
raised by skilled parents were not a particular risk for adjustment prob-
lems. The key lies in the quality of care.

Sampson (1992) emphasized that rates of crime and the incidence of
infant health-related problems are intimately related. Perennial products
of industrialized Western societies are cycles of economic failure. Each
massive failure increases the supply of young, single mothers, living in
isolated circumstances, only marginally skilled as parents. These same
conditions also produce an increased supply of difficult-to-raise infants.
In summary, cyclic economic conditions can indirectly alter the flow of
both difficult infants and unskilled caretakers into disorganized urban
areas.
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Broken Homes

The preceding discussion rests heavily on the assumption that broken
homes in general and single mothers in particular are somehow related
to increased rates of crime. The hypothesis is that variables accounting
for increases and decreases in the incidence of single mothers define one
of several models essential to understanding variations in the rate of
crime. The broken-home variable has a venerable history in sociological
research on delinquency and crime. However, the careful review by
Rutter and Ciller (1983) showed inconsistent findings for the relation
between crime and broken homes. A decade later, a review of 50 longi-
tudinal studies by Gibbon, Thorpe, and Wilkinson (cited in Utting,
Bright, & Henricson, 1993) concluded that the correlation was very
weak. At best, that variable was associated with an increase in risk of
only 10% to 15%. Most boys from broken homes do not become delin-
quent, and not all delinquents come from broken homes. Nevertheless,
the present writer believes that the number of single mothers in a popu-
lation may be an important predictor, but its contribution is entirely
indirect, as shown in Figure 3.5.

First, it is important to consider that all delinquents are not the same,
and that those who are arrested midadolescence or later are quite differ-
ent from those arrested earlier (Patterson, in press; Patterson & Yoerger,
1993a, 1993b). It is the early-onset delinquents who are society's prime
concern. Later in the report, there is a linear relation between age at first
arrest and risk of chronic offending. The likelihood of being a chronic
offender given an early arrest (prior to age 14.0) was .77. Also, early
arrest is related to the risk of violent offending, but late arrest is not. For
this reason, the data in Figure 3.5 are limited to early onset as the
criterion.

Broken home is such a general term that its usefulness is impaired. For
the high-risk subjects in the OYS, Capaldi and Patterson (1991) used the
term frequency of transitions as an alternative. A shift from an intact
family to a single-parent family would be +1, from single parent to
stepparent +2, and so on. This new variable showed a linear relation
between the number of family transitions and the worsening of child
adjustment problems. Families with multiple transitions were at greater
risk than were single-parent or intact families. In the present context,
this model is extended to a hypothesized linear relationship between
early onset (arrest prior to age 14.0) and a history of broken homes.

In keeping with the Capaldi and Patterson (1991) report, it is assumed
that the relationship does not reflect the effects of repeated stress in-
curred as a result of each transition. As an alternative, Capaldi and
Patterson demonstrated that families with a large number of transitions
were characterized by a significantly higher incidence of disrupted par-
enting practices. It was hypothesized that the more antisocial the moth-
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Figure 3.5 Covariation of transition frequency and likelihood of early arrest
prior to age 14.

er, the greater the risk of more frequent transitions. Given this hypothe-
sis, it would also follow that more frequent transitions would covary
with accompanying disruptions in parenting practices and with an in-
creasing prevalence of antisocial child behavior as an outcome. These
analyses strongly supported all of the hypotheses. The general formula-
tion is now extended to the prediction of early arrest.

The OYS began at Grade 4 and, at this point, has continued through
age 17. The findings summarized in Figure 3.5 concerned the relation
between transition frequency and early onset of arrest. In the sample of
203 at-risk families, 25% of the children had been arrested prior to age
14. The findings showed that intact families contributed less than their
share of these serious delinquents. Single mothers contributed twice as
many early-onset delinquents as intact families. With each transition,
there was a linear increase in the likelihood of early arrest; clearly,
families with multiple transitions were most at risk for serious delin-
quency. The data supported the idea that the pertinent variable is not
broken homes per se but frequency of transitions.

Capaldi and Patterson (1991) hypothesized that disruptions in child
adjustment associated with transitions were not a function of increasing
stressors at each dysfunction, but rather with an increasing risk of hav-
ing an antisocial parent. Presumably, antisocial men and women are at
greater risk of having frequent transitions, as shown by Lahey, Hart-
dagen, Frick, McBurnett, Connor, and Hynd (1988), Patterson and Ca-
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paldi (1991), and Capaldi and Patterson (1991). The next section out-
lines the key contribution thought to be made by antisocial parents to
several aspects of the process.

Antisocial Parents

Even if transitions is used to replace the broken home variable, the vast
majority of the children of single-parent, stepparent, or even multiple-
transition families still do not produce boys with early onset of arrest. As
shown in Figure 3.5, the mediating construct is thought to be the antiso-
cial behavior of the parent. As described in Patterson and Dishion
(1988), the construct was assessed by four indicators: arrest, motor
vehicle violations or license suspension, self-reported substance abuse,
and Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI) self-reported
high scores on hypomania and psychopathic deviation. This key vari-
able makes several different contributions to the overall model.

Context

It is assumed that the relation between context and some family process
variables may be bidirectional. Since contextual variables may produce
changes in the individual's interactions with family members, the indi-
vidual may also alter the context. For example, increases in stress or
depression may alter patterns of parent-child interaction. On the other
hand, the antisocial father may behave in such a manner at work as to
get fired from the job. The repeated conflicts engaged in by an antisocial
spouse may eventuate in a divorce.

Presumably, some young men, such as Blacks or the poorly educated,
are more vulnerable because they have fewer opportunities for employ-
ment. We add the hypothesis that young, antisocial men and women are
particularly vulnerable to these downturns in the economy. They are
assumed to be significantly more vulnerable to disruptions by such nat-
ural catastrophes as economic failure and prolonged drought. This is, in
part, a function of their lower level of social survival skills in work and
human relationships. Caspi and Elder (1988) and Caspi, Elder, and Bern
(1987) showed that over their life course, antisocial males tended to be
significantly more downwardly mobile than their fathers. A follow-up
study (Robins, 1981) of army veterans showed that active combat expe-
rience was more disruptive to post-war adjustment for those males who,
prior to serving in the army, had been antisocial.

Parenting

It has become our increasing conviction that antisocial parents are very
likely to be ineffective in their parenting practices. The deficit is most
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obvious during discipline confrontations, possibly because of the irrita-
ble, explosive style of interacting and problem solving with other family
members (Patterson, 1982). This variable had a powerful effect in ac-
counting for variance in parenting skills (Patterson & Capaldi, 1991). It
remained significant even after other contextual variables were partialed
out (Bank et al., 1993; Capaldi & Patterson, 1991). Some of these struc-
tural equation models (SEMs) are shown in Figure 3.6. The SEM
showed, for both intact and single-parent families of older boys, that the
effect of the antisocial parent on child adjustment was mediated through
patterns of disrupted discipline. Some of these findings from both intact
and single-parent families are summarized in Figure 3.6. These are com-
plex relationships. For example, social disadvantage relates directly to
antisocial behavior, but presumably, its effect is largely a function of
identifying a high density of antisocial parents, who tend to be very
ineffective in their use of discipline.

Transitions

While Capaldi and Patterson (1991) showed that the mean score of
antisocial parents increased as a function of the number of transitions, it
would be desirable to have an estimate of how many antisocial parents
are at each transition point. Hypothetically, estimates of rates of early-
onset arrests would vary as a function of the density of antisocial single
parents because this subgroup would be at particular risk for disrupted
discipline and monitoring practices. To test these hypotheses, data were
examined separately for each of the four indicators of adult antisocial
behavior to ensure that the estimate did not simply reflect measurement
error. For each indicator, the cutting score for risk was set at 70% or
higher.

As shown in Figure 3.7, prevalence rates varied widely as a function
of the indicator used. Arrests or license suspensions gave the lowest
prevalence estimates, and age of mother at first birth gave the highest
prevalence estimate. For intact families, the median risk of having an
antisocial mother was around 12%, with about 26% for single mothers,
38% for mothers from stepfamilies, and about 50% for mothers from
multiple-transition families. The figures for fathers were comparable but
are not included here.

Mobility

If the young adults remained in a normal society, two rather different
protective factors might operate to lower the risk of disrupted parenting
practices and, in turn, might be related to lower rates of delinquency.
First, even though antisocial women are significantly at risk for selecting
antisocial men as partners, the effect might be mitigated if the women
remained in an extended protective network of family and neighbors to
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Figure 3.6 Mediated contribution of the antisocial parent to child adjustment.
(a) Intact families (From Patterson & Dishion, 1988), (b) Single-parent family.
(From Bank, Forgatch, Patterson, & Fetrow, 1993), (c) Single-parent family,
Oregon Youth Study. (From Bank, Forgatch, Patterson, & Fetrow, 1993.)

supplement their marginal parenting skills by tracking and reacting to
the child outside of the home. Second, the presence of a somewhat more
skilled spouse might also vitiate the lack of parenting skills. To the extent
that economic cycles contribute to increases in mobility, they would
seem to contribute to disrupted parenting skills, perhaps even for intact
families (with one or more anitsocial parents).

In summary, the present writer assumes that Sampson's (1992) theo-
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Indicators

O Arrest or license suspension (motor vehicle records)

O First pregnancy prior to age 19.9

• Substance use

^ High MMPI scores on Mania and Psychopathic Deviate scales

Figure 3.7 Covariation of transition frequency and risk of having an antisocial
mother.

ry of social disorganization provides a basis for modeling the process
that increases the density of unskilled and isolated parents, with a con-
comitant increase in the density of difficult-to-train infants. The general
model would imply that mothers who are single, as the result of be-
reavement or due to fathers' absence in recurrent wars, would not nec-
essarily produce larger numbers of antisocial boys (i.e., it is not the
father's absence per se that is the issue here).

The central role accorded to parenting practices raises two important
questions. First, how do differences in parenting practices produce indi-
vidual differences in children's antisocial behavior? Second, how do the
effects generalize from the socialization training in the home to the
school and community, where the parent is no longer directly present?
In the following section, modern developments in reinforcement theory
are used to address both questions.
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Individual Differences in Socialization

As noted earlier, the fact that there is no linear relation between re-
sponse strength and reinforcement rate meant that the reinforcement
theory could not be used to explain why one child was more aggressive
than another. To understand individual differences, it is necessary to
shift the focus to intraindividual behavior (Patterson, in press; Snyder &
Patterson, 1995).

Beginning at the intraindividual level changes the question to "Why is
it that, in a given situation, a child does one thing rather than another?"
The shift in focus for reinforcement theory was heralded by Herrnstein's
(1961) classic paper on the matching law. Updated versions were ap-
plied to human behavior almost a decade later and reviewed by
McDowell (1988). The shift involves expanding the focus to include not
only the reinforcers received for a specific response but also the rein-
forcers provided for all other responses occurring in that setting. For
example, Snyder and Patterson (1995) designed a 10-category code
system that contained four child behaviors thought to be coercive, four
prosocial, and two neutral. According to the matching law, the relative
rate of occurrence for a coercive response should match the relative
payoff for that behavior for each child.

The most important reinforcing contingency for coercive behavior in
family interaction involves a three-step escape conditioning (or negative
reinforcement) sequence: aversive intrusion by a family member, coer-
cive counter by the child, and withdrawal or a positive response by the
family member (Patterson, 1982). Most coercive behaviors tend to be
relatively innocuous (e.g., noncompliance, whining, temper tantrums,
or hitting).

Escape conditioning sequences occur in peer group interaction, as
well as in the home. But the peer group adds an important component
to the training process. Peers are thought to accelerate the transition
from coercive to antisocial acts. It is hypothesized that the coercive child
tends to select peers who are likely to provide positive reinforcement for
a variety of antisocial behaviors (stealing, lying, substance use, truancy,
etc.). The bulk of observation studies carried out thus far indicate that
positive reinforcement plays a key role in such behaviors as antisocial
(rule-breaking) talk. The details of tests for application of escape condi-
tioning to coercive behaviors are presented in Patterson (1982, in press).
The exemplar of this approach is the study by Snyder and Patterson
(1995). The tests for peer-dispensed positive reinforcement for antisocial
acts are presented in Patterson, Littman, and Bricker (1967), Dishion,
Patterson, and Griesler (1994), Dishion, Andrews and Crosby (1995),
and Buehler, Patterson, and Furniss (1966).

If the test of the matching law were based on observation data col-
lected in the home, then escape conditioning would be the appropriate
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reinforcing arrangement. In the Snyder and Patterson (1995) study, an
observed conflict episode showed that the mother and preschool child
had each exchanged an aversive behavior. The episode ended when the
mother behaved in a neutral or prosocial manner. The child's prosocial
or coercive response that preceded the mother's submitting was the
reinforced behavior. As shown in Figure 3.8, the relative success of each
prosocial and coercive response was calculated separately for each child.
(The two neutral responses are not included.) The relative rate of payoff
correlated with the relative rate of occurrence (riot shown in the figure)
for each of the 10 responses was .59 for the problem child and .76 for
the nonproblem child. From an intraindividual standpoint, each child
was actively selecting behaviors to match the payoffs in the home envi-

Figure 3.8 Relative payoffs for coercive and prosocial reactions for two boys.
(From Snyder & Patterson, in press)
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ronment. In the Snyder and Patterson study, the median correlation for
the 10 problem children was .64 and for the 10 nonproblem children it
was .60.

The first observation in homes showed that the density of aversive
intrusions was much higher in clinical settings than in normal families
(Patterson, 1982). In problem families, parents and male and female
siblings were all significantly more aversive when interacting with the
problem child than were comparable members of normal families when
interacting with the target child. The data showed that in clinical sam-
ples, all family members were more likely to counterattack than were
their counterparts from normal families. However, the same data re-
vealed the surprising fact that coercive child behaviors worked as well in
coping with aversive family members in homes of normal families as
they did in clinical samples (Patterson, 1982, Table 7.8). Maccoby
(1993) clearly showed the inability of a negative reinforcement model to
explain individual differences.

The information in Figure 3.8 points to a solution to the problem.
(The raincoats with the hooks will be explained later.) It turns out that
in a normal family, there are simply more things the child can do to cope
effectively with the aversive intrusion by the mother. In normal families,
the payoffs for prosocial reactions are as high as or higher than the
payoffs for coercive reactions. For example, 55% of the normal child's
positive verbal reactions successfully terminated conflict compared to
48% of negative verbal reactions. In contrast, the problem child was
constrained to use only coercive reactions. None of the child's prosocial
efforts to cope exceeded base rate payoffs. Thus, the normal child may
be able to use both prosocial and coercive techniques, but the problem
child discovers that only coercive techniques pay off. Snyder and Patter-
son's (1995) across-subject analyses showed that the normal child was
significantly more likely to use neutral nonverbal gestures and to shut
down as a means of coping; by comparison, the problem child relied
significantly more often on command or negative verbal or nonverbal
responses.

The intraindividual analyses showed that family systems vary in the
coping strategies they permit. Using this information, there are several
bridges that can be constructed to account for individual differences. If
the child's coercive reaction to intrusions (the intraindividual estimate)
is explained by the matching payoffs he or she receives, then only one
other piece of information is needed. How often do aversive intrusions
occur? In the Snyder and Patterson (1995) study, the base rate estimate
for aversive mothers was 13.2% for the problem dyads and 8.1% for the
nonproblem dyads. An equation that combines information about each
child's likelihood of reacting coercively with information about the like-
lihood of aversive intrusion generates a score that accounts for 78% of
the variance in rates of child coerciveness observed several weeks later
(Snyder & Patterson).
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Note that it is extremely important to base utility estimates, payoffs,
and individual difference equations on much larger samples than those
used thus far. Much of this discussion rests on fewer than 100 families;
the discussion of the Snyder and Patterson (1995) matching law cases
rests on about 10 hours of observation required for only 20 families.
Therefore, the present discussion of individual differences must be
thought of as illustrative rather than confirmatory. The limited data now
available indicate, however, that in principle, it is possible to remove
reinforcement theory from the hall of debutantes and introduce it into
the real world of children's antisocial behavior.

Generalization Across Settings and Time

From the developmental theorists' perspective, Maccoby (1993) noted
that the demise of the early reinforcement model was due to its failure to
explain language development. But, in larger part, it was due to the
models assumed failure to explain "out-of-sight compliance." Since no
data were cited, Maccoby assumed that there was little or no correlation
between compliance observed in the presence of the parent and compli-
ance observed in settings where the parent was absent.

The explanation of generalization from the home to the community
and across time is, of course, the major task for developmental theorists
(Maccoby, 1993), who, along with sociologists, provided a common
solution to this complex problem. Generalization is explained by the
idea that somehow the child internalizes parental (and thus societal)
values. It is this internal gyroscope that then guides the individual across
time and settings, giving a sense of coherence to the individual life
course. Although it is difficult to measure, these internal gyroscopes
"feel" right to the man or woman on the street and to the many investi-
gators as well. The question concerns our ability to measure these vari-
ables and the extent to which they account for significant amounts of
variance in predicting children's aggression. Relevant findings will be
briefly reviewed in a later section. In the next section, we will examine
the potential contribution of concepts from modern learning theory to
this same problem.

Lucretian Seekers: A Mechanism for Generalizability

There was a brief interlude during which personality and social learning
theorists seemed in close accord. For example, in Mischel's (1968)
somewhat selective review of earlier studies, he concluded that mea-
sures of personality traits did not generalize across either time or setting.
Many social learning theorists also believed that reinforcement sched-
ules probably shifted over time and were certainly different across
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settings. In fact, some theorists believed that each child's history of rein-
forcement was unique; in effect, reinforcement perspectives lead ulti-
mately to a completely idiographic approach.

Given the data available in the 1960s and the nature of both reinforce-
ment and measurement theory, these perspectives seemed plausible.
However, recent findings have shown that they are quite wrong. For
example, the review of longitudinal studies by Olweus (1979) showed
across-time stabilities of children's antisocial behavior that averaged .67
across a wide spectrum of measures and time intervals. When aggre-
gated measures (Epstein, 1979) were employed across the setting, cor-
relations were about the same as those obtained across time (Wright,
1983). In one study, multiple indicators were used in the home to define
the antisocial trait; a year later, multiple indicators were used in the
classroom setting to define this trait. The across-time, across-setting path
coefficient was .72 (Ramsey, Patterson, & Walker, 1990)!

A review of across-time and -setting studies by Patterson, Crosby, and
Vuchinich (1992) raised the question of why behaviors, such as aggres-
sion, are stable across time and settings. For example, in the generaliz-
ability study by Jones, Reid, and Patterson (1975), analyses of variance
components for the observation data showed that normal boys varied
their performance of deviant behavior across settings, but problem boys
did not. Several variables are relevant to this question. First, the patterns
of action and reaction form overlearned structures (Patterson, Crosby, et
al., 1992). As with driving a car, once the conflict units are overlearned,
their employment requires very little cognitive processing. Smith and
Lazarus (1990) emphasize the utility in differentiating between concep-
tual and schematic processes. Well-practiced coercive behaviors are ex-
amples of automatic or schematic processes. These overlearned behav-
iors are brought from home to the school.

The reinforcement-based socialization theories of the 1960s over-
looked the possibility that as the child develops, she or he is not just a
passive recipient. In the process of acquiring coercive and prosocial
skills, the child might become an active agent who alters his or her own
social environment (e.g., changes the behavior of parents, siblings,
teachers, and peers; Patterson, 1982). In effect, the skilled coercer can
elicit an aversive response from an otherwise noncoercive teacher or
peer and then successfully counterattack. However, we suspect that the
most important mechanism contributing to generalizability across set-
tings has to do with the fact that, once trained, the coercive and antiso-
cial child becomes an active seeker. It is hypothesized that the child
actively selects from among settings and persons in order to maximize
the immediate payoffs for his or her limited repertoire of prosocial skills
and extensive repertoire of coercive skills. The socially unskilled prob-
lem child will seek settings on the playground (and in the community)
that are relatively unsupervised by adults. Most of the studies of the
seeker processes have focused on antisocial boys selecting peers. The boy
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also selects from among peers who are most likely to reinforce him for
the repertoire he brings to the setting (Dishion, French, & Patterson,
1995). Those peers with a repertoire most closely matching that of the
problem child would themselves tend to be relatively coercive and un-
skilled. Presumably, such a match would maximize the mutual receipt of
reinforcers (Dishion, French, & Patterson).

Antisocial boys find others who support their behaviors. In this sense,
it can be said that the antisocial boy has great self-control (i.e., he is
doing what he always does). We suspect that this applies as a general
case. For example, an individual will enter business or politics and select
a sample of constituents and colleagues who reinforce his or her own
pattern of work ethic and values about sexual or fiducial honesty. Selec-
tion and matching of repertoires to available payoffs are the two compo-
nents of self-control built on the foundation laid down during compli-
ance training.

At this point, substantial support for the impact of the child on the
parent is shown in the bidirectional effects studies by Lytton (1977),
Barkley (1991), and our own studies, as well as that of Vuchinich, Bank,
and Patterson (1992). Accordingly, some data showed that individuals
tend to prefer like individuals (Kandel, 1978), and they become more
similar over time. For example, Dishion, Patterson, and Griesler (1994)
showed a significant correlation between the antisocial trait of the target
child and that of the "guy he hangs out with." The longitudinal data also
showed that these children tended to make these same kinds of selec-
tions. However, the seeker hypothesis specifies a match in observed
repertoires. The implication is that such a match ensures a mutuality of
reinforcement that will keep the dyad going.

Dishion, Andrews, et al. (1995) coded the videotapes from interac-
tions of antisocial and nonantisocial dyads for adolescent boys from the
OYS at-risk sample. They tested the hypothesis that antisocial talk
would more likely be reinforced (with laughter) in antisocial rather than
normal dyads. They also tested the hypothesis that the relative rate of
reinforcement for antisocial talk would match the relative rate of occur-
rence for antisocial talk. Both hypotheses were supported.

In On the Nature of the Universe, the Roman philosopher Lucretius
introduces a useful metaphor when discussing how atoms combined to
form molecules (Lucretius, 1965). He suggested that each atom is
equipped with a set of hooks and that colliding hooks combine atoms to
form a molecule. In applying this metaphor to the problem of general-
ization across settings, each child is pictured as wearing a raincoat with
an array of hooks on each side. On the right side are hooks representing
his or her prosocial sets of skills and on the left side are hooks for
coercive behaviors. Presumably, the Lucretian seeker moves through
settings and his or her peer group, with the raincoat open on the left or
right side. As shown in Figure 3.9, when two members with matching
hook arrangements meet, they form a dyad.
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Figure 3.9 The Lucretian seeker: On forming a dyad. (From Lucretius, 1965.)

Although antisocial boys are indeed rejected. Cairns and Cairns
(1991) have shown that these boys have many friends. Longitudinal
analyses showed that their relationships tended to be of somewhat
shorter duration than those of nonantisocial dyads (Dishion, Andrews,
et al., 1995). The data showed this was related significantly to the fre-
quent use of coercive exchanges with peers. The selection of deviant
peers may serve two related functions. First, it contributes to the gener-
alization of antisocial behavior across time and settings. Second, it con-
tributes to generating new forms of antisocial behavior. We shall return
to this topic briefly in a later section.
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Is There a Cognitive Connection?

Those with a cognitive persuasion argued that generalizability across
settings and time is directly determined by some internalized form of
self-control (Maccoby, 1993; Schonfeld, 1990; Shaffer & Brody, 1982).
In each setting, the child perceived the risk of deviant behaviors and,
after comparing utilities, decided whether or not to be involved. Patter-
son (1990) took the position that cognitive mechanisms could, in prin-
ciple, account for individual differences in aggression, but there was
little or no convincing empirical support for it (i.e., the findings did not
meet the requirements for a performance model). Some evidence for
this will be reviewed in the section that follows.

Within the coercion model, successfully training the toddler to about
70% compliance with adult requests was viewed as a necessary but not
sufficient condition for adequate socialization (Patterson, Reid, & Dis-
hion, 1992; Patterson & Yoerger, 1993a). It was hypothesized that
observation-based measures of child compliance and accompanying co-
ercive behaviors, such as temper tantrums, would provide a significant
base for predicting future out-of-control behaviors. A partial test of this
hypothesis by Patterson and Duncan (1993) showed that preschool
measures of noncompliance and temper tantrums significantly predicted
teacher ratings of fighting and confirmed a parent—teacher definition of
opposition defiant disorder in second grade.

If parents are not effective in training the child to compliance when
they are present in the room, then the child will also be noncompliant
when parents are out of sight. In effect, a failure to train for compliance
means that the child has not been trained to follow explicit rules. Pre-
sumably, if the child does not follow explicit rules, then she or he tends
not to follow implicit rules either. Therefore, the noncompliant child
will not follow the myriad explicit and implicit rules embedded in the
classroom and playground situations. Many studies have shown that
laboratory analogue measures of resistance to temptation, delay of grati-
fication, or moral knowledge correlated significantly with observation-
based measures of noncompliance in young children. Most recently, for
example, Kochanska (1991) showed that observed toddler compliance
with mothers' requests correlated .34 with moral orientation assessed
when the child was 8 to 10 years of age.

Patterson (1990) and Patterson (in press) outlined the design for a
study to demonstrate that measures of inner mechanisms of self-control
would make the unique contribution claimed for them. The design re-
quired at least a brief longitudinal design with child aggressiveness mea-
sured at Tl and T2. One would assume that measures of inner control at
T1 explain why the child was aggressive at that time; thus, these mea-
sures would serve as the best basis for predicting future aggression. Thus
far, three tests using this design have failed to confirm the hypothesized
unique contribution of cognitive mechanisms.
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Low verbal intelligence is thought by some theorists to be an estimate
of impaired executive function (Moffitt & Henry, 1989; Wilson & Herrn-
stein, 1985). Given this assumption, one would expect measures of IQ at
age 8 to correlate negatively with peer ratings of aggression, as shown in
the longitudinal study by Huesmann, Eron, and Yarmel (1987). How-
ever, Patterson and Duncan (1993) showed that these same findings
supported the counterhypothesis: that high levels of child coerciveness
imply that socializing agents will be relatively unsuccessful -in teaching
the child either academic or social skills. The negative correlation in the
Huesmann et al. study supports either a cognitive or a coercion point of
view. Furthermore, the coercion model predicts that aggression in chil-
dren anticipates impaired future achievements. In keeping with this
view, measures of childhood aggression were significantly related to
lower adult IQs (Huesmann et al., 1987). High levels of child aggressive-
ness also predicted impaired adult achievement in the work force (Gas-
pi, Elder, & Herbener, 1990). Does low IQ (impaired executive function)
predict future aggression? Based on the Huesmann et al. study, the
answer is "No."

A second longitudinal study showed, as expected, that a measure of
verbal intelligence assessed during the preschool years correlated nega-
tively with a measure of coerciveness collected at the same time. If one
assumes that low verbal intelligence is an estimate of impaired executive
function that explains high rates of coerciveness, then entering it next in
a multivariate analysis should demonstrate that the prior contribution of
the coercion variable was reduced. The findings offered no support for
this hypothesis (Patterson & Duncan, 1993).

An empirical question is, how much variance in predicting future
antisocial behavior can one account for by introducing measures of
cognitive or social cognitive mechanisms? Those tests have not offered
strong empirical support for the utility of cognitive mechanisms as ex-
planations. The connection, if there is one, is yet to be established. For
the moment, a cognitive theory of antisocial behavior remains firmly
planted in the Hall of Debutantes. Correlations for cognitive variables do
not provide causal status. A behavioral alternative seems eminently test-
able; however, only the study of Dishion, Andrews, et al. (1995) provide
empirical support for the seeker hypothesis. An empirical base for un-
derstanding generalizability of social behavior has hardly been estab-
lished.

Developmental Changes

The study of developmental changes in deviant behavior requires a very
careful specification of what is changing together with the mechanisms
that bring about changes. Presumably, one fundamental question for the
developmental theorist involves the explanation for changes in forms of
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behavior. In a paradoxical sense, change and stability define a life trajec-
tory. As noted earlier, an important consideration when examining the
utility of a developmental theory is how well it addresses this question.
For the sake of brevity, the relevant studies will only be briefly summa-
rized here.

Some SEM studies for 2-year intervals found stabilities as high as .93
(Patterson, 1992). Then how can there be a high order of change con-
current with a high order of stability? This general question has been
considered in a series of publications (Patterson, 1992, 1993, in press).
The paradox is readily resolved if one considers that questions about
stability are concerned only with the ordinal rankings of individuals
along some underlying dimension (trait) assessed at two or more points
in time. While the individual is frequently engaging in a trait behavior
that is stable over time, there may be qualitative shifts in what she or he
is doing. What she or he is doing may change in intensity or form, as
well as in some other ways noted in the discussions that follow.

Stability and Changes in Mean Level

Given a stability correlation of .67, Olweus (1979) suggests that about
55% of the variance represented errors of measurement. However, some
of the score changes may represent intraindividual growth or changes
over time (i.e., not measurement error but systematic changes that can
be identified).

Rogosa and Willett (1985), McArdle and Epstein (1987), and others
pointed out that stability correlations ignore potential changes that may
have taken place at the same time. During the same interval in which
individual differences were shown to be highly stable, the OYS data
showed a significant increase in mean level of antisocial behavior (Pat-
terson, 1992).

It seems obvious that our developmental model must study the vari-
ance associated with individual growth (changes in mean level) over
time. We can think of each individual with a growth curve defined by
three or more points in time. Some individuals will show increases in
mean level, while others will show declines or no change. This generates
the variance associated with intraindividual growth. Modeling these
growth curves not only makes it possible to describe the shape of the
growth for a group but also includes covariates that account for these
changes (McArdle & Epstein, 1987; Stoolmiller & Bank, in press; Wil-
lett, Ayoub, & Robinson, 1991).

The analyses of changes in antisocial behavior in the OYS from grades
4 through 8 showed that, indeed, such a subgroup existed (Patterson,
1993). The shift in mean level for this age group was in close agreement
with findings from a longitudinal study by Cairns and Cairns (1991) and
with cross-sectional data by Achenbach and Edelbrock (1983). It was
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also interesting to note that the covariates relating to antisocial behavior
for younger boys were different from the covariates relating to boys who
later became aggressive (Patterson, 1993). High stability did not mean
that systematic changes in ordinal rankings were not occurring.

Changes in Intensity

Often in conflict situations, if one family member escalates in amplitude,
she or he will, in the short run, "win" that particular exchange (Patter-
son, 1982). In the next round, one or both members are more likely to
begin the exchange at a higher level of intensity. Escalation is thought to
characterize repeated conflicts between spouses and uncontrolled con-
flicts among family members. The key hypothesis is: The more frequent
the aversive exchanges, the greater the likelihood of high-amplitude,
coercive behavior (threats, hitting, attacking with an object) (Reid,
1986).

Escalation in amplitude is thought to proceed in an orderly fashion,
moving from high-frequency, relatively trivial incidents to low-
frequency, more severe ones. Presumably, this training is well underway
during the preschool years, and the progression continues well into
adolescence. Details of the studies testing these assumptions are sum-
marized in Patterson (in press). They showed that escalation is more
likely to have a successful outcome in clinical families than in normal
families; escalation also occurs more frequently in clinical families. The
findings also showed that the occurrence of problem behaviors moves
from trivial episodes in the preschool years to more severe events in
early grade school.

Changes in the Form of Antisocial Acts

The clinical impression is that the form of pathology changes steadily
over time, moving from one expression of a symptom to another. For
example, delinquent acts represent a major change, not only in the form
of antisocial behavior but also in the settings where the acts occur. Is
there a systematic progression whereby the child moves from stealing
from the mother's purse to shoplifting and burglary? If so, what deter-
mines the change in form at each of these points? The problem has
always been to find a means for testing such hypotheses.

Inspection of the data from several longitudinal projects suggests that
between Grades 4 and 9 there seemed to be regular increases in certain
forms of antisocial behavior, such as substance use and truancy, as well
as in most forms of delinquent behavior (Patterson, 1993). A latent
growth model (LGM) was applied to the OYS to demonstrate, first, that
substance use and truancy showed similar intraindividual growth pat-
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terns during this interval (i.e., a boy who increased in one also tended to
increase in the other). Second, it was assumed that both the starting
level (intercept) and the growth or slope were determined by the level of
involvement with deviant peers and with the amount of unsupervised
time available to the child. Both hypotheses were supported. For exam-
ple, the increase in involvement with deviant peers and in-street time
available accounted for 54% of the variance in the parameter estimating
intraindividual variance. The data supported the hypothesis that the
deviant peer group was intimately involved in training for new forms of
antisocial behavior.

Qualitatively New Problems

If the longitudinal data collected cover a wide spectrum, it will become
apparent that antisocial behavior, and probably most forms of patholog-
ic behavior as well, produced predictable reactions from the social envi-
ronment (e.g., rejection, contempt, verbal attacks, being fired from a
job). These reactions, in turn, altered the behavior of the target person.
The general effect produced a "cascade" of qualitatively new problem
behaviors (Patterson & Yoerger, 1993a). The findings showed that a
symptom may elicit reactions from the social environment that produces
new problems that are qualitatively different from the original symp-
tom. In effect, antisocial behavior in children may be an indirect cause of
behaviors such as depressed mood. If so, then depression and antisocial
behavior are not comorbid; rather, they are part of the same process.

A Recognizable Trajectory

Three major changes have been described; all of them occurred under
conditions of high stability. But how can it be said that they are part of
the original measure of the antisocial trait?

There are several ways of addressing this interesting problem. One
alternative is to demonstrate that change variables serve a function simi-
lar to that served by the initial measure (Asendorpf, 1992). A simpler
approach is to demonstrate that the new and old variables all load
significantly on a second-order factor that changes systematically over
time. The loadings on this second-order factor must shift over time
because at younger ages the new forms and new problems did not occur
with sufficient frequency to load on the factor. The findings from the first
test of this hypothesis are summarized in Figure 3.10 (Patterson, 1993).
In the example, academic failure served as the qualitatively new prob-
lem, and substance use and police arrest described changes in form that
began in early adolescence. As expected, the changes in factor loadings
seemed orderly and systematic. As a sufficient number of boys displayed
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Figure 3.10 What is changing remains the same. (From Patterson, 1993.)

the characteristic, each of the changes loaded significantly on a core
factor still clearly defined as antisocial.

Early-Onset Delinquency

Longitudinal studies of delinquent behavior typically found that about
half of the boys arrested make no further contribution to crime statistics
(i.e., they were transitory; see Wilson & Herrnstein, 1985). On the other
hand, a very small group of offenders accounted for 50% to 60% of the
arrests for their cohort. Finally, the vast majority of violent crimes were
committed by chronic offenders (Capaldi & Patterson, 1993; Farrington
& Hawkins, 1991). It is hypothesized that most of the chronic offending
delinquency can be explained by an early onset model described in
Patterson et al. (1989), Patterson, Capaldi, and Bank (1991), Patterson
and Yoerger (1993a), and Patterson, Crosby, et al. (1992). This section
briefly outlines the key findings for the early onset model.

It is well known that boys who began their crime careers during
preadolescence are at particular risk for chronic offending (Farrington &
Hawkins, 1991; Glueck & Glueck, 1950). It is assumed that the ex-
tremely antisocial child overwhelms parental efforts to supervise and is
out on the street at an earlier age than contemporaries. Presumably, it is
the interaction (statistical) between the antisocial trait score and early
involvement with deviant peers that produces early delinquent activity.
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The higher the rate, the more likely these children will be apprehended
at an early age.

As noted earlier, the prime determinants of antisocial child behavior
are thought to be disrupted discipline and lack of supervision. One
would, therefore, expect that disrupted parenting practices would be
significant predictors of early police arrest. A multivariate analyses of
OYS data showed that both the discipline and the social disadvantage
constructs were significantly related to hazard rates for arrest by age
14.0 (Patterson, Crosby et al., 1992). However, the early-onset model
hypothesized that the effects of faulty parenting on delinquency would
be mediated by the interaction term for the antisocial trait and early
timing for deviant peer involvement (Patterson & Yoerger, 1993b). In
both instances, where the antisocial construct was introduced as a pre-
dictor, the contribution of parenting behavior became nonsignificant
(Patterson & Capaldi, 1991; Patterson, Crosby, et al.)

Our preliminary analysis of the predicting power of the interaction
term (antisocial trait by timing for deviant peer) shows promise as the
best predictor of early arrest (Patterson & Yoerger, 1993b). By adding
those boys who scored above the median at Grade 4 on both antisocial
and deviant peer involvement, 68 were identified at risk. Of these, .471
were arrested prior to age 14. This predictive power identifies the model
as potentially useful for prevention field trials.

Several characteristics of offender data suggest that it would be useful
to arbitrarily set the cutting score for early arrest at 13.9 years or less
(Patterson & Yoerger, 1993a). Two hypotheses follow from this decision.
First, early and late starters should be characterized by different determi-
nants; second, the outcomes should be significantly different. Prelimi-
nary studies of different determinants for early and late starters are
promising (Patterson & Yoerger, 1993b). For the OYS, analyses showed
that late starters were intermediate between early starters and nondelin-
quent samples on several variables describing family process and adjust-
ment skills (i.e., early starters were more deviant than late starters, who
in turn were more deviant than nondelinquents.)

Chronicity

A direct test of the differential outcomes hypothesis is relatively straight-
forward. Chronic offending (three or more arrests) should be signifi-
cantly higher in the early- rather than the late-start offenders. The data
from the OYS are summarized in Figure 3.11. As shown, 100% of the
boys (10) arrested prior to age 10 had at least three police arrests prior to
age 17. In order to provide more robust estimates, the remainder of the
figure data was summarized for two adjacent ages. (For example, for
boys aged 10 and 11, the risk of chronic offending was .80.) To make the
estimates comparable, they were based only on the 3 years following the
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Figure 3.11 Covariation for age of arrest, onset, and chronicity (N = 206).

first arrest. There was an almost linear relation between age of first arrest
and risk of chronic offending. At age 14.0, there was a sharp drop in the
risk of chronic offending.

The data reviewed by Blumstein, Cohen, Roth, and Visher (1986) for
three longitudinal studies showed that with three juvenile offenses, the
probability of an adult offense ranged from .55 in one study to .90 in
another. It seems, then, that adult offending is related to juvenile chro-
nicity.

Violence

According to the coercion model, the more frequent the performance of
trivial coercive or antisocial acts, the greater the risk of escalation to
more severe acts (Patterson, in press). To test the hypothesized relation
between chronicity and violence, Capaldi and Patterson (1993) identi-
fied 17 boys in the OYS with one or more arrests for violent crimes (e.g.,
asault, robbery). The likelihood of an arrest for violence (A) given
chronic offending (B) was .55; the comparable figure for Farrington and
Hawkins's (1991) data for adults was .49. Although about half of the
high-rate delinquents were violent, almost every violent boy was a fre-
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quent offender. The p A/B was .940. In other words, a theory that
explains early onset identifies most of the chronic offenders. Identifying
chronic offenders, in turn, identifies most of the violent offenders. It
seems reasonable to hypothesize that a single early-onset model may
account for most of society's primary concerns about delinquency.

Implications

This chapter had two general purposes. One was to outline the impor-
tant characteristics of a performance theory. The emphasis was on the
use of multimethod-multiagent indicators to define each of the key
independent and dependent variables in the model. Although it is be-
yond the purview of this chapter, there is now a series of studies con-
cerned with matters such as shared method variance, generalizability of
models, and reporter bias that further emphasizes the need for more
adequate measurement models for contemporary theories of delin-
quency.

It was demonstrated that the general measurement strategy seemed to
work when applied to testing the parenting model for early antisocial
behavior in boys. The model replicated across samples and across sites
(i.e., disrupted parental discipline, monitoring, and problem solving)
was related to adjustment problems in young boys (and girls). The two
or three experiments carried out thus far demonstrated that the parental
variables may operate as causal variables. As predicted, the highly anti-
social boy was at greatest risk for early police arrest. We are currently
preparing a second at-risk sample to determine whether the early-onset
model can be replicated.

One of the key features of a developmental model is its ability to
account for stability and change. The relevant studies were only briefly
reviewed in this chapter. More detailed analyses of the mechanisms that
account for stability and change are presented in Patterson and Bank
(1989) and Vuchinich et al. (1992). The studies of changes in intensity
are reviewed in Patterson (in press), changes in form in Patterson
(1993), and qualitative changes in Patterson and Yoerger (1993a). In
general, the studies demonstrated that change and stability are not an-
tithetical (i.e., they occur simultaneously during development). It was
also shown that the changes are orderly and systematic (i.e., over time
they define a second-order deviancy factor). What is lost in the emphasis
on changes is the sense that the trajectory is really describing manifesta-
tions of the same old thing. The well-known stability correlations
showed that in terms of behavior, the child is indeed father of the man.
Form, settings, and reinforcers change, but the sense of a second-order
deviancy factor still exists, as suggested in the writings of Gottfredson
and Hirschi (1990).

The general findings support the idea that the boy who is at grave risk
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of early police arrest is extremely aggressive in grade school and is
already involved with deviant peers. The prediction is accompanied by a
low false-positive error rate (53%) and an even lower false-negative
error rate (22%). The data showed that more than three out of four
members of the early-onset group became chronic offenders by age 17;
furthermore, more than half of the chronic offenders were violent.

Taken together, the general pattern of findings suggests that it has
been a strategic error to classify all delinquent boys as members of a
single class that requires a general theory of delinquency. It seems far
more efficient to focus our efforts to explain and predict on this smaller
subset of early-start delinquent youth.

In some ways, the most interesting aspect of the early-onset formula-
tion has to do with the role of contextual variables. Sociological theory
coordinates economic cycles with an increasing density of single moth-
ers and difficult-to-rear infants. However, by themselves, the prevalence
of single mothers and difficult infants accounts for only a small amount
of variance in the variations in crime rates. It is assumed that the coer-
cion model identifies that mechanisms that would dramatically increase
the amount of variance accounted for; presumably, the single mother
who is antisocial is at greatest risk for disruptions in parenting skills. In
turn, the difficult-to-raise infant with a mother unskilled in parenting
will be at greatest risk for antisocial problems. It seems, then, that the
effect of economic cycles on crime rates is mediated by mechanisms
from both social disorganizational and developmental theories.

As a final note, it seems that the present effort to update a behavioral-
reinforcement perspective and apply it to personality theory is in good
company. Staats (1993) has outlined a comprehensive formulation
whose general orientation is quite similar to that of the coercion model.
His psychological behaviorism uses principles from learning theory to
account for individual differences. He takes the position that personality
consists of learned basic behavioral repertoires, which serve as determi-
nants for settings and individuals sampled in future interactions. The
present writer believes that an understanding of social behaviors re-
quires two components. One consists of reliance on observation data to
understand social interaction sequences; and the second is a functional
analyses of these interaction sequences. The two components must be
an integral part of the effort to understand and predict what people do.
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Markers, Developmental
Processes, and Schizophrenia

BARBARA A. CORNBLATT, ROBERT H. DWORKIN,

LORRAINE E. WOLF, AND L. ERLENMEYER-KIMLING

Clinical, self-report, and experimental studies have converged to impli-
cate attention in the biology of schizophrenia. Clinically, impaired atten-
tion has consistently been described as a prominent characteristic of
schizophrenia in the literature, beginning with the early descriptions of
Kraepelin (1919). Phenomenologically, schizophrenic patients have de-
scribed a distressing inability to focus on information in the environ-
ment (e.g., Freedman & Chapman, 1973). Experimentally, laboratory
studies spanning at least 40 years have demonstrated that objectively
measured attentional dysfunctions are displayed by schizophrenic
patients and by their first-degree relatives—especially, their at-risk
offspring (Cornblatt & Keilp, 1994; Erlenmeyer-Kimling & Cornblatt,
1992).

More recently, researchers interested in genetics have begun to inves-
tigate the value of impaired attention as a biobehavioral indicator or
marker—that is, as a deficit measured at the behavioral level that indi-
cates the presence of the schizophrenic disease gene(s) (Cornblatt &
Keilp, 1994; Erlenmeyer-Kimling, 1987). In this chapter, we will review
the evidence suggesting that abnormal attention is a strong candidate
marker of a biological susceptibility to schizophrenia. In addition, we
will be interested in the extent to which attentional markers also predict
illness in at-risk children and play a role in its pathogenesis—that is,
contribute to symptom development. Our discussion will center on
three major topics:

1. The nature of the attentional deficit in schizophrenia.
2. The data supporting impaired attention as a valid marker of the

schizophrenia genotype.
125
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3. Developmental findings that suggest a model for the role of
attention dysfunction in the formation of schizophrenic symptoms,
especially those related to inadequate social skills.

We will rely heavily on the data collected over the course of the New
York High Risk Project (NYHRP), a longitudinal prospective study of
children who are either at high or low risk for schizophrenia (see Corn-
blatt & Erlenmeyer-Kimling, 1985; and Erlenmeyer-Kimling & Corn-
blatt, 1992, for reviews). Prospective studies of the young at-risk off-
spring of schizophrenic parents provide a direct way to assess the role of
attention in both the etiology and development of schizophrenia, as
antecedent deficits can be studied unconfounded by clinical symp-
tomatology. Of the many high-risk studies initiated in the late 1960s and
early 1970s, the NYHRP is the only one that has continually followed
and tested at-risk subjects from early childhood through midadulthood.
In addition, abnormalities of attention have been a primary focus of the
NYHRP since its inception; thus, the developmental data collected over
the course of the NYHRP offer a unique opportunity to understand the
relationship between attention and schizophrenia.

Nature of the Attentional Deficit

In a phenomenological study of schizophrenic patients, Freedman and
Chapman (1973) reported that a common complaint of patients was an
inability to maintain their focus on critical information from the envi-
ronment and a tendency to be distracted by irrelevant stimuli. Such
findings led to a large number of studies of attention that found schizo-
phrenics to be abnormally distractible. It gradually became apparent,
however, that there were significant methodological difficulties with
much of this research (as pointed out by the Chapmans; e.g., Chapman
& Chapman, 1975; Chapman, Chapman, & Raulin, 1976). Recent find-
ings suggest that distractibility is not specific to schizophrenia and that it
is likely to be a state, rather than a stable trait, indicator (Cornblatt,
Lenzenweger, Dworkin & Erlenmeyer-Kimling, 1985). It has also be-
come increasingly clear that the general construct of attention is com-
prised of a number of subcomponents, of which distractibility is only
one (e.g., Mirsky, Anthony, Duncan, Ahearn, & Kellam, 1991; Wolf &
Halperin, 1987). As a result, research concerned with attentional abnor-
malities has rapidly grown and extended into a number of new direc-
tions since the early distractibility studies (see reviews by Erlenmeyer-
Kimling & Cornblatt, 1987; Nuechterlein & Dawson, 1984).

To date, the single component of attention that has been most solidly
associated with the biology of schizophrenia is sustained attention, as
measured by some form of the Continuous Performance Test or CPT
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(Cornblatt & Keilp, 1994). The CPT is actually not a single test, but
rather a family of measures that share a number of common features.
These are (1) the rapid presentation of a long series of stimuli; (2) the
requirement that a subject respond whenever a designated target or
target sequence occurs amid the series; and (3) a relatively low proba-
bility that a target will appear (generally around 20% of the time). In
addition, a constant, externally paced presentation rate that is not under
the subject's control appears to be a critical feature of the CPT tasks used
most successfully in schizophrenia research. Although there are a few
auditory versions of the CPT, the majority have been presented visually,
either on a rear projection screen (earlier versions used a slide projector)
or on a video monitor (later, computerized measures).

Because of its similarity to measures typically used in vigilance re-
search (Parasuraman & Davies, 1977), the CPT was originally thought to
tap an inability to sustain attention over time in schizophrenic patients.
However, differences between control subjects and schizophrenic pa-
tients are generally apparent from the outset of any given CPT task and
are maintained at a fairly stable level throughout task performance.
Thus, attentional deficits in schizophrenia appear to involve a reduced
information processing capacity rather than a decline in attention over
time. In the majority of studies administering the CPT to schizophrenic
patients, the most common types of attention difficulties are either a
failure to detect target stimuli (increased omission errors or "misses") or,
in more sophisticated signal detection analyses, a reduction in d' (d-
prime), a measure of sensitivity to differences between stimuli. These
findings are consistent with patients' self-reported inability to focus on
critical information in the environment.

Interestingly, although attentional capacity appears compromised at
all age levels, schizophrenic patients nevertheless display normal devel-
opmental changes in the pattern of attentional processing. For example,
on the identical pairs version of the CPT (i.e., the CPT-IP; Cornblatt,
Risch, Paris, Friedman, & Erlenmeyer-Kimling, 1988; Cornblatt, Win-
ters, & Erlenmeyer-Kimling, 1989b), normal adolescents are able to
attend to spatial stimuli more accurately than to verbal stimuli, while
normal adults perform equivalently with both types of stimuli. Psychotic
adolescents, like normal adolescents, also perform better on spatial than
on verbal tasks, although their performance on both is poorer than that
of normal adolescents (Cornblatt, 1993). Adult schizophrenic patients,
like adult normal controls, perform equivalently on both spatial and
verbal tasks, though their level of performance is profoundly impaired
on both compared to adult normals. These findings again suggest that
the impairment in attention involved in schizophrenia is not a reflection
of a deficient processing strategy or a deficit in a particular component of
attention (such as susceptibility to distraction), but rather a general
lowering of processing capacity.
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Marker Status of Impaired Attention

Definition of Biobehavioral Markers.

Data accumulated over more than three decades of CPT research suggest
that impaired capacity to attend to information in the environment is a
biologically based dysfunction that can serve as a behavioral marker of
the schizophrenia genotype. As discussed here, biobehavioral markers
are abnormalities that are expressed phenotypically (i.e., behaviorally)
and indicate the likely presence of a disease gene or genes, regardless of
the extent to which the illness is expressed clinically.

The role of such markers is schematically represented in Figure 4.1. In
this model, the schizophrenic genotype is viewed as leading to struc-
tural, functional, and/or biochemical abnormalities in the brain. Recent
examples of such possibilities are the temporal lobe reductions reported
by Shenton et al. (1992), depressed frontal lobe functioning or hypo-
frontality investigated in depth by Weinberger and colleagues (e.g.,
Weinberger, 1988; Weinberger, Berman, & Zee, 1986) and the long
suspected involvement of a dopamine imbalance in schizophrenia
(Creese, Burt, & Snyder, 1976; see Robbins, 1990, for review).

It is further assumed that such brain anomalies lead directly to dys-
functions in neurobiologically driven behaviors, such as in a variety of
information-processing abilities, including the capacity to attend to in-
formation in the environment. For example, while the brain-marker
link is not yet understood, it is possible that impaired attention is related
to a specific structural abnormality, such as in the basal ganglia (Corn-
blatt & Keilp, 1994) or, alternatively, to an excess of dopamine in specific
brain areas.

In the model presented here, while a biobehavioral marker such as
impaired attention is thought to signal the presence of the underlying
disease gene, it does not necessarily indicate that the clinical illness will
be fully expressed. In fact, it is assumed that the gene and marker can be
associated with a variety of clinical phenotypes, ranging from schizo-
phrenia, as represented in the topmost box on the outcome side of the
model, through a number of milder forms of illness in the middle (in-
cluding schizotypal personality disorders and schizophrenia-related per-
sonality disorder features), to clinically normal phenotypes on the bot-
tom (see Erlenmeyer-Kimling, in press; Siever & Davis, 1991, for further
discussion of this approach).

So conceptualized, biobehavioral markers of the genotype differ sub-
stantially from molecular markers (such as restriction fragment length
polymorphisms or simple sequence repeat polymorphisms). For exam-
ple, as discussed above, a biobehavioral marker is of interest primarily as
a signal of the likely presence of a disease gene. It provides no informa-
tion about the possible location of the gene on the chromosomes, nor
does it necessarily imply mode of transmission. By contrast, a molecular
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Figure 4.1 Model of the speculated role of biobehavioral markers.
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marker functions primarily to indicate the physical location of a gene
(Gershon & Goldin, 1986; Weeks et al., 1990).

Furthermore, although a molecular marker and a disease gene are
very close to each other on a chromosome, they do not necessarily, or
even usually, have a functional relationship. Therefore, the role of a
linkage marker is to point to the location of the disease gene, but the
marker typically has nothing to do with the illness process. By contrast,
biobehavioral markers are considered likely to play a substantial role in
the pathophysiology of the illness (Gershon & Goldin, 1986). For exam-
ple, as will be discussed in detail later, a chronic inability to process
information efficiently may have a direct influence on the development
of specific personality traits or features.

Role of Biobehavioral Markers in Schizophrenia Research

The goals expected from identifying behavioral markers of schizo-
phrenia have changed in recent years. In the early high-risk studies,
such indicators were of interest to the extent that childhood deficits
were able to predict later schizophrenia. A primary goal of such research
was to identify children at true risk (as opposed to statistical risk), who
could then be specifically targeted to receive preventive intervention.

With the advent of modern genetics, however, this view of the role of
biobehavioral markers has been substantially expanded—partly as a
result of the emerging difficulties in applying molecular techniques to
psychiatric illnesses (Cornblatt & Keefe, 199la; Erlenmeyer-Kimling, in
press). For example, compared with successes in illnesses such as
Huntington's disease, cystic fibrosis, and Duchenne's muscular dystro-
phy, the search for molecular markers of complex disorders such as
schizophrenia—and psychiatric illnesses in general—has proven less
fruitful (Cornblatt & Keefe, 199la, 1991b).

A major complication in genetic studies of mental illness results from
difficulties in defining the phenotype. Identification of "affected" cases
(i.e., those assumed to carry the schizophrenia gene or genes) is primari-
ly based on standard diagnoses that are difficult to make and rely largely
on clinical judgment (even when using structured assessments). Family
studies (e.g., Kendler, Ochs, Gorman, Hewitt, Ross, & Mirsky, 1991;
Kety, 1985; Kety, Rosenthal, Wender, Schulsinger, & Jacobsen, 1975;
Squires-Wheeler, Bassett, & Erlenmeyer-Kimling, 1989) suggest that
expression of the disease gene(s) includes mild schizophrenia-related
personality characteristics that would not typically lead to a formal diag-
nosis of schizophrenia. Therefore, subjects at the mild end of the schizo-
phrenia spectrum—many of the cases falling into the middle box of our
model in Figure 4.1—tend to be misclassified as nonaffected in ped-
igrees, elevating the rate of false negatives. Even more problematic for
linkage analysis, the lack of clarity at the diagnostic boundaries of the
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major psychiatric disorders (e.g., between schizophrenia and affective
disorders) can frequently lead to false-positive identifications.

Consequently, pedigree classifications of affected cases based on clini-
cal characteristics alone can result in substantial false-positive and false-
negative identifications. These difficulties in defining the ill phenotype
have, in turn, led to increasing recognition of a need for biobehavioral
markers of the genotype that are independent of clinical symptoms
(Cloninger, 1987; Cornblatt & Keefe, 1991a; Erlenmeyer-Kimling, in
press; Gershon & Goldin, 1986; Goldin, Nurnberger, & Gershon, 1986).

As a result, considerable interest has been directed to studying bio-
behavioral markers in populations likely to carry the schizophrenia gene
but not necessarily to express the full illness. These populations include
(1) at-risk offspring of schizophrenic parents studied prior to disease
onset; (2) the clinically unaffected or mildly symptomatic adult first-
degree relatives of schizophrenic patients; and (3) nonpsychotic at-risk
subjects who have no family history of schizophrenia but who are nev-
ertheless characterized by schizophrenia-related personality disorders
and features, such as those identified psychometrically (e.g., Chapman,
Chapman, & Raulin, 1976; Lenzenweger, 1993) or in clinic settings
(Siever & Davis, 1991). In this chapter, we will consider these to be at-
risk populations, with the implication that these subjects are at risk for
carrying the schizophrenia gene, although not necessarily for expressing
the full clinical illness. Such subjects are optimal for studying the biolog-
ical mechanisms involved in schizophrenia, as they are free of many of
the confounding conditions characterizing research with schizophrenic
patients, such as chronic psychosis, generalized performance deficits,
long-term medication use, and frequent hospitalizations.

Attention: A Biobehavioral Marker of Schizophrenia?

In their review, Cornblatt and Keilp (1994) provide considerable evi-
dence that impaired attention, as measured by the major versions of the
CPT, is likely to be a biobehavioral marker of the schizophrenia ge-
notype. This conclusion is based primarily on the extent to which re-
search using the CPT has fulfilled the criteria listed below, which have
been suggested by several investigators (Cloninger, 1987; Erlenmeyer-
Kimling, 1987; Gershon & Goldin, 1986; Holzman, Kringlen, Mattysse,
Flanagan, Lipton, Cramer, Levin, Lange, & Levy, 1988; Moldin &
Erlenmeyer-Kimling, 1994).

1. Association between the marker and schizophrenia in the population
(i. e., patients differ from normal controls). This is the most robust finding
about impaired attention in the schizophrenia literature. It is clear from
the review of over 40 studies (Cornblatt & Keilp, 1994) that affected
schizophrenic patients display profound performance deficits relative to
a variety of normal and psychiatric controls across all standard versions
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of the CPT. Moreover, when appropriate CPT tasks are used—most
notably, the more difficult Identical Pairs (CPT-IP) and Degraded Stimu-
lus (DS CPT) versions—various at-risk populations show performance
deficits consistent with those characterizing the affected patients.

2. Specificity to schizophrenia. Although not as solidly established as differ-
ences between schizophrenics and normals, attentional abnormalities—
or, at least, particular patterns of attentional abnormalities—appear to be
specific to psychosis and possibly to schizophrenia. For example, Corn-
blatt, Lenzenweger, and Erlenmeyer-Kimling (1989a) found that affec-
tively disturbed patients displayed attentional abnormalities on the CPT-
IP that were clearly different from those characterizing schizophrenic
patients. Schizophrenics showed a global deficit across verbal and spatial
tasks, and were primarily characterized by low hit rates and high numbers
of random commission errors. By contrast, affective patients were im-
paired only on spatial tasks and made an excessive number of false alarm
errors.

3. State independence. A great deal of evidence suggests that deficits in
sustained attention are independent of clinical state in schizophrenia.
Deficits relative to control groups are apparent in both acutely ill and
clinically remitted patients, thus indicating that impaired attention is not
a product of the psychotic state. Similarly, deficits in sustained attention
in schizotypes are independent of anxiety and depression (Lenzen-
weger, Cornblatt, & Putnick, 1991). Furthermore, the few studies con-
ducted on affected patients tested both on and off medication indicate
that while attention is somewhat improved with treatment, it is not fully
normalized (Cornblatt & Keilp, 1994).

4. Heritability of the trait. Although research in this area is very limited,
the findings that have been reported indicate that attention is heritable
in normal families (Cornblatt et al., 1988) and that abnormalities in
attention tend to be transmitted in the families of schizophrenic patients
(Grove, Lebow, Clementz, Cerri, Medus, & lacono, 1991; Kendler et al.,
1991).

5. Predating the illness. The high-risk investigations conducted by
Erlenmeyer-Kimling and colleagues (e.g., Cornblatt & Erlenmeyer-
Kimling, 1985; Erlenmeyer-Kimling & Cornblatt, 1978; 1992) and by
Nuechterlein (1983), involving the more difficult CPT versions, have
produced solid evidence for a dysfunctional attentional trait in children
at risk for schizophrenia. In these studies, the children are tested several
years before symptoms typically appear. Moreover, in the NYHRP, atten-
tional dysfunctions detected in then behaviorally normal children were
found to predict behavioral disturbances subsequently emerging in the
adolescents at risk for schizophrenia but not in those at risk for affective
disorders or in normal controls (Cornblatt & Erlenmeyer-Kimling, 1985;
Erlenmeyer-Kimling & Cornblatt, 1992; Erlenmeyer-Kimling, Corn-
blatt, & Golden, 1983).
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6. Cosegregating with illness. Gershon and Goldin (1986) define co-
segregation as follows: "among relatives who manifest the marker, the
prevalence of illness is higher than among relatives who do not"
(p. 115). They add that such cosegregation (a) should be assessed only
in families in which the proband has both the marker and the illness, (b)
is more robust than a population association (i.e., criterion 1), and (c)
can offset genetic heterogeneity, since a given family would be expected
to have only one form of the disorder.

As yet, little attention had been directed to this issue in marker re-
search. However, some preliminary evidence supporting cosegregation
of the attentional marker with schizophrenia-related illness has been
provided in a recent study by Steinhauer, Zubin, Condray, Shaw, Peters,
and van Kammen (1991). Early results, comparing d' derived from the
Degraded Stimulus (DS) version of the CPT among schizophrenic pa-
tients, their siblings, and normal controls, indicate that (1) schizo-
phrenic patients had significantly lower (poorer) d' than the normal
controls; (2) siblings with spectrum disorders had d' similar to those of
the patient probands; and (3) siblings with no schizophrenia-like fea-
tures had d' similar to those of the normal controls. Similarly, as part of
a family study now underway in Germany, Maier, Franke, Hardt, Hain,
& Cornblatt (submitted) have administered the CPT-IP to schizophrenic
patients, their siblings, and matched normal controls; preliminary find-
ings indicate that siblings are intermediate between patients and con-
trols on both the spatial and verbal conditions. Despite the preliminary
findings reported in both studies, however, no direct evidence of Co-
segregation of attention and the clinical illness has yet been reported in
the literature.

Based on integration of the above findings, we believe that it is very
likely that a reduced capacity to attend to information in the environ-
ment is a marker of the genotype underlying at least one major form of
schizophrenia (Cornblatt & Keilp, 1994) and that research should now
focus on the role of this deficit in the development of the disorder.

Attention and Schizophrenic Symptoms:
A Possible Interaction

Longitudinal data collected over a 20-year developmental period on
subjects from the initial sample of the NYHRP, many of whom are now
characterized by schizophrenia-related personality disorder (SRPD) fea-
tures, have led us to propose a model of the role of impaired attention in
the development of various clinical features of illness. We subsequently
tested the predictions generated by this model on the younger, indepen-
dent replication sample also being followed in the NYHRP. In the follow-
ing sections, we will discuss this model and the data that support it.
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NYHRP: Overview

The NYHRP is a prospective longitudinal study, started by Erlenmeyer-
Kimling in 1971 (e.g., Erlenmeyer-Kimling & Cornblatt, 1987), of sub-
jects at either low or high risk for adult mental illness. Children were
considered to be at high risk for schizophrenia if one or both of their
parents were schizophrenic and to be at high risk for affective disorder,
but not for schizophrenia, if one or both parents had a major affective
disorder. They were considered to be at low risk for both illnesses if their
parents had no history of mental illness.

The study began with a single sample, referred to as Sample A. As
indicated in Table 4.1, when first recruited, Sample A consisted of just
over 200 children between the ages of 7 and 12 years (mean age, 9.5
years). Sixty-three of these children were at risk for schizophrenia (HRSz
group), 43 were at risk for major affective disorder (HRAff), and 100
were normal controls (NCs) at low risk for both disorders.

Approximately 6 years after the first testing of Sample A, a second
sample (Sample B) was added, consisting of 150 risk children between 7
and 12 years old. This somewhat smaller sample included 46 HRSz, 39
HRAff, and 65 NC children during the initial test round.

To fully understand the design of the HR study, it is important to note
that risk for illness is statistical. When the study began, based on empiri-
cal findings, it was expected that about 10% to 15% of the subjects in
the schizophrenic risk group would eventually develop schizophrenia.
We had, however, no a priori means of predicting which subjects would
comprise the "true risk" group.

The major goal of the NYHRP was to find deficits in early childhood
that would predict which of the subjects at statistical risk were at true
risk and would actually develop schizophrenia and related illnesses.
These deficits are considered likely to be biobehavioral markers of a
biological susceptibility, as discussed above.

Based on the data collected over the study period of the NYHRP, we
have concluded that of all of the domains studied, impaired attention
has the most potential to be such a marker of schizophrenia. The early
findings supporting this conclusion can be summarized as follows:

Table 4.1. NYHRP: Number of Subjects in Samples A and B

Schizophrenia Affective
Risk Group Risk group

Sample A
Mean age (years)

Sample B
Mean age (years)

63
9.68

46
8.76

43
9.30

39
9.34

Normal
Controls

100
9.43

65
9.00

Note: Sample A was initially tested between 1971 and 1972,
and Sample B was initially tested between 1977 and 1979.
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1. During every test round of the NYHRP, more HRSz children dis-
played attentional deficits than did either NCs or HRAff children. This
is consistent with earlier patient findings suggesting that attention
might be specifically related to the schizophrenia diatheses. (Cornblatt &
Erlenmeyer-Kimling, 1985; Erlenmeyer-Kimling & Cornblatt, 1987,
1992)

2. Moreover, for children in the HRSz group, attentional deficits that
were detected at about 9 years of age remained stable throughout devel-
opment. That is, in nearly every case, those children in the HRSz group
who displayed early attentional impairments continued to do so during
every subsequent test round. Conversely, virtually no HRSz subjects
showing attentional abnormalities at older ages had not done so during
the first round of testing at age 9. By contrast, the few HRAff and NC
subjects displaying attentional deficits did so sporadically, with no sub-
ject in either comparison group being attentionally deviant across all test
rounds (Cornblatt et al., 1989b; Winters, Cornblatt, & Erlenmeyer-
Kimling, 1991). These findings suggest that in subjects with a liability
for schizophrenia, disturbed attention is a long-standing trait that can be
detected as soon as it can be reliably measured.

3. Finally, relatively early data from the NYHRP indicated that of the
HRSz children who were found to have attentional deviance at around
age 9 (when they were behaviorally normal), 93% (13 of 14) in Sample
A and 86% (6 of 7) in Sample B were considered moderately to severely
disturbed by the time they were in midadolescence (Cornblatt, 1990,
1991). Disturbances were defined nonspecifically as problems in
school, with peers, or at home (Cornblatt & Erlenmeyer-Kimling, 1985;
Erlenmeyer-Kimling et al., 1983). Conversely, of the subjects with both
a genetic risk for schizophrenia and impaired attention, only one subject
in each sample appeared to develop normally. This pattern was not
displayed by individuals without a biological susceptibility to schizo-
phrenia: No relationship was found between childhood attention and
adolescent adjustment either in HRAff subjects or NCs (Cornblatt, 1990,
1991).

Attention and Adult Personality

It can be concluded from the early NYHRP findings discussed above that
in individuals at genetic risk for schizophrenia, impaired childhood at-
tention predicts general psychopathology and possibly schizophrenia,
although the magnitude of the latter relationship is still being explored.
However, as pointed out in Figure 4.1 and in the accompanying discus-
sion, interest in subjects at risk has recently expanded to include indi-
viduals who carry the gene and the marker but who do not necessarily
express the full clinical illness (Cornblatt, Lenzenweger, & Dworkin,
1992; Erlenmeyer-Kimling, in press).
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In Figure 4.1, it is assumed that an as yet undetermined proportion of
first-degree relatives of schizophrenic individuals carry the schizo-
phrenic gene or genes (Gottesman & Shields, 1976) and that many of
these individuals will display the attentional marker under study. Sub-
jects thought to have both the gene and the marker, but no signs of the
clinical illness (i.e., those in the bottom box in Figure 4.1), represent
clinical false negatives and considerably complicate the study of both
etiology and biobehavioral markers. The first group, the diagnosed
schizophrenic patients, also pose formidable problems for research con-
cerned with etiology and process because of the presence of such con-
founding conditions as a generalized performance deficit and long-term
medication use and illness. Thus, the middle group, which may be the
largest of the three, appears to be optimal for studying the way in which
markers are involved in the emergence of illness.

Applying this strategy specifically to the study of attention, we (Corn-
blatt et al., 1992) examined the relationship between attentional dys-
functions detected in early childhood and the emergence of personality
disturbances in adulthood in all nonpsychotic subjects in Sample A of
the NYHRP. It was expected that few, it any, of these subjects would
undergo a psychotic episode after the completion of these analyses, as
they were already well past the age of greatest risk for schizophrenia.
However, many of the subjects in the two risk groups displayed a range
of SRPD features.

The two main goals of the analysis were to determine:

1. The extent to which the nonpsychotic schizophrenia risk sub-
jects were characterized by early childhood attentional dysfunc-
tions, thereby establishing the potential of this sample to function
as a risk population.

2. The influence of chronic attentional abnormalities on adult be-
havioral adjustment.

The study was limited to subjects in Sample A of the NYHRP because
outcome could not be established with confidence for the younger sub-
jects in Sample B, who are still in the age range of greatest risk for
illness. Sample A subjects were included if:

1. They had not received a Research Diagnostic Criteria (RDC)
diagnosis of schizophrenia or other psychosis by age 27, as deter-
mined during follow-up clinical contacts.

2. They had been assessed on the full attentional battery adminis-
tered during the study's first round of testing (at which time their
mean age was 9.9).

3. They had been interviewed on the Personality Disorder Exam-
ination (PDE, 1985 version; Loranger, Susman, Oldham, &
Russakoff, 1987) during the project's fifth round of assessments, at
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which time they were approximately 24 years old (see Squires-
Wheeler et al., 1989, for details). The PDE is a semistructured
interview assessing DSM-III-R Axis II personality disorders.

The resulting sample included 39 HRSz, 39 HRAff and 86 NC subjects.
Childhood attention was measured by an attentional deviance index
(ADI) developed by Cornblatt & Erlenmeyer-Kirnling, which consisted
largely of response indices generated by the early version of the
CPT administered during the first round of testing (see Cornblatt &
Erlenmeyer-Kimling, 1985; Cornblatt et al., 1989b, for more details).
The higher the ADI score, the more deviant the subject's attention.
Personality features were assessed according to two factors derived from
the schizoid, schizotypal, histrionic, narcissistic, avoidant, and depen-
dent personality disorder PDE scales.

Major Results: Attention

Even after removal of all HRSz subjects who would later become psy-
chotic, group differences in childhood attention remained. That is, HRSz
subjects free of psychosis as adults nevertheless displayed significantly
poorer childhood attention than either HRAff or normal control sub-
jects. HRAff subjects, on the other hand, did not differ from NCs in
childhood attentional abilities. Therefore, the nonpsychotic group of
HRSz subjects can be considered an appropriate risk population in that a
substantial proportion of these subjects are characterized by the atten-
tional trait marker but not by the fully expressed illness.

Major Results: Personality Disorders

The two factors resulting from the PDE analyses reported by Cornblatt et
al. (1992), both of which were related to attention, are summarized in
Tables 4.2 and 4.3. The first factor, labeled "social sensitivity," consisted
of nine items, which are listed in Table 4.2. (Items were included if they
had loadings of .45 or above.) The second factor, consisting of seven
high loading items and labeled "social indifference," is presented in
Table 4.3.

In addition to these two factors, a composite scale was derived by
changing the direction of the scores on factor 1 and then combining it
with factor 2. This was based on our assumption that subjects who are
both socially insensitive (low scores on factor 1) and socially indifferent
(high scores on factor 2) would tend to be socially withdrawn and
isolated. We thus consider this composite scale to measure social isola-
tion.
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Table 4.2. Items Loading on Factor 1: Social Sensitivity

Variable

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Feelings easily hurt by criticism or disapproval

Constantly seeking reassurance, approval, or praise

Reacts to criticism with feelings of rage, shame, or humiliation

Afraid of appearing foolish or being embarrassed

Excessive social anxiety

Has difficulty initiating projects or doing things on his/her own

Preoccupied with feelings of envy

Unwilling to get involved with people unless certain of being liked

Entitlement: expectation of special favors without assuming
reciprocal responsibilities

Loading
Factor

.69

.57

.56

.56

.52

.46

.46

.46

.45

Source: Cornblatt et al. (1992). Reprinted with permission of the British Journal of
Psychiatry.

Major Results: Association Between Childhood Attention
and Adult Personality

For subjects in both the HRAff and NC groups, no relationship was
found between the childhood ADI and the three personality dimensions
(i.e., social sensitivity, social indifference, and social isolation). However,
all three were significantly related to attention in the HRSz group, with
the ADI correlating — .37 with social sensitivity, .34 with social indif-
ference, and .40 with social isolation (for all three correlations, p < .05).

Table 4.3. Items Loading on Factor 2: Social Indifference

Variable

I .

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Is aware of but indifferent to the feelings of others

Is uninterested in the feelings of other people

Avoids social or occupational activities that involve significant
interpersonal contact

Almost always chooses solitary activity

Suspiciousness or paranoid ideation

Appears or claims to be indifferent to the praise and criticism of
others

Avoids everday activities for fear that they will be too fatiguing or
physically uncomfortable

Loading
Factor

.79

.72

.59

.56

.58

.53

.51

Source: Cornblatt et al. (1992). Reprinted with permission of the British Journal of
Psychiatry.
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Major Conclusions

Based on these findings, we reached the following conclusions:

1. The greater prevalence of childhood attentional dysfunctions in
the nonpsychotic offspring of schizophrenic parents compared to
subjects in the two comparison groups supports abnormal atten-
tion as being a marker of the schizophrenia genotype.

2. Chronic attentional dysfunctions do appear to have a specific
role in personality formation in individuals with a biological sus-_
ceptibility to schizophrenia, even when the full illness is avoided.
This seems to be related to the development of social skills and
interactions.

Model of the Role of Attention in Personality Development

Based on these conclusions, we have proposed a heuristic model (Corn-
blatt et al., 1992), represented in Figure 4.2 and summarized as follows:

1. In subjects with a biological liability for schizophrenia, impaired
attention is likely to be a chronic disturbance evident throughout
development.

2. A chronic attentional impairment interferes with the efficient
processing of information in the environment, especially subtle
and highly complex interpersonal cues and communications.

3. Impaired attention is particularly disruptive of the processing of
social information. This is because successful understanding of so-
cial cues requires sustained attention and continual processing of
shifting interpersonal information. Difficult versions of the CPT are
assumed to reflect specifically the ability to process rapidly shifting
information that cannot be slowed or adjusted and that must be
continually attended to over time.

4. Developmentally, these processing deficiencies take their toll by
making interactions with others increasingly difficult and stressful.

We then proposed two possible outcomes for the predisposed person
with this typ? of social information processing deficit, as indicated by
the two arms of the model. On the right, as the individual matures,
continued attempts to initiate or maintain relationships with other
people create escalating stress, which, in turn, exacerbates symptoms
and, in some cases, acts as an environmental trigger for the full clinical
expression of the disease.

Alternatively, as indicated on the left, some individuals with the
schizophrenia diathesis expressed as a chronic attentional disorder are
able to reduce interpersonal stress by actively avoiding intense interper-
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EARLY ATTENTIONAL DEFICIT

INABILITY TO PROCESS INTERPERSONAL INFORMATION
INTERPERSONAL CUES/COMMUNICATION = MOST COMPLEX AND

SUBTLE INFORMATION TO BE PROCESSED IN ENVIRONMENT

ACTIVE
AVOIDANCE OF

OTHERS

ATTEMPTED
INTERPERSONAL
INTERACTION

REDUCED
STRESS

INCREASED
STRESS

SYMPTOM

CONTROL

SYMPTOM

EXACERBATION

Figure 4.2 Hypothesized role of attention deficits in the development of social
dysfunctions in individuals with a biological susceptibility to schizophrenia.
(From Cornblatt et al., 1992. Reprinted with permission from the British Journal
of Psychiatry.

sonal contacts and situations where they are required to relate actively
to other people. We speculate that for these people, the avoidance of
others may function as a compensatory mechanism. We also speculate
that a reduced capacity to attend to information leads to an inability to
understand and communicate with others, resulting in interpersonal
insensitivity and indifference and, eventually, in social isolation. How-
ever, in these individuals, it is the ability to tolerate this isolation that
helps to protect them against the intrusive, stressful interactions that can
exacerbate symptoms.
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More Recent Evidence in Support of the Model from Sample B

We acknowledge that we have presented an unusual view of social
isolation that is more typically considered to be an undesirable early
prodromal symptom or vulnerability marker of schizophrenia and re-
lated illnesses. However, additional support for our model has been
provided by preliminary data obtained from Sample B of the NYHRP. In
these data, which have not been previously reported, the association
between childhood attentional deviance and social competence mea-
sured in middle to late adolescence was examined.

Attention was measured in behaviorally normal Sample B subjects at
a mean age of approximately 9 years, using an ADI scale comparable to
the index previously developed for Sample A (Cornblatt et al., 1989b).
Ratings of social competence, described in detail elsewhere (Dworkin et
al., 1991, 1993, 1994), were based on items selected from the Premorbid
Adjustment Scale (PAS; Cannon-Spoor, Potkin, & Wyatt, 1982) assess-
ing peer relationships, adaptation to school, degree of interest in life
(i.e., hobbies and interests), and social-sexual adjustment (in offspring
12 years of age and older).

Social competence ratings were derived from two sources of informa-
tion. The first consisted of a 30-minute, semistructured, videotaped in-
terview with each participating child conducted by a child psychiatrist.
The second source of information consisted of items selected from inter-
views with each subject's parents, which were comparable to those in
the children's interviews and tapped three major areas of interest: peer
relationships, school adjustment, and degree of interest in life.

As reported by Dworkin et al. (1994), no differences were found
between the three subjects groups (i.e., HRSz, HRAff, and NCs) in child-
hood social competence. However, by early adolescence (mean age =
12.3 years) and continuing into midadolescence (mean age = 15.4
years), HRSz subjects had significantly poorer social competence than
did either HRAff subjects or NCs.

In Table 4.4, the relationships between childhood attention and social
competence based on the child interviews (Dworkin et al., 1994) are
presented for Sample B subjects in each of the three age periods (i.e.,
9.0, 12.3, and 15.4 years).1 As was found earlier for Sample A, in
normal control subjects, no significant relationship between childhood
attention and later social skills was found at any age. For HRSz subjects,
however, although childhood attention deficits did not relate to child-
hood social competence, a highly significant association did emerge by
midadolescence. The more deviant childhood attentional skills were,
the more HRSz subjects began to have social problems as they pro-
gressed through adolescence.

In contrast with previous Sample A findings, Sample B HRAff subjects
also showed a relationship between childhood attention and social com-
petence. However, the pattern of this association differed considerably
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Table 4.4. Correlations Between Attention and Social Adjustment at
Different Ages in HRSz Subjects, HRAff Subjects, and NC Subjects

Mean age (in years)

HRSz subjects

HRAff subjects

NC subjects

Mid-Childhood

(9.0)

.13
(35)

.70"*
(26)

.07
(48)

Early
Adolescent

(12.3)

.28
(28)

.55***
(25)

.25
(42)

Mid-Adolescent

(15.4)

.70***
(24)

.44*
(21)

.30
(36)

*p < .05
**p < .01.
***p < .001.

from that characterizing the group at risk for schizophrenia. HRAff sub-
jects showed an association that was strongest in childhood and grad-
ually declined throughout adolescence. In contrast, HRSz subjects
showed a relationship that gradually increased across development. In
the latter case, attentional abnormalities did not appear to affect child-
hood social adjustment. However, by midadolescence, the period at
which HRSz individuals showed a significant impairment in social com-
petence relative to other subjects, a markedly strong association with
attention emerged.

Thus, the current findings for Sample B complement our earlier Sam-
ple A results. In Sample A, impaired attention in HRSz subjects is associ-
ated with a tendency to be socially isolated when these subjects were
young adults. In Sample B, data collected at earlier ages support a
developmental perspective and suggest a gradually increasing associa-
tion between chronically impaired attention and social competence. In
keeping with the model discussed earlier, we can further speculate that
during childhood, social interactions may not be highly demanding of
information processing skills. However, with the onset of adolescence,
interpersonal interactions may make increasing demands on the ability
to rapidly process complex information. In the Sample B HRSz subjects,
attention shows an increasing association with social competence as
social functioning begins to decline relative to other subjects in the
sample. Thus, it may be that for subjects with a biological risk for schizo-
phrenia, a chronic attentional deficit begins to be socially debilitating
when interpersonal interactions start becoming most demanding of in-
formation processing skills. This interaction may, at least in part, account
for the decline in social competence observed in adolescence for Sample
B HRSz subjects compared to HRAff and NC subjects.
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Future Directions

As mentioned above, we are proposing a relatively unorthodox inter-
pretation of the role of social isolation in the clinical expression of
schizophrenia. In essence, we suggest that for some genetically suscepti-
ble individuals, avoidance of other people may be therapeutic. To fully
support this view, several additional research steps need to be followed.

First, while the Sample B findings newly reported here indicate that
the relationship between attention and poor peer relationships can be
observed as soon as social competence declines in HRSz subjects, there
is no direct evidence supporting this as a causal relationship. It is tempt-
ing to assume that impaired attention leads to dysfunctional social skills,
as attentional deficits are detectable in HRSz children at considerable
earlier ages (i.e., by 9 years of age), while social skills do not appear to
decline until early adolescence (i.e., around 12 years of age). However, it
is also possible that both deficits are due to a third underlying abnor-
mality (e.g., both may be related to a dysfunction in the frontal lobes)
that affects these functions at different developmental stages. Clearly, a
causal relationship between impaired attention and the development of
social skills would have important implications for both treatment and
intervention programs. Thus, there is a major need for further research
that disentangles the developmental course of attention from that of
social skills.

An additional way of assessing the validity of our model would be to
compare premorbid functioning of schizophrenic patients with that of
schizotypal individuals. Our model predicts that chronic social deficits
and social isolation should characterize schizotypals. By contrast,
schizophrenics with attentional deficits should not be characterized by
the same degree of premorbid asociality. Research focusing on such
comparisons can potentially contribute to our understanding of the role
of social isolation as a buffer helping to avoid fully expressed psychosis.

We have two additional recommendations for future research. First,
although we have concluded that the evidence supporting impaired
attention as a marker is quite compelling, additional work is necessary.
More research is needed to establish the extent to which attention, in
general, and attentional abnormalities, in particular, are genetically
transmitted. Furthermore, the degree to which attentional deficits co-
segregate with the clinical illness in families needs to be more fully
explored.

Second, with regard to understanding the pathogenesis of schizo-
phrenia, developmental studies of attention in normal subjects, and an
understanding of the underlying biology of attention in both normal
subjects and in those at risk for psychiatric disorders, are essential.

In conclusion, it should be emphasized that schizophrenia is increas-
ingly viewed as a neurodevelopmental disorder (Weinberger, 1986).
Research in developmental psychopathology, such as the work on high-
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risk populations discussed in this chapter, is thus optimal for tracing the
unfolding of the disorder and for isolating those abnormalities that crit-
ically contribute to the pathogenesis of the illness. Once such pa-
thodevelopmental processes are identified, major steps in understanding
the etiology and prevention of schizophrenia can be taken.

Note

1. We have not presented parental reports of social competence because these
did not relate to childhood attention for any of the groups at any age. This lack
of consistency with the analyses based on the child interviews was unexpected,
and we have no explanation for it.
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Developmental Psychopathology
in the Context of Adolescence
JEANNE BROOKS-GUNN AND ILANA ATTIE

Intergrating Development and Psychopathology

Developmental psychopathology offers a compelling paradigm from the
perspective of those who study the normative processes of development,
those who focus on the processes underlying the emergence and main-
tenance of psychopathology and those who integrate the two (Cicchetti
& Cohen, in press; Cicchetti & Schneider-Rosen, 1984; Rutter, 1986;
Sroufe & Rutter, 1984). Most research focuses either on individuals who
already have a disorder or on normative development in individuals
who do not have a disorder. Developmental psychopathological frame-
works have been valuable for work in both research traditions. Less
often studied is the integration of development and psychopathology in
a framework that gives equal weight to each. An example is the study of
the development processes preceding the onset of a disorder or the
developmental course of a group of individuals, some of whom will go
on to have a disorder and some of whom will not. Very few prospective,
developmentally oriented studies exist.

Multidimensional models are common in the study of various disor-
ders and normative processes. However, current research does not al-
ways integrate findings from social, cultural, biogenetic, personality,
family, school, and peer domains. How problems arise within these
domains, the associations among them, and their links with disorders
are not always addressed. In part, this lack of integration is due to the
methodological and sampling difficulties inherent in designing, mount-
ing, and funding multidomain studies. Problems are even more daunt-
ing when the disorder and normative process approaches are melded.
Large samples are necessary to chart individuals' developmental trajec-
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tories if the goal is to identify various groups vis-a-vis the emergence of
problem behavior and frank disorders. Adding the necessity of including
various groups of individuals who vary with respect to the likelihood of
exhibiting a disorder is another complexity and a methodological con-
straint.

A developmental perspective on the study of psychopathology is
thought to take into account the continuities and discontinuities be-
tween normal growth and psychopathology, age-related changes in
modes of adaptation and symptom expression, behavioral reorganiza-
tions that occur around salient developmental transitions, internal and
external sources of competence and vulnerability, and the effects of
development on pathology and of pathology on development (Achen-
bach, in press; Attie & Brooks-Gunn, 1992, p. 35; Carlson & Garber,
1986; Cicchetti, 1984; Rutter, 1986). Integral to this approach is delin-
eating patterns of continuity and change as these are manifest across the
life span via cross-sectional and longitudinal research on populations at
high and low risk for specific forms of psychopathology.

Why Focus on Adolescence?

In this chapter, we explore the development of psychopathology in the
context of one particular age group, albeit one that spans a decade and
includes two major transitions. The adolescent period is one in which
multiple normative changes occur, both during the transition to adoles-
cence and during the transition out of adolescence (Brooks-Gunn &
Petersen, 1984; Feldman & Elliott, 1990; Gunnar & Collins, 1988;
Lerner & Foch, 1987). These challenges must be negotiated by all youth,
even though they are potential sources of risk to physical and emotional
health.

Generally, although adolescents in Western countries are quite healthy,
11 % increases in morbidity have been reported for this age group over
the past 20 years (Office of Technology and Assessment, 1991; World
Health Organization, 1990). Significant morbidity has been seen in
terms of suicide, substance abuse, sexually transmitted diseases, acci-
dents, depression, and eating disorders (Millstein, Petersen, & Night-
ingale, 1991; Petersen et al, 1993).

Our focus in this chapter is on two clusters of mental health
problems—depression and eating. We are particularly concerned with
the spectrum of eating and depressive problems, rather than with just
frank disorders. Throughout the chapter, the term disorder duster is used
to connote a range from symptoms to problems to disorders.

While the majority of teenagers handle adolescent transitions without
severe disruptions in their relationships, affective states, or behavioral
manifestations of problems, some experience clinical signs of distress
that are more than the transitory experiences of individuals managing
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multiple and novel events across a number of domains. Some of these
symptoms become chronic, and some of them become severe enough to
meet diagnostic criteria for psychopathology. The focus of this chapter is
on the intersection between the normative changes associated with ado-
lescence and the emergence of transient problems, as well as the inter-
section between the exhibition of transient problems and chronic prob-
lems. l

Eating and Depressive Disorders in the Context
of Adolescence

These intersections between development and psychopathology in the
context of adolescence are illustrated in this chapter by focusing on two
symptom and disorder clusters—eating and depressive problems and
disorders. These two clusters are intertwined with adolescence in that
both exhibit large increases in adolescence compared to childhood rates.
After the adolescent transition, girls are more likely to exhibit these
disorders, or signs of these disorders, than are boys. These gender link-
ages remind us that boys and girls have quite different adolescent expe-
riences that need to be taken into account when studying the emergence
of psychopathology. Taken together, these facts suggest that the develop-
mental challenges of adolescence (including biological, social, cognitive,
and intrapsychic changes) and the gender divergences in the meaning of
these challenges, as well as the challenges themselves, might be contrib-
uting to the onset of eating and depressive problems and disorders. An
additional feature of relevance is that eating and depressive problems
and disorders occur quite frequently in adolescent girls. Certain groups
of girls are particularly vulnerable to these two disorder clusters, making
it possible to conduct prospective research on high-risk groups in order
to study emergence and maintenance in a developmental framework.

A Comparative Approach

We have chosen to look at these two disorder clusters in order to com-
pare and contrast the approaches taken to studying each. We hasten to
add that very little truly comparative research exists. Consequently, the
research literatures on eating and depression are somewhat separate
(with the exception of work on comorbidity). Considering the two dis-
order clusters simultaneously provides a heuristic approach that high-
lights the need for more comparative work. Links are made between the
research on eating and depression whenever possible, without being
impossibly speculative.
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Similarities Across Eating and Depressive Disorder Clusters

Similarities across the eating and depressive disorder clusters are strik-
ing, over and above the links to age and gender. Many (but not all) of
the risk factors identified in the literature are similar; both disorders
involve affective and biological dysregulation; and both disorders are
linked, either as antecedents or as concomitants, with stressful life
events.

Risk Factors

We believe that it is useful to see how risk and continuity play out in
these two disorder clusters that are studied separately even though sev-
eral features are shared. Not only do these two disorders converge in
terms of gender and developmental period of onset, but they may be
seen as disorders of dysregulation. They are also disorders that are be-
lieved to have a biological component (although the research on eating
disorders is weaker than that on depression), as well as to involve family
system dysfunction (although the research on depression is not as well
developed as that on eating disorders). The experience of major and
stressful life events is thought to play a role in some cases of both
disorders (with the research on eating disorders suggesting a more de-
velopmental or age-bounded effect than the work on depression). The
onset of puberty is thought to be implicated, although it is not clear
whether the more social or biological aspects of puberty are more im-
portant (with the research on eating disorders presenting stronger evi-
dence for such links than the research on depression). The meaning of
becoming a woman, and the implications for individuation and rela-
tionships, also have been considered relevant for both disorder clusters.

Similarities in Dysregulation of Physiology and Affect

The interpretation and experience of affective states and their regulation
are central to both disorder clusters. We have characterized eating dis-
orders as a "dysregulation of eating behavior involving the complex
interaction of biological, affective, social, and cognitive processes that
override the normal physiological regulatory pressures of hunger and
satiety" (Attie & Brooks-Gunn, 1995, p. 333; Polivy & Herman, 1987).
However, eating disorders cannot be considered to be solely dysregula-
tions of appetite. There is little evidence, for example, that individuals with
anorexia nervosa and individuals who severely restrict their food intake
do not experience hunger. Indeed, they may feel hungry almost con-
stantly but tolerate food deprivation in response to psychological imper-
atives (Polivy & Herman, 1987). Chronic dietary restraint renders them
vulnerable to disinhibition of self-control, that is, to binge eating, in
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response to a variety of triggering factors. At the same time, individuals
with bulimia nervosa typically report difficulty in knowing when they
are full at the end of a meal, suggesting an impairment of satiety.

Depression also involves dysregulation, in this case in affective mood
states and related behaviors rather than in eating behavior and the affect
associated with it. Additionally, dysregulation is thought to occur in a
variety of neuroendocrine processes, suggesting a central role of biology.
Regardless of the way in which the onset of a depressive episode is
triggered, biological dysregulation is the result. Thus, even environmen-
tal frameworks have to consider dysregulation. This has been called the
final common pathway model (Akiskal 6- McKinney, 1973). While this
term has not been applied to eating disorders, it is quite appropriate in
that, regardless of the mechanisms underlying the onset of an eating
disorder, biological dsyregulation may be the consequence.

Another similarity between the dysregulation seen in depression and
anorexia nervosa is that once an episode is underway (regardless of the
original etiology or etiologies), the disorders seem to "take on a life of
[their] own" (Shelton, Hollon, Purdon, & Loosen, 1991, p. 212). In both
cases, the biological features may impact mood, thought processes, and
behavior. In the case of anorexia nervosa, weight loss and starvation
have specific physiological effects, which seem to alter body images as
well as food imagery; it may be difficult to treat a women with anorexia
until some weight had been regained, although disagreement exists on
this point. Bulimia nervosa may not have such biological concomitants
(although some work suggests that it is responsive to some antidepres-
sants; if this turns out to be true, then some of the biological substrates
underlying bulimia may also contribute to some forms of depression).

Depression impacts various hypothalamic-pituitary (HP) axes as well,
although HP axis dysregulation is believed to be more likely at the
beginning of a depressive episode or preceding an episode than it is for
anorexia or bulimia nervosa (although work on the neuroendocrine
processes preceding an episode of eating disorder is preceding at a rapid
pace; Brooks-Gunn, Petersen, & Compas, 1995; Petersen, Compas,
Brooks-Gunn, Stemmler, Ely, & Grant, 1993; Puig-Antich, 1986).

Stressful Life Events and Distress

Another line of research relevant to the possible features underlying
both problem behavior and clinical disorders focuses on stressful events.
In the eating literature, this has been generally referred to as dis-
tress, which may predispose a girl to diet (Streigel-Moore, Silberstein,
Frensch, & Rodin, 1989). Dieting in and of itself may provoke distress,
which could result in exaggerated dieting behavior or at least more
distress (Rosen, Tacy, & Howell, 1990). One of the major stressors associ-
ated with dieting is that it is not always successful; dieting may result in
weight fluctuations and metabolic changes that lead to less efficient
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weight loss and increased weight gain rather than weight loss (Attie &
Brooks-Gunn, 1995; Heatherton & Baumeister, 1991; although see
Brownell & Rodin, 1994, for an alternative view). Repeated attempts to
diet may result in lowered self-esteem, as well as disinhibition in eating
and other realms of life. Once an individual enters a spiral of dysregula-
tion, the cycle of dieting, overeating, dietary failure, and affective dis-
tress may deepen and be difficult to break (Baumeister, 1990). Whether
such spirals are associated with the progression from dieting to eating
disorders is not known. Also, these models are not specific to adoles-
cents, but have been developed on females more generally, with most
work focusing on adult women (Lowe, 1993; Polivy & Herman, 1987).

The literature on depression has taken a slightly different tack. Given
the clear links between stressful life events and depression episodes in
adults, exploration of such associations during the adolescent years has
been undertaken, paralleling the work with adults (Brooks-Gunn,
1991; Compas, 1987a, 1987b). The work of our research group is a case
in point. We have explored the role of life events in girls' depressive
affect over a 4-year period. Change in life events yearly is modeled
simultaneously with change in depressive symptom scores yearly. This
model provides a strong test of the link between life events and depres-
sion, since change is being predicted and since the occurrence of life
events is being examined each year; therefore change in life events may
be entered into regression equations. As expected, an increase in possi-
bly stressful life events predicts rises in depressive symptomatology. Girls
who are 12 to 14 years of age report more stressful life events than
younger or older girls in our work. This pile-up of events predicts the
rise in depressive symptomatology in this age period (Brooks-Gunn,
1991).

While consistent with literature on the predictors of the onset of
clinical depressive episodes, this study, as well as other research in the
area, does not deal directly with the issue of why some girls who experi-
ence a large number of stressful life events simultaneously go on to
exhibit signs of clinical depression, while others do not.

Issues Underlying the Study of Disorder Clusters

This chapter addresses the emergence and maintenance of eating disor-
ders and depression in the context of the adolescent experience. The
features of the two disorder clusters are considered first. We focus on the
feature similarities of symptoms, problems, and clinically diagnosed pa-
thology for each. Our intent is to highlight possible continuities and
discontinuities between symptoms and disorders. The issue of whether
or not a continuum exists between more and less severe manifestations
of a disorder is perennial, and one that has not been adequately ad-
dressed for adolescents. Then the rates of problems and disorders are
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considered, based on age and gender. Of interest here are not only
differences in prevalence, but also variations in the possible symptoms
associated with disorders in childhood and adolescence for both sexes.
The next section focuses on the adolescent experience and the ways in
which it renders some youth vulnerable to the onset of a problem or
disorder. Biological, cognitive, and affect changes are considered, as well
as the two major contexts in which the adolescent operates—the family
and the peer system. A separate section outlines the biological concomi-
tants and possible predictors of clinical syndromes. This literature is
reviewed separately from that on the adolescent experience because it
does not focus on the biological changes associated with puberty, but
rather on those changes that are indicative of biological dysregulation. A
brief discussion of familial contributions to eating and depressive disor-
ders follows. It is separate from the work on adolescent experience, as it
does not consider adolescents specifically, but rather family contribu-
tions more generally across the life span (even when adolescents consti-
tute the sample, their particular needs and experiences are not the
focus).

Continuities in Symptoms by Severity of Disorder

One of the greatest challenges in the integration of development into
psychopathology (and vice versa) is to chart the nature and degree of
continuity between problems and clinical syndromes (see Wilson, 1993,
for an example in the eating disorders literature). The issue of a continu-
um of eating and depressive pathology is complex, given that most
individuals who exhibit dieting or binge-restrict cycles do not go on to
develop an eating disorder. The same is true of individuals exhibiting
depressive affect.

A developmental perspective requires an examination of continuities
and discontinuities between problems and disorders, as well as an ex-
ploration of why some individuals develop a problem and others do not;
why some individuals with a problem go on to develop a disorder; why
some individuals continue to have a problem but do not develop a
disorder; and why some individuals with a problem return to low levels
of symptoms. Distinctions among symptoms as a function of severity are
made in order to explore such issues. They are also necessary for classifi-
cation, particularly with respect to diagnostic criteria. Different terms
are often used in making such distinctions, further blurring the bound-
aries. Here we use the terms symptoms, problems, and disorders (Petersen
et al., 1993).

Disorders are based on DSM diagnostic criteria. Problems are usually
defined in terms of cutoff scores on a number of self-report instruments.
The cutoff scores are often derived by comparing clinically referred indi-
viduals to individuals seen in (more or less) representative samples of
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children and youth. Number of symptoms and intensity of symptoms
are often included and weighted to obtain cutoff scores. Individuals with
high scores are considered at risk for developing the particular disorder
in question. The existence of symptoms is also based on self-report
instruments. Number, intensity, or a combination of the two are used to
indicate the existence of depressive affect or dieting. Occurrence of de-
pressive affect or dieting is based on the characteristics of the sample
being studied (i.e., individuals above the 30th percentile, or one-quarter
of the sample). Each study defines the existence of symptoms somewhat
differently, making cross-sample comparisons quite difficult. This is in
contrast to the criteria for problems, since so many studies use the same
instruments and the reported cutoff scores (i.e., the Eating Attitudes Test
[Garner & Garfinkel, 1979] or the Eating Disorders Inventory [Garner,
Olmsted, & Polivy 1983] for eating problems and the Center for Epide-
miological Studies-Depression [Radloff, 1977; 1991] or the Youth Be-
havior Checklist [Achenback & Edelbrock, 1987] for depressive prob-
lems). These checklists have childhood and adolescent forms, so that
across age comparisons may be made (Child EAT [Maloney, McGuire, &
Daniels, 1988]; KEDS [Kids' Eating Disorders Survey; Childress, Bre-
werton, Hodges, & Jarrell, 1993]; and the Child Behavior Check List
[Achenback, 1991]). Even when these same instruments are used to
define the existence of symptoms, investigators use different cutoff
points.

Eating Disorders: Problems and Symptoms

Similarities across disorders, problems, and symptoms exist with respect
to the following features: attempts to restrict food intake (or to reduce
caloric intake after a binge), negative body image, and concerns about
weight gain and appearance (Garner, Olmsted, Polivy & Garfinkel,
1984; Polivy & Herman, 1987). However, actual weight differs across
groups, as do the means of restricting weight and the severity of con-
cerns about fatness.

A diagnosis of anorexia nervosa requires the behavior of self-induced
starvation, a psychopathological fear of becoming fat even though un-
derweight, and a biological abnormality in reproductive functioning,
which in females is manifested in primary or secondary amenorrhea
(Morgan & Russell, 1975). The actual weight loss requirement has
changed over time: It is 15% in DSM-III-R and was 25% in DSM-III.
This probably has increased the number of individuals classified as hav-
ing anorexia nervosa.

Bulimia nervosa generally requires several features: a history of recur-
rent binges, a fear of becoming fat, and attempts to compensate for the
unwanted calories ingested in a binge by self-induced vomiting, strenu-
ous exercising, subsequent fasting, or abuse of laxative and diuretics. In
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contrast to anorexia nervosa, weight may vary. Distinctions are often
made between bulimia nervosa in which weight is low (and self-
induced starvation is maintained by low intake, purging, or a combina-
tion of the two) and bulimia in which weight is in the normal range or
even high.

The features just listed may have differential predictive power for
psychopathology. Purging may be the most critical dimension of bulimia
nervosa vis-a-vis determining the course and recovery. Laxative abuse
may be the most deleterious form of purging (Tobin, Johnson, Steinber,
Staats, & Dennis, 1991). In one study of bulimic patients, the vast major-
ity used at least two purging strategies. The number of purging tech-
niques was the best predictor of depression and body disturbance in this
sample of identified bulimic women (Tobin, Johnson, & Dennis, 1992).

The criteria for bulimia nervosa have changed from DSM-III to DSM-
III-R, being more stringent in the latter than in the former (the converse
of what has happened to the criteria for anorexia nervosa). The number
of women who are diagnosed as having bulimia nervosa has been re-
duced as a result (Lancelot, Brooks-Gunn, & Warren, 1991; Stunkard et
al., 1986). Interestingly, the women who would be classified as having
bulimia nervosa in DSM-III but not in DSM-III-R are less likely to
exhibit depressive symptoms and other disturbances than those classi-
fied as having bulimia nervosa in DSM-III-R, lending face validity to the
change (Lancelot et al., 1991). At the same time, these women have
higher depression scores than women who are not classified as bulimic
under either diagnostic system. Such results provide some support for
notions of continuum underlying eating disorders.

Along the same lines is the work on women who are classified as
having so-called subthreshold eating disorders. These individuals meet
some but not all of the diagnostic criteria for either anorexia nervosa or
bulimia nervosa. This category may contain a relatively large number of
individuals. In two of our studies, which are based on adolescent girls
and young women from upper-middle-class backgrounds and highly
competitive high schools and colleges, one-quarter to one-third of the
samples meet criteria for Eating Disorder Not Otherwise Specified (Gra-
ber, Brooks-Gunn, Paikoff & Warren, 1994; Warren etal., 1991). Gener-
ally, females in this category have higher eating problem scores, lower
body images, and more depressive symptoms than individuals with no
eating disorder diagnosis; their scores are not as extreme as those with a
diagnosis of bulimia or anorexia nervosa. As mentioned before, such
results suggest a continuum of disordered eating but provide validity for
the diagnostic distinctions made.

Eating problems include restricting food intake (dieting) and binge-
restrict cycles. The most widely used scales have subscales for these two
types of behavior (Garner & Garfinkel, 1979). Of interest is the fact that
high scores on dieting and binging are associated with higher, not lower,
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weights in our samples of adolescent and young adult women (includ-
ing females from high academic and athletic achievement environ-
ments). Unlike girls with anorexia nervosa, who have been successful in
restricting food intake, girls with high eating problem scores have been
less successful (alternatively, they may be heavier than girls who do not
diet prior to the onset of our studies; Attie & Brooks-Gunn, 1992).

These results also may be valuable when designing studies on the
developmental trajectories of individuals. That is, a useful comparison
might be made between women who have high eating problem scores,
those who meet some but not all of the diagnostic criteria for disorders,
and those who are diagnosed with a disorder. Additionally, it might be
possible to see if women who end up with a disorder go through inter-
mediate stages on their way to the disorder. Are they likely to be diag-
nosed as Eating Disorder Not Otherwise Specified first? Comparisons
could also be made regarding the timing of different phases or way
points. Are certain women likely to have eating problems for a long
period of time before developing a disorder, and do they differ in terms
of life experiences, personality characteristics, and biological characteris-
tics from those who move from problems to disorders quite rapidly?2

A final point needs to be made about symptoms rather then problems.
We are hesitant to say much about symptoms because studies are so
parochial in their definitions. The major "symptom" in the eating disor-
der cluster is dieting or reports of restricting food intake. What is impor-
tant is that dieting has become normative for girls in our society. Norma-
tive is certainly not the same as normal.

Depressive Disorders: Problems and Symptoms

Distinctions also are made for various forms of depression, and changes
in DSM criteria have been introduced. Of particular interest are the
distinctions between Major Depressive Disorder and Dysthymia, which
is perhaps akin to the distinction between Anorexia and Bulimia Ner-
vosa, on the one hand, and Unspecified Eating Disorders, on the other.
In both cases, little is known about the likelihood that an individual
with the less specified, and perhaps less severe, form of either disorder
will go on to develop the more specific or more severe forms of depres-
sion or eating disorders. It is critical to document such progressions, if
they occur, for they might illuminate the processes by which some
individuals escape particular problems and other do not.

Depressive problems include depressive symptoms and affect. Depres-
sive affect refers to periods of sadness, unhappiness, or dysphoric moods
that most individuals experience (Kazdin, 1989). Depressed affect prob-
ably represents one of the two broad affective dimensions, specifically
negative affect, identified by Watson and Tellegen (1985). Depressive
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symptoms are often distinguished from depressive mood in terms of the
duration, severity, and number of symptoms, as discussed briefly earlier
in this chapter.

Feature analyses are less frequent for the depressed disorder cluster
than for the eating disorder cluster. Common features in depressive
problems and disorders in adolescence may include decreased interest in
school, decrease in school performance, lowered self-esteem, social iso-
lation, and negative affective states (Compas, Petersen, & Brooks-Gunn,
in press).

Age and Gender as Features of Eating and Depressive
Disorders

Rates of eating disorders and depression vary between childhood and
adolescence but not between adolescence and adulthood, for the most
part. Findings differ somewhat across studies, in part due to sample
selection, changes in the definitions of disorders, and techniques used to
elicit reports of disorders.

Eating Disorders: Problems and Symptoms

Age Trends

Eating disorders and eating problems are experienced by many adoles-
cents. Anorexia nervosa occurs in about 0.2% of all girls (based on the
adult Epidemiological Catchment Area Study; Robins, Carlson, Bucholz,
Sussman, & Earls, 1989). In a large two-stage epidemiological study of
DSM-III psychiatric disorders in a secondary school population in New
Jersey, of 5,596 adolescents surveyed, 12 lifetime cases of anorexia ner-
vosa were identified (lifetime prevalence estimate of 0.2%; Whitaker et
al., 1990). For girls, the rate of anorexia nervosa in this study was 0.5%.

The rate is higher in samples at risk for the disorder (i.e., European
and American white girls from professional families and girls attending
high-achievement, private schools). Perhaps the most widely cited stud-
ies are those of Crisp and Szmukler of adolescent girls in Great Britain,
where the former found one case per 200 girls and the latter one case
per 120 girls. However, recent studies indicate that rates may be creep-
ing up in other ethnic groups and in lower social class groups (Hsu,
1987); the perceived importance of adapting middle-class or upper-
middle-class standards may be one reason for the increases (Pumariega,
1986).

The range of estimates for bulimia nervosa in females is 1% to 2.8%
for adolescents and young adults (Fairburn & Beglink 1990; Kendler,
Maclean, Neale, Kessler, Heath, & Eaves, 1991). In the New Jersey
study previously mentioned, the estimate was 1 % for bulimia with past
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or current anorexia and 2.5% for bulimia at normal weight (Whitaker et
al., 1990). These rates results those reported in the adult EGA study
(Robins et al., 1984).

Childhood rates of eating disorders are low, although prevalence fig-
ures are not forthcoming (Lask & Bryant-Waugh, 1992). However, the
symptoms seen in children with eating disorders may be somewhat
different from those seen in adolescent and adult women. Lask and
Bryant-Waugh (1992) have observed that many prepubertal children do
not meet the full diagnostic criteria for anorexia nervosa: Children as
opposed to adolescents with an eating disorder seem to have lower body
fat and are more likely to restrict their fluid intake as well their food
intake (Irwin, 1981). Since starvation often results in delayed puberty
(Warren, & Brooks-Gunn, 1989a), it is sometimes difficult to know
whether a prepubertal 10- or 11-year-old girl with an eating disorder
would have already entered puberty if she was not restricting her caloric
intake. This fact further complicates comparisons among prepubertal
and pubertal children and young adolescents (given that puberty as well
as chronological age is used to define the onset of adolescence; Brooks-
Gunn & Petersen, 1983, 1984).

One other study warrants mention, both for its methodology and for
its results. Two groups of anorectics—one that developed the disorder
prepubertally and one that became ill postpubertally—were compared
in a retrospective study. The two groups were similar on a variety of
familial and personality characteristics—suicide attempts, family prob-
lems, and sexual anxiety. They differed in several important aspects,
however. One had to do with earlier eating problems and family focus
on feeding, which were more common in the prepubertal group. The
other difference was that the younger group was more likely to have
experienced major stressful life events that might have been a factor in
the onset of the disorder (Jacobs & Isaacs, 1986). The focus on possible
difference in the etiology, or at least the concomitants, of disorders, as a
function of age or gender, is a welcome addition to the field of develop-
mental psychopathology.

Turning to subclinical disorders, we find that perhaps as many as 20%
of adolescent girls will or have exhibited bulimic behaviors (Schwartz,
Thompson, & Johnson, 1985). This figure does not include girls who
engage in unhealthy eating behavior (perhaps less extreme than binge
and purge behaviors but still indicative of eating problems); estimates
suggest that about 15% may engage in chronic dieting behavior (Attie &
Brooks-Gunn, 1995; Killen, Taylor, Telch, Saylor, Maron, & Robinson,
1986; Sallis., 1993; Story, Rosenwinkel, Himes, Resnick, Harris, &
Blum, 1991; Whitaker et al., 1990). The overlap between those girls
who diet chronically and those who engage in binging and/or purging is
large (Story et al., 1991).Estimates for younger girls vis-a-vis chronic
dieting and bulumic behaviors are not particularly reliable; however,
girls from fourth to sixth grade do engage in unhealthy eating behaviors.
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In one study, 3.8% of fifth and sixth graders reported purging (Stein &
Reichert, 1990; see also Childress et al., 1993); in another study, 7% of
third to sixth graders scored at about the cutoff for the Child EAT (Ma-
loney et al., 1988; see also Alessi, Krahn, Brehm, & Wittekindt, 1989).

Almost no studies have looked at change over time in the manifesta-
tion of severe eating problems. Our group has followed a sample of over
100 girls for 8 years—during middle school, high school, and college. At
each time point, one-quarter scored about the cutoff point for severe
problems using the EAT (Graber, Brooks-Gunn, Paikoff & Warren,
1994). Interestingly, no increase in the number of girls scoring in the
high range was found; while continuity was found, a number of girls
who were high at one point were not high at others. Little is known
about the characteristics of girls who have extreme scores during one
phase of adolescence but not during another.

Having been on a diet is now normative for adolescent girls. Norma-
tive does not mean that such behavior is normal, or does not have
negative health consequences, or does not place girls at risk for such
consequences (another example of a behavior that has become norma-
tive in adolescence that places teenagers at risk for morbidity is drink-
ing). A large study (over 35,000 middle and high school students in
Minnesota) indicates that about two-thirds of adolescent girls reported
having dieted in the past 12 months (Story et al., 1991). The incidence
increased with the grade in school, although similar rates were reported
across social class and geographic residence (suburban, rural, urban).

Another approach to the issue of developmental changes is to consid-
er the nature of eating problems. We have conducted a study using
maximum likelihood factor analysis, which allows us to look at the
salience of various constructs across age groups (Brooks-Gunn, Rock, &
Warren, 1989). Using a form of the EAT-26, we found that the size of the
absolute factor loadings increased across three groups of girls—those in
7th to 8th, 9th to 10th, and llth to 12th grades. Eating problems be-
came more important as girls moved through their adolescent years.
This procedure is particularly important in that many studies do not
report increases in mean levels of eating problems over this age period.

Gender

Gender divergence in rates of eating disorders and problems occur at the
time of adolescence. Prior to adolescence, cases of anorexia nervosa and
bulimia appear to occur in boys versus girls in a 1 to 5 ratio (Lask &
Bryant-Waugh, 1992). The ratio of females to males for anorexia ner-
vosa is estimated to be 10 to 1 both during the adolescent period and
thereafter (Lucas, Beard, O'Fallon, & Kurland, 1991). Likewise, prior to
adolescence, boys and girls have quite similar rates. During adolescence,
the rates climb more rapidly for girls, so that by the middle to the end of
adolescence, girls have a rate twice as high as that of boys (Angold &
Rutter, 1992; Bird et al., 1988).
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As in the case of age, we may ask whether symptoms, or the meaning
of symptoms, are gender linked. While the DSM diagnostic criteria are
not bounded by gender, descriptions of eating-disordered symptoms may
differ for boys and girls. Generally, males are less concerned with the
number of pounds gained or lost and more concerned with achieving
a muscular body. Males with eating disorders are more likely than fe-
males to belong to subgroups in which weight control is demanded for
professional athletic reasons (although female athletes, especially those
in ballet, figure skating, and gymnastics, have higher rates of anorexia
nervosa than those in other athletic fields or nonathletes; Brooks-
Gunn, Attie, Burrow, Rosso, & Warren, 1989; Malina, 1983; Striegel-
Moore, 1992). Slender physiques are also preferred in some homosex-
ual male communities and rates of eating disorders may be higher in
such contexts (Striegel-Moore, 1992), but not as high as in women
generally (Brand, Rothblum, & Solomon, 1992).

Gendered aspects of eating concerns are mirrored in the media. One
study reports that 10 times as many diet articles and advertisements are
found in magazines aimed at women compared to those directed to
same-age men (Andersen & DiDomenico, 1992). The ratio of diet arti-
cles (10 to 1) is the same as the ratio of females to males with eating
disorders. The authors speculate about the presence of a "dose-
response" curve to explain the gendered nature of eating disorders given
the cultural incentives for dieting and slim figures in women. Such
musings, of course, go way beyond what is known, since it is still un-
clear whether media and other sociocultural features are associated with
eating disorders.

Depressive Disorders: Problems and Symptoms

Age Trends

Clincial depression is more common than eating disorders. The point
prevalence for adolescents is about 1% to 3%, and for adults it is about
4% to 5% (Fendrich, Warner, & Weissman, 1990; Rutter, Graham,
Chadwich, & Yule, 1976; Weissman, Gammon, John, Merikangas, Prus-
off, & Scholomskas, 1987). A recent review suggest that this rate may be
higher (Petersen, Compas, Brooks-Gunn, Stemmler, Ely, & Grant,
1993).

In the depression literature, controversy has focused on whether chil-
dren have the cognitive capacity to experience feelings of hopelessness
and to generalize these feelings to the future. Suicidal ideation was once
though to be impossible for children, although clinicians have docu-
mented cases of suicidal ideation in young children. However, possible
differences in the features of clinical disorders in childhood and adoles-
cence need a closer look, as they provide clues to etiological, develop-
mentally bounded similarities and differences. Research has compared
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children and adolescents vis-a-vis similarities and differences in pre-
pubertal and postpubertal onset of major depressive disorders (Puig-
Antich, 1986; Rutter, Izard, & Read, 1986). Generally, this literature
suggests a higher likelihood of familial affective disorder in those early-
onset cases. It is possible that early onset is due in part to a larger genetic
loading for affective disorder. At the same time, residing in a home with
a parent who has a disorder is itself a major risk factor for depression (as
well as for other mental disorders; Hammen, 1991). Untangling the
effects of hereditability and family environment is exceedingly difficult,
making it difficult to interpret the findings of familial transmission and
early-onset depression.

The rates of depressive symptomatology and depressive affect are esti-
mated to be quite high. About one-sixth of all youth report depressive
symptomatology at any point in time (Angold, 1988; Petersen et al.,
1993). Additionally, depressive affect of mood states may be reported by
as much as one-third of all youth at any point in time (Petersen et al.,
1993). Rates are lower for children, although, like the research on eating
problems in childhood, the literature of depressive problems in child-
hood is scanty.

To see whether the nature of depressive problems changes as a func-
tion of age, we have looked at the factor structure of constructs across
three groups of adolescent girls (Brooks-Gunn et al., 1989). The salience
of the construct, including emotional tone (a measure of depressive
affect; Petersen et al., 1991), was similar across the three age points (in
contrast to what was found for eating problems).

Gender
Depression also may have gendered features. Perhaps the best example
is the fact that males and females may have different styles of coping
with stressful life events. Females seem to ruminate on problems more
than males, a style that may result in more depressive affect being expe-
rienced or the meaning of such negative mood states being constructed
differently (Nolen-Hoeksema, Girgus, & Seligman, 1991; Seligman, Pe-
tersen, Kaslow, Tannenbaum, Alley, & Abramson, 1984). More direct
studies of the meaning of depressive symptoms to boys and girls, along
the lines of the eating literature, would be welcome.

Behaviors associated with depressive affect also may adhere to gender
lines. For example, adolescent boys who are depressed may be more
likely to use drugs or to exhibit acting-out behavior than girls (Kandel,
Ravies, & Davies, 1991). Such behaviors may mask the depressive symp-
toms, so that depression may be less likely to be diagnosed in boys than
in girls. Studies of comorbidity do suggest different patterns by gender
(Lewinsohn, Clarke, Hops, & Andrews, 1990; Lewinsohn, Rohde, Seel-
ey, &Hops, 1991).

The onset of adolescence is believed to be a time of gender intensifica-
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tion (Hill & Lynch, 1983), as boys and girls struggle with what it means
to be a male or a female, and as both sexes pay closer attention to how
maleness and femaleness are denned culturally and how males and
females are treated and portrayed. These differences may result in more
stress for girls than for boys, which, in turn, may be associated with the
higher rates of depressive disorders and problems for girls (Hill & Lynch,
1983; Petersen, Sarigiani, & Kennedy, 1991). The higher stress of adoles-
cence for girls may take several forms, including the experience of more
stressful events, the simultaneous experience of multiple events, the lack
of varied opportunities to demonstrate competence, the perceived nar-
rowing of career options, the lack of coping strategies with which to
meet the challenges of this time period, and difficulties in forging an
independent persona. All have been hypothesized to account for differ-
9ences in depression rates (Brooks-Gunn, 1992; Compas, 1987a; Col-
ton & Gore , 1991; Petersen et al., 1991). However, detailed studies of
multiple explanations for the gender differences, and longitudinal stud-
ies of the various processes underlying depression in boys and girls, are
few and far between.

The Adolescent Experience and Emerging
Psychopathology

Adolescence is a time of multiple developmental challenges. Change
probably occurs in every facet of life (Brooks-Gunn & Petersen, 1991;
Feldman & Elliott, 1990; Petersen et al., 1993; Takanishi, 1993). Conse-
quently, conceptual frameworks employed to chart the emergence of
specific forms of developmental psychopathology focus on the changes
that occur during adolescence.

The possible continuities in symptoms from childhood to adolescence
or in childhood predictors of adolescent behavior are not studied as
frequently as we would like (notable published exceptions include the
work of Block and his colleagues and that of Caspi, Moffit, and their
colleagues, who have followed cohorts through childhood and adoles-
cence, with an eye toward problem behaviors associated with depres-
sion and eating disorders; other longitudinal studies, while informative,
often have not included the type of measures most relevant to a study of
these two forms of psychopathology; Brooks-Gunn, Phelps, & Elder,
1991; Robins & Rutter, 1990; Rutter, 1986). The reliance on the devel-
opmental challenges of adolescence probably obscures continuity in
form or function across the first 18 years of life. For example, in the
Block study (Block, 1991; Gjerde & Block, 1991), girls who had high
depressive symptomatology scores at age 18 were likely to exhibit inhib-
ited and overcontrolled behavior in the preschool years, while adoles-
cent boys who had high scores were likely to show behavioral organiza-
tion in the early years characterized as aggressive and low in impulse
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control. Continuity here is seen in the rank ordering of individuals, not
in the form that a behavior takes at each age.

At the same time, a careful look at the contribution of the challenges
of adolescence to depression and eating disorders is itself a fairly recent
phenomenon. In part, this shortcoming is due to the widely held belief
that adolescence itself is a period of almost universal storm and stress for
boys and girls alike. This view has had the perverse effect of discounting
developmental problems, on the one hand (as adolescents should grow
out of their problems), and ignoring developmental variations on the
other (Brooks-Bunn & Petersen, 1991; Colten & Gore, 1991; Lerner,
1985; Petersen et al., 1993). Research has demonstrated that many, if
not the majority of, adolescents do not experience significant storm and
stress but that of those who do, many have subsequent and severe
difficulties (Offer, Howard, Schonert, & Ostrov, 1991; Rutter et al.,
1976). These alterations represent a sea change in how adolescence is
perceived, with increased attention being given to the factors that con-
tribute to the emergence of problem behavior in some young people, as
well as those that protect other individuals from problem behavior.
Multidimensional, system-level, longitudinal models are in favor, un-
derlying the belief that problem behavior is not the result of single
causes or single systems. Much more research focuses on depression
than on eating disorders, in part because of the large numbers of young
people experiencing depressive affect at any point in time.

We first look at the literature on biological dysregulation and the
onset of the two disorder clusters. This work does not always take a
developmental perspective. However, it is relevant since dysregulatory
processes associated with disorders may differ as a function of age. We
then briefly review what is known about the internal changes known to
be associated with adolescence—puberty, cognition, and affective
states—as they might intersect with the emergence of eating problems
and depressive symptomatology. Then two contexts in which the ado-
lescent girls finds herself are considered (albeit briefly). Virtually all of
this literature considers problem behavior, not psychopathology (with
the exception of the literature on biological dysregulation), given the
paucity of studies beginning prior to the onset of a clinical disorder.

Biological Dysregulation and Adolescent Onset of Disorders

Given the rise in the rates of depression and eating disorders during
adolescence, biological explanations are almost always suggested when
looking at etiology. Developmental approaches have not been used ex-
tensively.

In the eating disorder literature, as mentioned in the introduction, a
biological concomitants or precursors of eating problems have been
studied primarily in terms of whether biological conditions are due only
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to the effects of starvation or semistarvation. Changes associated with
starvation include impaired concentration, loss of general interests, de-
pressive symptomatology, social withdrawal, and a focus on food-
related concerns (Garner, 1986), as well as sleep distrubance, amenor-
rhea, hypotension, bradycardia, reduced core temperature, insensitivity
to pain, and lanugo hair (Warren, 1986). Most important for our pur-
pose is the fact that starvation effects are not specific to eating disorders;
they are seen in all starving individuals (Keys, Brozek, Henschel, Mick-
elsen, & Taylor, 1950). Interestingly, obese persons may suffer from the
effects of semistarvation when losing weight even though their weight is
in the normal rather than the low range.

Research to date does not allow for a separation of the factors contrib-
uting to the etiology and those maintaining the disorder. Additionally,
how biological factors interact with psychosocial factors in eating disor-
ders is poorly understood. Currently, most biological changes are con-
sidered secondary to weight loss. The neuroendocrine changes are
thought to be reversible following weight gain (Kaplan & Woodside,
1987; Warren, 1986). With respect to adolescent girls, the onset of
anorexia nervosa can cause a reversion to prepubertal hormonal output
(nocturnal spiking of luteinizing hormone; Boyar, Finklestein, Roff-
warg, Kapan, Wertman, & Hellman, 1972); weight gain signals a return
to normal hormonal patterns. Possible exceptions to the reversibility of
effects for both adolescent girls and young women include bone demi-
neralization and hypercortisol activity (Salisbury & Mitchell, 1991; War-
ren, Brooks-Gunn, Fox, Lancelot, Newman, & Hamilton, 1991).

The links between depression and biological dysregulation are quite
different from those between eating disorders and biological changes.
What is common, however, is that both forms of psychopathology may be
triggered by environmental events, and that both major depressive disor-
der and anorexia nervosa are characterized by biological dysregulation—
starvation in the case of eating disorders and stressful life events in the
case of depression. A major depressive disorder may follow several differ-
ent paths (and probably each trajectory exists, with some being more
common for particular forms of depression than others). "Depression
may be due to: (a) a response to environment events, with biological
dysregulation a result of psychosocial factors; (b) a biological difference
prior to the occurrence of any environment event for those individuals
who go on to have a depressive episode; and (c) a reflection of a genetic
susceptibility to experiencing the biological dysregulation associated
with depression" (Brooks-Gunn, Petersen, & Compas, 1995). To further
complicate matters, the nature of the biological dysregulation seems to
differ across individuals (as demonstrated in studies of clinically de-
pressed patients, not all of whom ever exhibit the particular dysregulation
under study, and as demonstrated in studies of the differential effective-
ness of biological treatments for specific individuals).

While it is beyond the scope of this chapter to review all of the
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literature on biological concomitants of depression in adolescence (see
Brooks-Gunn et al., 1995; Dahl et al., 1991; Puig-Antich, 1986), a few
points are relevant to a focus on adolescence. First, while biological
work has the potential to provide information on the etiology of depres-
sion, almost none of the work has taken a comparative or longitudinal
perspective, limiting what may be said about biological underpinnings
or about age-related differences. Second, while there is great interest in
discovering possible biological markers of depression, little evidence ex-
ists (Gold, Goodwin & Chrousos, 1988). This is due in part to what we
would accept as evidence (i.e., the necessity to have studies prior to the
onset of the first episode to see if biological substrates differed then; see
Puig-Antich, 1986). Studies of children and adolescents who are at high
risk for developing a depressive disorder (i.e., offspring of affectively
disordered parents) constitute a possible approach.

What do we know about biological dysregulation, and what does it
tell us about adolescents and psychopathology? It is clear that the limbic
system, specifically the HP axes, are affected during a depressive epi-
sode. Those axes involving the adrenal (HPA), the thyroid (HPT), the
gonadal (HPG), and the somatotropic (HPS) have all been the object of
investigation. Additionally, sleep architecture changes and melatonin
secretion seem to be affected during depressive episodes (Giles, Jarrett,
Roffwarg, & Rush, 1987; Reynolds, Gillen, & Kupfer, 1987). Finally,
neurotransmitter systems are altered, with links between these systems
and the HP axes being studied at an ever-increasing rate.

What is interesting, vis-a-vis the focus on adolescents, is how little
work actually considers the dramatic changes in the HP axes occurring
as part of the pubertal process (Brooks-Gunn & Reiter, 1990; Reiter,
1987). Adrenarche occurs in middle childhood as the HPA axis is reacti-
vated after a relatively quiescent time. A few years later, the HPG axis
increases in steroid hormones due to releases in inhibition of the HPG
axis due to central nervous system system changes.

Comparisons between depressed children and adolescents have been
made for HP axes and sleep architecture dysfunction. However, the
intersection between these forms of dysregulation and the normal per-
turbations of puberty have not been the focus of study. Indeed, not all
studies even document the pubertal stage of their depressed adolescents,
instead categorizing them as prepubertal or postpubertal. This is surpris-
ing since puberty is often heralded as one of the factors contributing to
the rise in these two disorders (Rutter et al., 1976; Angold & Rutter,
1992).

Almost nothing is known about the HPG axis and depression in ado-
lescence, in part because this system is not believed to be a major con-
tributor to depression in adults. In contrast, studies of depressive af-
fect rather than of clinical depression have looked at the HPG axis
(Buchanan et al., 1992).
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Puberty, Cognition, and Affective Changes

Puberty and the Body

Pubertal changes are biological, social, and intrapsychic. They are both
public and private. They evoke strong feelings in most adolescents, and
even in adults, long after puberty is completed (Brooks-Gunn, 1991;
Petersen, 1987). We review research on the physiological changes of
puberty, the meaning of puberty, and the body image construct here as
they are linked to eating and depression disorder clusters.

Physiological Changes

Perhaps the most striking change during the transition to adolescence is
the development of a mature body. Puberty is comprised of a series of
physiological changes, which themselves often follow different timeta-
bles. Both hormonal events and the secondary sexual characteristics that
follow may influence girls' behavior (Brooks-Gunn & Reiter, 1990).
Hormones may have direct effects upon behavior, or more indirect ef-
fects via their effects on internal feeling states or on secondary sexual
characteristics. The bodily changes may influence behavior via girls'
responses to the changes, others' responses to the changes, or some
combination (see Brooks-Gunn, Graber, & Paikoff, 1994; and Graber,
Brooks-Gunn, & Warren, 1995, for a discussion of different models
underlying possible pubertal influences on affective states).

Two different research traditions have focused on pubertal changes
and mental health. The first focuses on disorders and the second on
problems. Little has been done on pubertal processes and mental health
disorders (see the later review of physiological contributions to depres-
sion and eating disorder). The work to date has considered whether the
age-related increases in disorders can be linked to puberty specifically
rather than to the age range in which puberty typically occurs. Perhaps
the best example of this work involves the case record reviews by An-
gold and Rutter (1992), who report no association between puberty and
depressive disorders. No comparable research exists for eating disorders.
Hormonal studies have focused on biological dysregulation more gener-
ally, rather than on the dysregulations that occur with pubertal change.

The second line of research targets problems as outcomes. The hor-
monal research on adolescence has focused on affective outcomes, in
part because of strong beliefs about early adolescence being a time of
storm and stress (Brooks-Gunn, 1991; Holmbeck & Hill, 1991; Petersen,
1988). This research has been reviewed elsewhere (Buchanan, Eccles, &
Becker, 1992; Brooks-Gunn et al, 1994; Paikoff & Brooks-Gunn, 1990).
Of interest here is the fact that some links have been found between the
rapid increases in steroid hormones (and pituitary hormones) and de-
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pressive symptoms in girls (Brooks-Gunn & Warren, 1989; Warren &
Brooks-Gunn, 1989). This effect seems to be non-linear (see Susman,
Dorn, & Chrousos, 1991, who did not find links using linear regres-
sions). It also seems to persist over a 1-year period (Paikoff, Brooks-
Gunn, & Warren, 1991). Whether subsequent research will replicate
these one-study findings is not known. Recent research by our group is
also finding hormonal links with eating problems using the same sam-
ple of about 100 girls used in the depressive affect work (Graber, Paikoff
& Brooks-Gunn, 1993).

Pubertal status, as assessed by secondary sexual characteristic devel-
opment (breast and pubic hair growth) and menarche, does not seem to
be associated with depressive symptomatology (Graber et al., 1995;
Susman et al., 1991). However, links between breast development and
eating problems have been reported in one study but not in another
(Attie & Brooks-Gunn, 1989; Graber et al., 1993). Breast development
may be found to have more indirect affects: For example, dating is
associated with breast development, and dating or movement to more
intimate behavior may be associated with affective states or perceptions
of one's body (Brooks-Gunn, Newman, Holderness, & Warren, 1994;
Garguilo, Attie, Brooks-Gunn, & Warren, 1987).

A more direct link is seen between one pubertal process—the increase
in body fat—and eating problems. Eating problems increase as girls
develop the rounded contours of a women (breast development and
body fat), as work in our research group and that of others demonstrates
(Attie & Brooks-Gunn, 1989; Garguilo et al., 1987). These effects are
probably due to the meaning of body fat, even that associated with
normal development, in our society (Faust, 1983). Consequently, we
turn to a discussion of the meaning of puberty to girls today.

Meaning of Puberty

Hamburg (1980) has discussed the meaning of puberty to youth as a
lottery: Each individual knows that her body will change, but she is not
sure about the timing and sequencing of the events, let along the out-
come of the process. It comes as no surprise, then, that pubertal changes
are scrutinized by the girl as well as her peers. Girls often report that
they perceive pubertal events to be private ones that they do not wish to
discuss with others (or at least only a few others; Brooks-Gunn & War-
ren, 1989; Brooks-Gunn et al., 1994; Ruble & Brooks-Gunn, 1982). At
the same time, others see the event as public, often commenting on the
changes (often to the chagrin of girls; Brooks-Gunn & Reiter, 1990).
Girls are embarrassed by their parents' comments about development
(Brooks-Gunn & Warren, 1985b). However; they are acutely aware of
the status of their friends' development (Brooks-Gunn, Warren, Sam-
uelson, & Fox, 1986). Furthermore, girls are able to provide fairly accu-
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rate assessments of the timing of their own development relative to that
of their peers (Brooks-Gunn, Petersen, & Eichorn, 1985; Tobin-Rich-
ards, Boxer, & Petersen, 1983).

Timing of puberty seems to play a greater role than actual pubertal
changes in the occurrence of depressive and eating problems (Attie &
Brooks-Gunn, 1989; Brooks-Gunn, 1982; Petersen et al., 1991; Sim-
mons & Blyth, 1987). Early-maturing girls are much more likely to
exhibit depressive symptoms than on-time or late-maturing girls. In-
deed, in one study on changes in depressive symptomatology over a
4-year period, early puberty was highly predictive of an increase in
symptomatology, even controlling for depressive symptoms at age 11,
when the early maturers were already exhibiting secondary sexual char-
acteristic development (Brooks-Gunn, 1991). We do not have a good
idea of the processes underlying these results, however. The work by
Magnusson and Stattin (1990) provides some hints. Early-maturing
girls, who were likely to smoke, drink, and have sex earlier than later
maturers in Sweden, were also more likely to associate with older peers
who presumably were engaging in the behaviors under study. With
respect to depressive affect, early-maturing girls, if they have older peers,
may be engaging in behaviors and experiencing events for which they
are not prepared psychologically. Hence, their movement into older peer
groups is stressful due to the multiplicity of events, the lack of support,
and the difficulty managing increased expectancies.

The processes underlying links between early puberty and eating
problems are probably somewhat different from those for early puberty
and depressive problems. It is likely that the ways in which early matu-
ration is perceived by girls (reorganization of body image and mismatch
with cultural expectations for a long, linear, lean body in the case of
eating problems) are important (Attie & Brooks-Gunn, 1992; Faust,
1983; Palla & Litt, 1988).

Body Image

Body image also plays a role in the emergence of eating and depressive
problems. It is difficult to separate the meaning of pubertal change from
girls' body images. However, a somewhat separate literature has
emerged on body images, using scales that tap how much girls like their
bodies, or the specific features of their bodies that they like and dislike.
More negative body images are associated with both depressive affect
and eating problems (Attie & Brooks-Gunn, 1991; Attie et al., 1990;
Post & Crowther, 1985). In the case of eating problems, they seem to
have a causal role in that a worsening of body image predicts a change
in eating disorders (as demonstrated in one of the few longitudinal
studies; Attie & Brooks-Gunn, 1989). Body image is linked to pubertal
changes in that girls with more rapid physical growth and with higher
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weights have worse body images; these effects are intensified in girls
who are under pressure to keep their weight low (Brooks-Gunn & War-
ren, 1985; Brooks-Gunn et al., 1989; Garguilo et al., 1987).

In the case of depressive symptomatology, it is unclear whether poor
body images are part of general low self-esteem or are specific to the
body in a more physical sense. Low self-esteem is associated with de-
pression and is believed to lead to depressive symptomatology and per-
haps clinical depression (Harter, 1990; Renouf & Harter, 1990).

Cognitive Growth

Another milestone of the adolescent experience involves changes in
cognitive processes (Keating, 1990). Little literature considers how these
changes might result in susceptibility to affective problems. The best-
known work is probably that of Nolen-Hoeksma, Girgus, and Seligman,
who have been studying attributional styles of thought and rumination
as they relate to depression (Nolen-Hoeksema, Girgus, & Seligman,
1991; Seligman, Kamen & Nolen-Hoeksema, 1988). Using stable, gen-
eral, and internal attributions to explain negative events is associated
with higher depressive symptomatology scores in young adolescents
(Kaslow, Rehm, & Siegel, 1984; Nolen-Hoeksma, Girgus, & Seligman,
1992). A more inclusive conceptual framework has been proposed by
Hammen (1990), who suggests that researchers should consider infor-
mation processing, attributional, and self-control aspects of cognition as
they might impact youth's affective states.

Affective Changes

Affective changes are thought to occur during the transition to adoles-
cence. Often these are subsumed under the broad (and probably mis-
leading) heading of storm and stress (Lerner, 1985). The fact that de-
pressive symptomatology increases during adolescence (in some but all
studies) would be evidence of affective change (albeit somewhat circular
when considering depression as an outcome [Compas & Hammen,
1994; Petersen et al., 1993]).

What is more interesting is whether the adolescent transition is asso-
ciated with changes in arousal states (e.g., the sensitivity to external and
internal events to trigger increases in arousal, or the lability of arousal
states). We (Brooks-Gunn et al., 1994), as well as Buchanan, Eccles, and
Becker (1992), have hypothesized that such changes may accompany
the initial increases in hormonal output. If so, these changes could be
interpreted in various ways by the adolescent girl. Labeling these
changes as affective states would occur, as Schacter and Singer (1962)
have hypothesized. Events determining how increased arousal is labeled
include preexisting personality characteristics (e.g., shyness, novelty
seeking), the context in which the girl finds herself during the increased
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arousal, attributions made to mood state, and the degree to which the
girl is physiologically reactive to novel and familiar events. To date, no
research has been conducted either on the notion that arousal is one
internal process by which hormonal changes and affective states are
linked or on the processes underlying such an association.

Interestingly, Bruch (1973) has written about the disturbance of per-
ceptual and cognitive interpretations of feeling states as being one of the
three conditions of eating disorders during adolescence. Another ap-
proach has been taken by Strober (1991). Cloninger (1987) has put
forth a premise related to the personality characteristics of individuals at
risk for developing eating disorders. The three are low novelty seeking,
high harm avoidance, and reward dependence. These characteristics,
while genetically determined, may be moderated by environmental
characteristics. Girls with this constellation may be at risk for affect
dysregulation that could present as eating (or perhaps depressive) prob-
lems. For example, girls who are early maturers, or girls who are experi-
encing high arousal states associated with the increase in the HPG and
HPA axes, and who are also adverse to novelty and change, may find
coping with pubertal growth particularly difficult. The result may be a
set of ritualized behaviors (such as food restriction or exercising) in an
attempt to control or minimize the pubertal influences (Attie & Brooks-
Gunn, 1995).

In any case, it is clear that little research had been directed to affective
processes, other than describing them, during the adolescent transition
(see, as an exception, the work of Csikzentmihalyi & Larson, 1984;
Larson & Lampman-Petraitis, 1989; Tobin-Richards et al., 1983).

Contextual Influences

Family Processes and Disorders

Family factors include genetic and environmental influences, which are
often difficult to disentangle. It is clear that the major risk factor for
clinical depression is having a parent with an affective disorder (Downey
& Coyne, 1990; Hammen, 1991; Hammen, Burge, & Stansbury, 1990).
Offspring of such parents also are at increased risk for other forms of
psychopathology, as well as school problems, peer problems, and other
problems. Research not only implicates genetic transmission (Weiss-
man, 1990), but also the interactions among family members and the
climate in the family as etiological factors (Burge & Hammen, 1991;
Carlton-Ford, Paikoff, & Brooks-Gunn, 1991; Downey & Coyne, 1990).
Divorce and economic conditions in the family also are associated with
depression (Block, Block, & Gjerde, 1986; Cherlin et al., 1991; Lempers
& Clark-Lempers, 1990).

This rich and informative literature has no parallel in the eating disor-
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der literature. This is due in part to the fact that the offspring of eating-
disordered women are not followed and that the genetic transmission,
while clearly existing, does not seem to be as strong. Unfortunately,
almost all family studies focus on the family interactions after an eating
disorder has been identified in the adolescent girl. While providing
much insight into the functioning of these families, caution must be
taken in attributing causality in this research corpus (Attie et al., 1990;
Attie & Brooks-Gunn, in press).

Family Processes and Problems

Literature on problems rather than disorders has identified a number of
risk factors during the adolescent years. One research line involves direct
socialization or parental concern for particular behaviors. Perhaps the
best illustration involves the fact that mothers influence girls' eating
behaviors in terms of their emphasis placed on body shape and size. Two
studies have reported associations between mothers and daughters in
terms of body image, weight concerns, and eating (Attie & Brooks-
Gunn, 1989; Rodin, Silberstein, & Striegel-Moore, 1984).

Another research tradition involves the transformation of family in-
teractions during the transition to adolescence (Paikoff & Brooks-Gunn,
1991). However, this work does not address depression or eating directly
(i.e., it does not look at change in family functioning and effects on
problem behavior).

However, work has been conducted on family functioning using
cross-sectional approaches. This work suggests that different dimensions
of family functioning may be related to different forms of problems.
Families who are low in cohession are likely to have daughters who
exhibit eating problems (Attie & Brooks-Gunn; 1989; Paikoff, Brooks-
Gunn & Carlton-Ford, 1991). In contrast, a different family climate
dimension—family conflict—is associated with depressive affect (Paik-
off et al., 1991,). These two dimensions—cohension and control—have
been identified in the clinical literature as being common in families
where daughters have eating disorders, on the one hand, and depres-
sion, on the other (Attie & Brooks-Gunn, 1992).

We wish to sound a note of caution with respect to these findings. It is
possible that family processes are altered following the daughter's be-
havioral change (Paikoff & Brooks-Gunn, 1991). Reciprocal effects
could occur via instigation by the daughter (moving away from the
family in the case of eating problems or confrontation with the family in
the case of depressive affect). Alternatively, the parents could be provid-
ing a milieu in which a particular problem behavior will flourish. In all
likelihood, these associations reflect reciprocal effects, such that families
who are low in cohesion are probably more likely to provide an envi-
ronment conducive to eating problems, while the onset of eating prob-
lems heightens the effects of the preexisting characteristics of the family
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or increases the level of family dysfunction directly. The same processes
might be at work in families with daughters who exhibit depressive
symptoms or clinical depression. Indeed, in an exploratory analysis of
the links between family conflict and depressive affect, each measured
twice during adolescence, some support for family conflict leading to
more depressive symptoms in the daughters was found (i.e., cross-
lagged panel analyses; Carlton-Ford, Paikoff, Oakley, Sharer, & Brooks-
Gunn, in press). The same criticism could be leveled at the work on
family dysfunction and its role in the etiology of eating or depressive
disorders.

Another research tradition focuses on early parent child interations,
as as a critical foundation for healthy psychological functioning later on.
Object relations theory and attachment theory are perhaps the best ex-
emplar of this tradition. Most of what is written is quite speculative vis-
a-vis depressive and eating outcomes in adolescence in that samples
have not been tracked from infancy through adolescence. The dysreg-
ulations in parent—child synchrony captured in work on avoidance at-
tachment patterns, unresponsive parenting, disengagement, and intru-
sive dyadic interactions during the infant and toddler phases have
features that are associated with affect regulation problems later on
(Cicchetti, in press; Emde, 1988; Rutter, 1986). Likewise, the scanty but
provocative literature on interactional problems in feeding patterns early
on may be indicative of subsequent issues about food and control.

Peers

Given the salience of the peer group during adolescence, it comes as no
surprise that a vigorous research tradition exists (Brown, 1990; Savin-
Williams & Berndt, 1990; Youniss & Smollar, 1985). Not much of this
work directly addresses links with depressive or eating problems or
disorders, and when it does, the direction of effects is not always clear.

Work on depression suggests that disruptions in peer relationships
occur during depressive episodes. However, little research addresses the
question of whether social isolation from peers precedes or follows the
onset of a depressive problem or disorder. Scanty evidence suggests that
these effects might be reciprocal (Vernberg, 1990). At the same time,
adult disorders are strongly associated with poor peer relationships in
the adolescent years (Sroufe & Rutter, 1984).

Much less is known about peer relationships and eating problems.
Perhaps the most interesting work is that focusing on learning un-
healthy eating behavior from same-sex peers. Socialization into binge
and bulimic cycles has been reported (Crandall, 1988; Killen, Taylor,
Telch, Saylor, Maron, & Robinson, 1986). Unlike the literature on moth-
ers and daughters, the literature on the female peer system indicates that
the peer group is thought to provide direct teaching about purging tech-
niques. It is unclear how frequently such learning occurs.
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Another research thread has to do with how self-perceptions may be
altered by the peer system. Barter's work is illustrative. In a recent study,
Harter and her colleagues (1992) have suggested that self-worth, being
linked to competence domains identified as important by youth, will
vary as a function of these domains. Central to middle school students
were a peer domain (appearance, peer friendships, athletic ability) and
an academic and behavior (school and conduct) self-worth domain. The
former was linked to perceived peer support and the latter to perceived
parental support, as expected. These domains predicted depressive prob-
lems in different ways. Such an approach allows for more specific hy-
potheses about how peer approval is linked to self-worth, in what do-
mains of competence, and for what subgroups of adolescents.

Developmental Trajectories and Developmental Psychopathology

We have considered the emergence of eating and depressive problems
and disorders in the context of adolescence by reviewing what is known
about various risk factors, as well as taking a cursory look at biological
dysregulation. Almost all of this work is cross-sectional, or, if longitudi-
nal, covers only a brief time span. Many have pleaded for more prospec-
tive research focusing on mental health outcomes covering a number of
transitional periods, and including multiple risk factors. While few such
studies have been conducted, we present the results of two to give a
flavor of what might be considered the next generation of studies on the
mental health of adolescents. Our illustrations come from our work and
that of Petersen. Other groups are following samples of youth into their
adult years; notable examples are the studies by Block (1991), Hauser,
Borman, Powers, Jacobson, and Noam (1990), and Baumrind (1980).

We hasten to add that the perspective is limited in that it looks at
youth gathered from school settings. A comparable prospective ap-
proach for examining the emergence of disorders is the study of off-
spring of affectively disordered parents. Often these studies target the
offspring of depressed parents (Hammen, 1991); Weissman, Gammon,
John, Merikangas, Prusoff, & Scholomskas, 1987; Weissman, Leckman,
Merikangas, Gammon, & Prusoff, 1984). Studies have not followed the
offspring of eating-disordered parents.

In our study of eating problems (Graber et al., 1995), approximately
120 girls have been followed for almost a decade: They were first seen in
middle school, then in high school, and most recently in the last years of
college. The girls attended private schools in Manhattan, were members
of professional families, and, for the most part, went to elite college
throughout the country. They filled out the EAT-26 at each time point, as
well as a variety of scales tapping depressive symptomatology (Center
for Epidemiology Study—Depression [CES-D]), behavior problems
(Youth Behavior Profile), family climate (Family Environment Scale),
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and body image (Self Image Questionnaire for Young Adolescents, Satis-
faction with Body Parts). At the final assessment point, they were also
interviewed about eating disorders.

This sample was chosen because upper-middle-class girls are known
to be at risk for eating problems. Our sample was no exception. About
12% of the girls had anorexia or bulimia nervosa over the course of the
study. An additional 18% would be classified as having an atypical
eating disorder (see also Fairburn & Wilson, 1993). Anorexia and bu-
limia nervosa were most likely to develop during the high school years,
while atypical eating disorders were more likely to develop during the
college years.

Girls were classified into risk groups based on whether they experi-
enced any type of eating disorder (anorexia nervosa, bulimia nervosa, or
atypical eating disorder) during young adolescence and midadoles-
cence. This categorization resulted in girls who had no disorder during
these time periods (Low Risk), girls who had disorders in both time
periods (Chronic), and girls with no disorder in young adolescence who
had a disorder in midadolescence (Increasing Risk). Girls in the Chronic
group had a higher percentage of body fat in young adolescence. At late
adolescence, though, physical differences among groups were found,
with Chronic girls having a higher percentage of body fat than other
girls and having an earlier age at menarche than Low-Risk girls. A risk-
group effect was also found for the CBS-D measure of depressive affect.
Follow-up tests revealed a significant group difference, with girls in the
Chronic group reporting the highest levels of depressive affect. A uni-
variate group effect was also found for conflict with and separation from
the mother (higher in the Chronic group). It is also noteworthy that the
conflict with and separation from father measure was unavailable for
half of the Chronic girls because the father was deceased or had had no
contact with the young women for over 6 years. This suggests that
parental loss may have been an influence in initial group membership.

Similar analyses were conducted for girls classified as having eating
problems or not (rather than the existence of an eating disorder). Here,
girls in the Chronic group had earlier ages of menarche, as well as more
(not less) body fat. Depressive affect was highest in the Chronic group as
well, which is not surprising given the high incidence of comorbidity.
However, our analyses suggest that depressive affect follows a rise in
eating problems rather than appearing concurrently.

In order to chart the development and pattern of depressive affect
across the adolescent decade, Petersen and her colleagues (personal
communication) followed a group of adolescent boys and girls annually
in 6th, 7th, and 8th grades, with follow-up examinations in 12th grade
and 4 years after high school (i.e., senior year in college). This sample of
nearly 200 adolescents was randomly drawn from suburban schools in
the vicinity of a large midwestern city. Adolescents were predominantly
white, from middle- to upper-middle-class, well-educated families. The
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study assessed psychological adjustment and self-esteem, pubertal de-
velopment, and a variety of family influences on adolescent develop-
ment.

Depressive affect during early adolescence was assessed using the
Emotional Tone subscale (e.g., "I frequently feel sad") of the Self-image
Questionnaire for Young Adolescents (SIQYA) (Petersen, Schulenberg,
Abramovitz, Offer, & Jercho, 1984). In order to identify adolescents who
experience recurrent affective disturbances, adolescents were catego-
rized based on the pattern of their emotional tone scores. That is, adoles-
cents whose scores were one-half of a standard deviation below the
mean for the sample were identified as experiencing distressed affect in
that year. Adolescents fell into one of four groups based on their scores
across sixth, seventh, and eighth grades: chronic-distressed affect in all 3
years, recurrent-distressed affect in 2 of the 3 years, intermittent-
distressed affect at 1 year only, or never distressed.

Patterns of adjustment in early adolescence were predictive of depres-
sive affect both 4 years later (senior year in high school) and 8 years later
during the transition to young adulthood. In young adulthood, chron-
ically distressed adolescents were more depressed than other young
adults using an independent measure of depression. Early adolescent
affective trajectories also predicted five of the nine SIQYA scales such
that nondistressed adolescents had the highest self-image and were sig-
nificantly different from chronically distressed adolescents, with recur-
rently and intermittently distressed individuals falling in between. In
particular, on the Mastery and Coping scale, group differences were
stronger for girls than for boys, suggesting that early adolescent patterns
of the depressive affect may be more indicative of longer-term adjust-
ment patterns for girls than for boys.

In summary, these analyses are a first step toward identifying the
processes by which eating and depressive problems emerge, as well as
differentiating those that are chronic from those that are more transitory.
Thus far, these studies have not looked at the routes by which girls come
to have a clinical disorder or a subclinical problem (see the example by
Rutter, this volume). The same is true for how some girls with a problem
go on to develop a disorder. Multiple developmental trajectories to the
same or similar outcomes are well recognized. However, few studies
have charged the existence of such trajectories for eating or depressive
problems in adolescent girls. Such information also is necessary if we are
to resolve ongoing issues about whether symptoms, problems, and dis-
orders array themselves on a continuum (or the circumstances in which
they do and do not).

Conclusion

This brief tour of the literature on the development of eating and depres-
sive disorder clusters in the context of adolescence is meant to be illus-
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trative, not exhaustive. However, several issues need to be highlighted
for future research. The first focuses on measurement. In order to chart
age and gender trends in eating and depression problems and disorders
accurately, more attention needs to be paid to the meaning and expres-
sion of these problems. Do changes occur over time? Do meaning and
expression vary as a function of gender? Or of ethnicity or social class?
Almost no research has been conducted on these issues. We do not
know what children or adolescents mean when they say that they have
been on a diet, or that they are blue or depressed (Attie & Brooks-Gunn,
1992; Kovacs & Paulauskas, 1984). With respect to dieting, do individu-
als mean that they have restricted food intake or that they would like to
restrict food intake? What is their referent point (a day ago, two weeks
ago)? When do children have the self-regulatory ability to restrict food
intake in the face of hunger? When are individuals influenced by coun-
terregulatory mechanisms vis-a-vis eating (Heatherton & Polivy, 1992)?
What is the definition of a "successful" diet to youngsters of different
ages?

The second question involves the nature of the continuity between
early adaptational patterns of behavior and interaction and the subse-
quent development of a problem or behavior. While we have mentioned
this issue only in a fleeting fashion, our omission is due in part to the
paucity of data. Frameworks have been used to consider links between
early forms of problems or, more likely, early patterns of dysregulation
that place individuals at risk for psychopathology later on (see the work
by Robins, 1972, and Rutter, 1989, using developmental psychopathol-
ogy frameworks). However, the more normative developmental work
needs to consider the form, structure, and meaning of early patterns of
interaction and behavior more adequately. It needs to take seriously the
call for attention to the coherence of functioning across the life span in
the face of changes in behavior and symptomatology, as well as in their
meaning.

Our third concern has to do with the perennial issue of continuity
between forms of psychopathology. The question is often framed in
terms of a continuum or level of severity. Are the risk factors similar or
different for the onset of problems and disorders or clinical and subclini-
cal disorders? The question also may be posed in terms of chronicity, as
our work and that of Petersen demonstrate.

Related is the issue of how disorder arise. Is it necessary for a disorder
to arise as a result of the more normative experience of dieting or de-
pressed mood? Is it possible to distinguish two girls who are restricting
food intake in the hope of enhancing their appearance when one con-
tinues to diet while the other one goes on to develop bulimic behaviors
or an eating disorder? How do we differentiate girls with depressed
mood who develop a chronic dysthmia from those who do not?

A slightly different issue arises when we acknowledge that different
paths of problems and disorders exist. While the notion of trajectories is
well accepted by developmentalists, little research attention has been
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paid to individual variation in paths. In part, this is due to an over-
reliance on regression models, which do not allow for differentiation of
groups of girls or of paths. The work discussed by Rutter (this volume)
and the work by our group presented in this chapter are exemplars of
more individual difference approaches.

When considering risk factors, several different models need to be put
forth. Are specific risk factors particularly important, or is the accumula-
tion of risk factors more salient (Liaw & Brooks-Gunn, 1994; Sarneroff,
Seifer, Baldwin, & Baldwin, 1993)? Do certain risk factors, or their
accumulation, have more power at certain developmental transitions or
age points than others? Does the accumulation of events influence boys
and girls differently?

Finally, the answers to such questions have implications for primary
and secondary prevention programs. Developmentalists have not been
involved in prevention efforts to any great extent. In part, their hesitance
may be due to the number of unanswered questions with respect to why
certain problems and disorders emerge during adolescence.
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Notes

1. We recognize that we are blurring distinctions between chronicity and
severity here. Indeed, research should be considering the intersection of chro-
nicity and severity of symptom clusters, as well as their intersection with the
symptom-free trajectories during the adolescent period.

2. So little is known about the movement between problems and disorders,
the timing of the movement, or the factors associated with variations in move-
ment and timing that we cannot even speculate about the developmental course
from normative dieting to problems to disorders (if such a course even exists;
Graber et al., in press).
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Behavioral Research in Childhood
Autism

MARIAN SIGMAN

The history of behavioral research in childhood autism parallels the
history of developmental psychopathology. Efforts to understand autism
have depended on the discovery of developmental concepts and princi-
ples of experimental design. For example, the characteristics of autistic
children could not be identified until researchers realized the necessity
of comparison groups matched on developmental level. The first pur-
pose of this chapter is to elucidate some of the advances made in the
discipline of developmental psychopathology as applied to questions
about childhood autism.

Developmental psychopathology has emerged as a discipline devoted
to the investigation of psychological problems from a developmental
perspective. Three main approaches are used in studies of developmen-
tal psychopathology. The first approach is to investigate a disorder using
as a framework some conception of the typical developmental tasks for
children at specified age periods. The two other approaches use longi-
tudinal studies to determine how children with a disorder fare at differ-
ent age periods and to identify precursors of later development. Most
studies of the developmental psychopathology of autism have used the
first approach, so the discussion in this chapter will be confined to that
literature.

The second purpose of this chapter is to review our current under-
standing of childhood autism so that new directions for research can be
suggested. This analysis will focus on the phenomenology of autism
rather than on etiology and intervention. Before discussing current con-
ceptualizations of autism, it is necessary to review briefly the history of
research on childhood autism.
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The Discovery of Autism

Early infantile autism was first identified as a specific syndrome in a
paper by Leo Kanner published about 50 years ago (Kanner, 1943).
Quite remarkably, 1 year later, Hans Asperger described a similar syn-
drome in a paper that did not receive much notice because it was pub-
lished in Germany during the Second World War (Asperger, 1944).
While Asperger focused on milder forms of the disorder in nonretarded
individuals, he explicitly recognized that autism exists at all levels of
intelligence. Kanner's discover had immediate impact because he was a
clinician with a strong reputation and because there was already some
incipient recognition of the disorder. Cases of socially isolated, noncom-
municative children had long been part of the clinical and popular lore,
the most famous being Itard's description of the wild child of Aveyron
(Lane, 1977).

In his original description of the syndrome, Kanner focused on the
extreme social aloneness of his 11 patients and characterized this alone-
ness as inborn. However, from the 1940s through much of the 1960s,
many papers followed that concurred with Kanner's clinical descriptions
but attributed autism to neglectful parenting. One basis for this can be
found in Kanner's clinical descriptions; almost every child he mentioned
had at least on parent who was socially isolated or eccentric. Currently,
this pattern might be seen as evidence for the genetic basis of the syn-
drome. However, at the time, it was interpreted as evidence for the
psychogenic explanation, partly because of the psychoanalytic interpreta-
tions of child development that dominated the thinking of the period.

The most immediate and obvious impact of the adherence to a psy-
chogenic explanation was on treatment approaches and on the families
of autistic children. Various forms of clinical treatment aimed at undoing
the harmful effects of supposedly poor parenting were organized (Bet-
tleheim, 1967). Parents were faced with the double problem of trying to
help their children while being haunted by feelings of responsibility that
they fluctuated in accepting and rejecting (Park, 1967). The more long-
term effect of this early attribution of autism to psychogenic factors has
been on subsequent research. The reaction to the psychogenic theories
has shaped the scope of the investigations that followed.

Early Investigations

Three different kinds of studies predominated during the 1960s, all of
these at least partly motivated by a desire to challenge this dominant
theory of autism. First, a number of studies focused on differentiating
autism from other forms of psychosis, especially childhood schizo-
phrenia (Kolvin, 1971). This process of differentiating one disorder from
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another is clearly one of the necessary first steps in all areas of develop-
mental psychopathology, and a great deal of work on diagnosis of child-
hood disorders has been carried out with this aim. In the case of autism,
the differentiation of this disorder from other forms of childhood psy-
chosis led to a change in the name of the principal journal concerned
with the syndrome from the Journal of Autism and Childhood Schizo-
phrenia to the Journal of Autism and Developmental Disorders.

A second line of research investigated the characteristics of the parents
of autistic children and compared these parents to those of nonautistic
children (De Myer, Pontius, Norton, Barton, Allen, & Steele, 1972; Rut-
ter & Bartak, 1971). The lack of compelling differences between the
groups of parents identified in these studies undermined the psycho-
genie theories of autism.

The third line of research focused on identifying core perceptual and
cognitive deficits, with the implicit aim of proving that autism is an
innate disorder with a physiological basis. In some cases, this research
was based on the assumption that the identification of core psychologi-
cal problems would lead to the specification of the brain centers that
were affected in autistic children. For instance, the attentional responses
of young autistic children were examined in order to determine whether
the children suffered from disorders in the reticular activating system
(Ornitz & Ritvo, 1968).

As this work progressed, researchers began to realize that control
groups of nonaffected children were needed in order to identify the
characteristics specific to autism. Furthermore, it became clear that
groups had to be matched on age since the abilities and behaviors of the
subjects changed sharply with maturation. The realization that child-
hood disorders cannot be studied in the same way as adult disorders
because of developmental change has been a key step in the growth of
developmental psychopathology.

Research in the 1970s

Recognition that the majority of autistic children are also mentally re-
tarded shaped the next wave of behavioral research, much of which was
carried out in Great Britain. It became clear that the characteristics of
autistic, mentally retarded children could be identified only if these
children were compared to nonautistic, mentally retarded children at
the same developmental level. In 1970, two researchers, Beate Hermelin
and Neal O'Connor, published a seminal book, Psychological Experiments
with Autistic Children. They applied the concepts and methods that were
being used in the United States during that decade to investigate the
perceptual and cognitive abilities of young infants. By adapting the
techniques used by Robert Fantz with normally developing infants
(Fantz & Nevis, 1967) to young autistic children, Hermelin and O'Con-
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nor were able to show that autistic children had more difficulty in
extracting meaning from stimuli than mentally retarded children who
did not suffer from autism. Moreover, the disorders associated with
autism did not seem limited to social situations but could be seen in the
patterns of attention shown by autistic children to inanimate objects of
various kinds.

Most of the studies on the perceptual and cognitive abilities of young
autistic children were carried out with retarded autistic children, partly
because it is difficult to locate young, nonretarded autistic children. This
is true for several reasons. First, until the recent increase in day-care
rearing of young children, the interactions of most young children were
limited to their parents, who often lacked broad enough experience to
identify subtle difficulties. Thus, the autistic children who were identi-
fied early in life tended to be those who had the most obvious develop-
mental delays. The second reason for the especially high prevalence of
delay in young autistic children is that even individuals who show aver-
age intellectual skills later in childhood and adolescence appear to be
slow in developing language and cognitive abilities. For these reasons,
autism is almost always confounded with mental retardation in samples
of young children.

In older groups, nonretarded autistic children can be identified more
easily, although only about one-quarter of autistic children are non-
retarded. The advantage of studying nonretarded autistic children is that
the effects of autism are not confounded with those of mental retarda-
tion. Michael Rutter and his colleagues carried out a series of studies on
nonretarded autistic children, comparing them to normal and nonautis-
tic children suffering from language delays (Bartak, Rutter, & Cox,
1975; Lockyer & Rutter, 1970). These studies showed that autistic chil-
dren had characteristic patterns of intellectual strengths and weaknesses
that were not shared with nonautistic, language-delayed children. As an
example, autistic children were able to carry out perceptual tasks such
as Block Design on the WISC-R with considerable skill but were quite
handicapped on subtests such as Comprehension that involve common
sense and social judgment. Thus, autism appeared to involve language
problems but also some very specific problems in the broader cognitive
range.

Current Research on Social and Affective Behaviors in
Young Autistic Children

Research in the 1980s shifted from a focus on perception and cognition
to the investigation of social and emotional development in autistic
children. The impetus for the increasing attention to social development
was the tremendous growth in the number of studies of normal social
development. Just as Hermelin and O'Connor used the work of Robert
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Fantz to investigate perceptual and cognitive abilities, current investiga-
tors have had a rich source of concepts and methods to apply in investi-
gations of the social and emotional development of autistic children. In
fact, the whole field of developmental psychopathology has benefitted
from the growing body of research on normal social and emotional
development.

The principal accomplishment of research in the 1980s was to identify
and characterize the great difficulty in social understanding shown by
autistic individuals of all ages and levels of functioning. This is mani-
fested in young autistic children by a failure to monitor the facial expres-
sions of others or to share attention and emotion with other people. As
early as 9-10 months of age, young normal children look up at other
people, sometimes with a smile, when they are playing with toys. They
point to interesting sights in their world and follow the pointing behav-
iors of others. In ambiguous situations when an unfamiliar or strange
event has occurred, they look to other people quizzically, and their
behavior is shaped by this social referencing. When they have accom-
plished a challenging task, normal 14- to 15-month-olds look to see if
their mother has noticed. Although its manifestations may become
somewhat more sophisticated, this kind of social sharing and signaling
obviously does not disappear in infancy but continues throughout life.
Early social sharing and signaling seems to index a beginning recogni-
tion by the young child that other people have viewpoints that can be
informative or, at least, worthy of attention.

My research group and I have devoted much of the last 12 years to
studying these kinds of behavior in young autistic children ranging in
age from 2 '/2 to 5 years and comparing their responses to those shown
by mentally retarded and normal children of the same developmental
level. We have found that autistic children rarely share attention and
emotion with their parents or other adults in reference to an interesting
event (Sigman, Mundy, Sherman, & Ungerer, 1986). Moreover, they do
not often point spontaneously, hold up objects for their parents to see, or
follow the pointing behaviors of others (Mundy, Sigman, & Kasari,
1994; Mundy, Sigman, Ungerer, & Sherman, 1986). When they have
finished a task, they show pleasure at mastery but do not look to an
adult for approval and they frequently look away if praised (Kasari,
Sigman, Baumgartner, & Stipek, 1993). If a strange robot moves into the
room and the adults show fear of this robot, the autistic children do not
look at the faces of the adults (Sigman, Kasari, Kwon, & Yirmiya, 1992).
If an unfamiliar adult blocks the hand motion of the child or teases the
child by holding a toy out of reach, the autistic child does not look at the
adult's face but attempts to obtain the object (Phillips, Baron-Cohen, &
Rutter, 1992). Finally, if an adult pretends to be distressed by having hit
a finger accidentally, the autistic children do not look at the adult but
turn their attention to the toy with which the adult was playing (Sigman
et al., 1992).
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In contrast to autistic children, nonautistic, mentally retarded chil-
dren of the same age and intelligence show high levels of attention to
others in all these situations. They frequently look at adults with whom
they are playing when exploring novel, interesting toys. They point to
interesting sights and look to see if the other person is also attending.
They follow the pointing behaviors of others. They look to the adult's
face after completing a difficult task, when the strange robot moves into
the room, and in response to the adult demonstrating distress. These are
all very salient situations for nonautistic, mentally retarded children,
and they respond with alerting behavior, attention, and some emotion.

One of the questions that can be asked about these results is whether
autistic children simply look less at people's faces in all situations. We
have not found this to be the case when the other individual makes any
attempt to engage the autistic child. Thus, in face-to-face interactions,
the autistic children generally look at the experimenter and their moth-
ers as much as the control children do (Mundy et al., 1986; Sigman et
al., 1986). In a play situation, they show as much mutual gaze with their
mothers as control children and increase their attention to their mothers
when involved in a social game. It is true that the autistic children
initiate social involvement somewhat less often then other children
when the partner does not attempt to engage the child or when the
partner withdraws (Kasari, Sigman, & Yirmiya, 1993). Similarly, as
noted by Hermelin and O'Connor in 1970, autistic children attend less
than other children to nonsocial stimuli in unstructured situations, but
their attention increases to normal levels when an adult encourages
involvement with objects.

In friendly interactions between young children and experimenters,
autistic children generally show emotions like those of normal and
mentally retarded children, although they show somewhat more nega-
tive or blended emotions (Yirmiya, Kasari, Sigman, & Mundy, 1989).
The biggest difference in these situations is the way in which the autistic
children combine their attention and affect (Kasari, Sigman, Mundy, &
Yirmiya, 1990). They tend not to smile and attend simultaneously to
others; smiles are directed elsewhere than to the adult's face (Dawson,
Hill, Spencer, Galpert, & Watson, 1990). Since normal children gener-
ally smile as part of acknowledging someone else's attention to objects,
the failure of autistic children to smile and attend is most clear in situa-
tions designed to elicit joint attention.

The social interactions of young autistic children do not seem quite as
barren as some clinical descriptions suggest. First, these children are
involved in simple social games and do respond positively to maternal
initiations of social play. Second, they show some indication that partic-
ular individuals can be used as a secure base. Most autistic children do
respond to their mothers' leaving them and returning, and their behav-
iors do not differ from those of nonautistic, mentally retarded children
of the same age and intelligence (Sigman & Mundy, 1989; Sigman &
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Ungerer, 1984). At least some autistic children even seem to be securely
attached, although this attachment is hidden to some extent by their
disorganized response patterns (Capps, Sigman, & Mundy, 1994).

In summary, the most marked deficiencies in young autistic children
arise in social behaviors and nonverbal communication that rely on the
earliest forms of social understanding. These findings have appeared in
the work of my research group and in studies by other authors, some of
whom have used older autistic children and different kinds of control
groups (Curcio, 1978; Loveland & Landry, 1986; Wetherby & Prutting,
1984). Older autistic children continue to show some of the same pat-
terns, so that they appear to recognize protoimperative gestures that
make demands on the viewer, just as they were able to respond to and
initiate nonverbal requesting behaviors (such as dragging the parent to
the refrigerator) at earlier ages. On the other hand, older autistic chil-
dren still seem unable to comprehend protodeclarative gestures of
pointing by others (Baron-Cohen, 1989).

Research on Social Understanding in Older
Autistic Individuals

The findings on the social difficulties of young autistic children are
paralleled by those of more developmentally advanced autistic children.
The now almost classic discovery that autistic children do not seem to
understand what is called theory of mind (Baron-Cohen, Leslie, & Frith,
1985) seems to mirror the disorders observed in these children at
younger ages. The notion of theory of mind is that the child has to
develop the concept that other people have views, thoughts, and feel-
ings that are independent of and perhaps different from those of his or
her own. Developmental evidence shows that children under 4 years of
age are unable to understand that other people have knowledge that is
different from their own, although there may be earlier understanding
of differing perceptions and emotions. The standard way to test the
child's possession of a theory of mind is to have the child view a puppet
show in which one doll hides an object, another doll moves the object,
and the original doll comes back to find the object, without having seen
it moved in the interim. The child is then asked where the doll will look
for the object. Young children point to the second location even though
the doll does not know that the object was moved to this location. Older
children point to the original location and explain their actions in terms
of the information possessed by the doll. Most autistic children, even
those with mental ages well beyond 4 years, respond like very young
children. Only a few very high-functioning autistic children are able to
deal with the counterfactual knowledge of the ignorant doll. These chil-
dren tend to fail more complex, higher-order problems in which one
person reflects on the concepts of another.
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This problem with understanding other minds, or mind blindness as it
has been called, is striking. Like the failure of the young autistic child to
look where another person is pointing, it severely limits the autistic
individual's understanding of social situations. Moreover, mind blind-
ness appears not only in laboratory settings but also in parents' accounts
of social interactions with their autistic children (Frith, Happe, & Sid-
dons, submitted).

In our own studies of nonretarded autistic 12-year-olds, understand-
ing of the experiences of others and of the self also seemed limited.
Autistic children were less able to label the emotions felt by child pro-
tagonists in videotaped episodes designed to show children experiencing
certain emotions in appropriate social circumstances (Yirmiya, Sigman,
Kasari, & Mundy, 1992). These findings corroborate the observations
made earlier by Peter Hobson (1986, 1989). They also were less likely to
say that they felt the same emotion as the protagonist and were less able
to explain the situation despite having communicative abilities compa-
rable to those of the normal children. To the extent that the autistic
children were successful in labeling and empathizing with the emotions
of the protagonist, they seemed to do so cognitively, as if they were
solving an intellectual puzzle (Capps, Yirmiya, & Sigman, 1992). They
showed great concentration and rather long latencies in verbal re-
sponses. This was also characteristic of the way they talked about their
own emotional experiences. When asked to tell about a time when they
felt happy, sad, proud, or embarrassed, autistic children were able to
respond appropriately, but their responses were somewhat stereotyped.
They were less likely than normal children to refer to an audience in
describing situations that made them embarrassed. This failure to de-
scribe an audience may be similar to the young child's lack of attention
to the faces of others after having completed a puzzle.

The autistic children seemed quite involved in these procedures and
were very interested in the videotapes of children in emotionally arous-
ing situations (Capps, Kasari, Yirmiya, & Sigman, 1993). They showed
much emotion in response, almost all of it appropriate to the situation
portrayed. Those children who showed the most positive affect in posi-
tive situations and the most negative affect in negative situations also
verbally reported the most empathy. The autistic children showed much
more emotion than the control children in this situation. Our conjecture
is that normal children 12 years of age have learned social rules that
forbid the display of emotion openly in public, particularly when one is
being videotaped.

Thus, these studies showed that autistic children at all ages suffer from
a deficit in the kinds of responses that index social understanding.
Young autistic children do not attend to emotional cues from others or
attempt to initiate joint activities or involvement. Older autistic children,
even those with good intelligence, have great difficulty in understanding
the experiences of others or themselves. Moreover, autistic children do
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not seem to understand the social rules that develop early on to regulate
social interactions. These deficits in social understanding have disastrous
consequences, so that even intellectually able autistic children are re-
ported by their parents to have serious difficulties in social adaptation.

Directions for Future Research

The demonstration and definition of lifelong deficits in the social under-
standing and responsiveness of autistic children is clearly just the first
step. There is a great deal more that we need to know if this information
is to be useful. In the remainder of this chapter, some of the questions
that seem most important to answer with regard to these findings will be
outlined.

1. What are the developmental bases for these disorders?

The disorders that have been identified in autistic children are in forms
of social interaction that develop normally at the end of the first year of
life and the beginning of the second. Moreover, preliminary findings
suggest that these deficits can be identified by 12-18 months of age. A
central question is whether these difficulties appear de novo or stem
from earlier deficits that have not yet been identified. Some theories of
infant development suggest that the capacity for sharing attention—
called inter subjectivity, triadic attention, or protodedarative behaviors, de-
pending on the theory—has developmental roots in an earlier achieve-
ment (Hobson, 1989, 1994; Stern, 1985; Trevarthen & Hubley, 1978).
This achievement is the ability shown by 3- to 4-month-olds to share
attention dyadically in face-to-face interaction with a social partner. The
argument is that an infant who was not involved in the intense social
sharing of this period would not have developed the basis for moving on
to triadic attention in which the infant needs to divide attention be-
tween the other person and an additional person or object.

At this point, the evidence for this position is mixed. When we look at
dyadic interaction of autistic children and another adult, we see much of
the attentional and affective give-and-take that characterizes the interac-
tion of the normal infant and a partner. However, some studies do show
lower levels of social initiative and responsiveness even in these situa-
tions. Moreover, autistic children do not combine positive affect with
attention in the same way as nonautistic children. Thus, there is some
basis for concluding that this more immature form of social responsive-
ness is also impaired and could be tied to the deficits in more mature
joint attention and referencing behaviors.

Of course, one way to identify the developmental precursors of the
deficits described in autistic children of 2 Va to 4 years of age would be to
look at younger autistic children. The difficulty with this is that, at
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present, autism is not clearly diagnosed until about 2 >/2 years of age. For
this reason, investigators have been trying to find ways of measuring
social behaviors in children, some of whom will later be diagnosed as
autistic. Baron-Cohen, Allen, and Gilberg (1992) have recently pub-
lished a study of 91 18-month-olds, 4 of whom were later diagnosed as
autistic. The reason for the high rate of autism in this sample (it usually
occurs in only 4 to 8 children in 10,000; see Gilberg, Steffenburg, &
Schaumann, 1991) is that 41 infants were the siblings of autistic chil-
dren, who are at greater risk of autism than nonaffected probands (Fols-
tein & Rutter, 1987). Parents were asked to fill out a nine-item question-
naire, and health visitors were asked to make four observations. The
four toddlers later diagnosed as autistic differed from the other toddlers
in that they showed deficits in two or more of the following behaviors:
pretend play, protodeclarative pointing, social interest, social play, and
joint attention. While some of the nondiagnosed children lacked one of
these behaviors, none of them lacked more than one.

An even earlier evaluation has used videotapes of 1-year-olds' birth-
day parties (Osterling & Dawson, 1993). Eleven infants who were later
diagnosed with autism differed from 11 normal infants in showing less
social behavior and joint attention. However, the two groups were com-
parable in following directions and in babbling. The variables that con-
tributed to the discriminant function (which classified 91% of the sam-
ple correctly) were pointing, showing an object to another person,
looking at the face of another; and orienting to his or her name. The
autistic infants performed significantly fewer of these behaviors. Be-
cause six of the autistic children had IQs over 80, the differences for
most of the sample cannot be attributed to developmental delay.

A related question concerns the nature of the bases for the deficit in
joint attention and referencing. While I have been describing this deficit
as the first manifestation of a problem in social understanding, these
behaviors also index social interest. Autistic children may not share
attention with others or fixate steadily on the face of someone showing
distress because they do not find others to be of interest or concern.
Moreover, they occasionally appear to avoid the gaze of others, as if this
gaze caused them to be uncomfortable. As an example, some of the
young children in our study looked away or even walked away when
praised by their mothers for completing a puzzle. This might occur
because the autistic children do not know how to read this behavior and
thus find it confusing. Alternatively, social attention from others may be
overarousing and therefore disturbing. This is a theory that was es-
poused earlier, and some data to support it have been found.

One approach to these questions would be to examine response sys-
tems other than behavior. We plan to study the heart rate responses of
young autistic children to some of the emotion display situations de-
scribed above. If the autistic children show heart rate responses like
those of normal and nonautistic, mentally retarded children, then it is
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less likely that the deficits in social behaviors are attributable to differ-
ences in arousal than if the autistic children show less strong autonomic
reactions. If the responses are more dramatic, this may support the
notion of overarousal. The return from investigations using combined
behavioral and psychophysiological measures is likely to be high.

2. What are the developmental consequences of the deficits shown
by autistic children in early life and, if there is continuity, are there
any moderating variables?

I have been arguing that there are parallels in the social deficits of
autistic children at different ages and levels of functioning. However, to
my knowledge, no studies have linked these problems in the same chil-
dren followed over time. One question is whether autistic children fol-
lowed later in development will continue to show identical or similar
problems to those manifested at younger ages.

Another question is whether autistic children who show somewhat
more joint attention and referencing behaviors in early life continue to
be more socially skilled later in life than autistic children who show less
joint attention and referencing. We have found that autistic children
who show some joint attention have better language skills concurrently
and 1 year later than autistic children who do not show joint attention
(Mundy, Sigman & Kasari, 1990; Mundy, Sigman, lingerer, & Sherman,
1987). The question of continuity of individual differences is important
since it would tell us how important it might be to encourage the devel-
opment of such social behaviors in young autistic children. Of course, in
answering this question, we would have to examine whether continuity
could be attributed to associated factors such as intelligence. My re-
search group and I are currently conducting a follow-up study on the
autistic children whom we have seen over the past 12 years to address
some of these questions.

3. To what extent is it possible to improve the social responses and
understanding of autistic children?

The major purposes of defining the deficits of any childhood disorder are
to improve the detection, prevention, and treatment of the disorder.
Research on the social development of autistic children has had some
impact on diagnosis and may lead to earlier detection, as mentioned
above. The aims for prevention and treatment have to be much more
limited, given the severity of the disorder and its usual course. Rather
than focusing on treatment, it seems more fruitful to hope that some of
the social dysfunctions may be modifiable.

One line of research might attempt to determine if there are any
naturally occurring conditions that modify the development of autistic
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children. These conditions could be other characteristics of the child or
possibly of the environment. For example, one interesting issue is
whether autistic children who have siblings with whom they interact
have as severe social deficits as autistic children without such frequent
social partners.

Intervention studies attempting to remediate problems in social re-
sponsiveness and understanding are critical. My impression is that many
intervention programs wit young autistic children do focus on their
social responses. However, I know of only one experimental interven-
tion that has attempted to improve the joint attention behaviors of autis-
tic children by encouraging maternal imitation and interaction (Dawson
& Galpert, 1987).

4. Is the problem in social understanding due to a more basic disor-
der in cognition or executive functions?

This question takes us back to the research of the 1970s that defined
some of the specific cognitive deficiencies of autistic individuals. It is
clear that young autistic children show much less symbolic play than
matched controls. Symbolic play taps the capacity for representational
thought and possibly for metarepresentational thought (Leslie, 1987).
While autistic children appear to develop adequately through the sen-
sorimotor period, they appear limited in their understanding of concrete
operations. Half of the nonretarded autistic children in our study did not
show knowledge of conservation despite having mental ages well be-
yond 5 to 7 years, when this knowledge develops in normal children
(Yirmiya, Sigman, Kasari, & Mundy, 1992).

Deficits in executive functions could account for many of the diffi-
culties shown by autistic individuals. Executive functions consist of
those mental operations necessary for goal-directed behavior, such as
planning and sequential behaviors, maintaining an appropriate set,
monitoring the effectiveness of strategies, and inhibiting inappropriate
responses. A series of studies have shown that autistic individuals at all
developmental levels have difficulty with executive functions (Ozonoff,
Pennington, & Rogers, 1991; Ozonoff, Rogers, & Pennington, 1991;
Rumsey, 1985; Rumsey & Hamburger, 1988, 1990). For example, young
autistic children have more problems with alternation tasks and tasks in
which they have to shift cues than nonautistic, mentally retarded chil-
dren of the same developmental level. Older autistic individuals are less
successful on tasks like the Tower of Hanoi and the Wisconsin Card Sort
than control subjects. Hughes and Russell (1993) have shown that autis-
tic children are unable to solve problems that require mental disengage-
ment. The autistic subjects in their study continued to point to a box in
which they could see that candy was hidden even though they received
the candy only when they pointed to the empty box. They were also less
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likely to use a deferred strategy that was reinforced to obtain a marble,
and continued to reach directly for the marble even though they could
not receive it this way.

The notion of a dysfunction in executive functions cannot be ruled
out. Although one can see how it would apply to problems in joint
attention and referencing, it does not explain why autistic children do
not look at individuals showing emotion. Furthermore, autistic children
are able to carry out some tasks that seem to require mental disengage-
ment. For example, young autistic children can do some sensorimotor
tasks, such as using a rake to obtain candy placed in a long tube when
they cannot reach it with their fingers.

On the other hand, a deficit in social understanding is not sufficient to
account for all of the difficulties in life adjustment shown by autistic
individuals. For example, many nonretarded autistic adults have enor-
mous problems in planning their time or carrying out sequential activ-
ities to reach a goal.

5. What are the physiological bases for the dysfunctions shown by
autistic individuals, and what kinds of genetic malformations or
prenatal events account for these physiological characteristics?

Clearly, any account for the enigma of autism will have to identify the
neurophysiological characteristics of autistic individuals and the origins
of these characteristics. Many researchers believe that autism may be
attributable to dysfunctions in the prefrontal and limbic systems, al-
though the strongest morphological and physiological evidence to date
points to the cerebellum (Bauman & Kemper, 1988; Courchesne, 1989).
The evidence for a genetic basis for autism is increasingly strong. Until
we have identified the biological bases for autism, we will be able to do
little in the way of prevention.

To end this chapter, I will contrast the questions that I have asked with
those that concluded a chapter on language disorder and infantile au-
tism that was published in 1978 and was particularly influential in
directing subsequent research (Rutter, 1978). The questions posed by
Michael Rutter in 1978 were as follows: First, "Which cognitive pro-
cesses are disordered in order for the language disability in autism to
arise?" Second, "Which brain systems are involved and what is the
locus or loci of brain pathology?" Third, "Is the autistic child's relative
failure to use speech for social communication simply a consequence of
the severe disorder of language or of central coding processes or is some
rather different disorder involved?" Fourth, "Obviously the cognitive
deficit and the social abnormalities are closely associated, but does one
cause the other or are they both different facets of the same basic disabil-
ity?" Fifth, and last, "Given that autism is associated with a cognitive
deficit involving language, is this a sufficient explanation of the genesis
of autism?" This last question was tied to the observation that "within
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families in which several members show a language impairment, usu-
ally only one is autistic," as well as to evidence that "various forms of
environmental intervention seem to benefit autistic children."

These were not simple questions, and it has not been easy to find the
answers. The research discussed in this chapter has addressed primarily
the first and third questions. We have shown that there are deficits in
symbolic representation and social understanding in the preverbal peri-
od that may partly account for the language disabilities. Moreover, the
failure to use language goes along with the failure to use nonverbal
social and emotional communication. It is not only language that is
impaired in autistic individuals, but the whole system of communica-
tion and social understanding that normally develops much earlier than
verbal abilities.

The investigation of childhood autism has forced us to develop princi-
ples of research design that are basic to all of developmental psycho-
pathology. I believe that we have a clearer understanding of the social
abilities and disabilities of autistic children than we did 17 years ago,
when the chapter by Michael Rutter was published. This understanding
may be useful for early diagnosis and intervention. The study of autistic
children has also contributed to our appreciation of the social develop-
ment of normal children. The enormous achievements in social under-
standing of the young normal child may be overlooked until they are
contrasted with the devastating consequences that ensue from their
absence, as in the development of the young autistic child.
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Developmental Psychopathology:
Concepts and Prospects

MICHAEL RUTTER

During the last two decades, developmental psychopathology research
concepts and strategies have increasingly come to the fore as it has
become evident that traditional approaches in both psychiatry and psy-
chology have been limited in their ability to tackle certain key questions
and because the prevailing major theories did not take account of many
crucial features of development and of psychopathology (Cicchetti,
1989; Rutter, 1993a, in press-a; Rutter & Rutter, 1993; Sroufe & Rutter,
1984). Thus, much psychiatric research has been based on outdated
disease concepts that have assumed single causes operating in a direct,
one-step fashion. Psychologists have often characterized these as "medi-
cal models," but such models have long since become outmoded in
internal medicine. Depue et al. (this volume) emphasize that neurobiol-
ogy requires a dynamic perspective that focuses on the study of pro-
cesses concerned with the interplay of constitutional features and envi-
ronmental causes. Similarly, Goldsmith and Gottesman (this volume)
point to the markedly variable expression of many genetic conditions
and the multiplicity of routes by which genetically influenced risks may
operate. In somewhat comparable fashion, Brooks-Gunn and Attie (this
volume) note the need to consider the extent to which both eating
disorders and depressive disorders represent extremes of normal varia-
tion rather than some qualitatively distinct psychopathological condi-
tion. Cornblatt et al. (this volume), too, emphasize the need to examine
similarities and differences between schizophrenic psychoses and schiz-
otypy as an associated personality disorder.

These issues are ones that are pervasive throughout medicine. Two
key points are crucial in understanding the causal processes involved in
disease. First, most medical conditions are multifactorial in origin. Obvi-
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ously, this applies to conditions as diverse as myocardial infarction,
asthma, and peptic ulcer. Genetic factors are important in susceptibility
to myocardial infarction, but low birth weight, obesity, smoking, and
lack of exercise all contribute significantly to the risk. The same multi-
factorial causation applies to most psychiatric disorders. Second, the risk
factors for these diseases often involve dimensional features that operate
within the normal as well as the abnormal range. That is so, for exam-
ple, with respect to serum cholesterol levels and the risk of myocardial
infarction. An important corollary of both of these points is that it is
essential to move beyond the identification of risk factors to an under-
standing of risk mechanisms and processes (Rutter, 1994e). In doing to,
it is necessary to be aware that, even for a single disease, several different
risk mechanisms may be operative.

In parallel with these changes in disease concept, there has been a
growing appreciation of the limitations of traditional theories and ap-
proaches in developmental psychology. For the most part, they have
focused on the universals of developmental processes. Thus, Freudian
views of development focused on children's progression through a series
of psychosexual stages, with psychopathology supposedly related to fix-
ation and regression to earlier stages. In similar fashion, Piagetian theo-
ry placed emphasis on children's progression through an ordered se-
quence of cognitive stages. These "big" theories are important in many
ways, but they no longer serve a useful role in guiding research. In part,
this is because empirical research findings have failed to sustain many of
their basic tenets. But, even more important, they have faded from
prominence because it has become evident that there are many features
of development that require explanation but that were not addressed by
these theories. Thus, research has been quite consistent in showing
major individual differences in psychological development. These in-
clude individual variations in the speed with which children progress in
their development, but, even more important, they include major differ-
ences in the content of such development. It is necessary to account for
the fact that some children are predominantly sunny in mood, whereas
others are characteristically dysphoric; some are high in self-esteem and
some are low; some are impulsive and some are cautious; some are
overly conscientious and full of self-doubt, whereas others seem un-
troubled by scruples or concern for others. At one time, there was a
tendency to assume that these individual differences represented stable
personality traits of some kind. Although subject to influence by experi-
ence, they were usually considered to have their basis in some type of
constitutional "given" (see Kohnstamm, Bates, & Rothbart, 1989). Ac-
cordingly, although there was a need to account for changes in such
traits, their persistence appeared to require no explanation. It is now
evident that this view constitutes a misleading oversimplification (Caspi
& Moffitt, 1993; Rutter & Rutter, 1993; Rutter, in press-b). Genetic
factors are indeed important in shaping individual differences, but their
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effects are probabilistic, not deterministic. Traits persist or fade, to a
considerable degree, according to the extent to which experiences ac-
centuate or reinforce them, or, conversely, give rise to countertendencies
of some kind. Both change and stability require explanation, and both
involve the operation of genetic and environmental factors. Direct trait
persistence is, of course, a reality, but it is clear that indirect links are at
least as important in continuities in psychological functioning.

Developmental Psychopathology

Out of these two patterns of change has grown the approach that has
come to be termed developmental psychopathology. This involves much
more than just a broadening of concepts in developmental psychology
and psychiatry but, equally, it does not represent a theory. Rather, it
comprises a research perspective (Rutter, 1986a, 1993a). Sroufe and
Rutter (1984) described it as "the study of the origins and cause of
individual patterns of behavioral maladaptation." The focus is on devel-
oping an understanding of the causal processes as they operate over
time in the initiation, persistence, and desistence of patterns of psycho-
pathology. Characteristically, longitudinal research strategies are em-
ployed because the study of intraindividual change provides a powerful
means of testing causal hypotheses (Farrington, 1988; Rutter, 1994e).
For obvious reasons, such strategies are also crucial for the elucida-
tion of developmental processes. On their own, cross-sectional designs
have severe limitations for this purpose (Baltes, 1968; Schaie, 1965).
Because the interest is in gaining an understanding of the operation of
risk processes, much research in developmental psychopathology has
made use of the prospective study of high-risk samples (Garmezy, 1993).
This provides a sharp contrast to the cross-sectional and retrospective
studies of subjects with some psychopathological disorder that have
been usual in so much psychiatric research (Depue et al. [this volume]
make the idiosyncratic suggestion that the typical approach in develop-
mental psychopathology is to start with the disorder, rather than with a
risk process, but this is the complete antithesis of what has been charac-
teristic of developmental psychopathology).

Continuities and Discontinuities in Development

In essence, developmental psychopathology is particularly characterized
by its use of two key research strategies: the study of continuities and
discontinuities over the course of development and the study of continu-
ities and discontinuities over the span of behavioral variation (Rutter,
1986a, 1988, 1993a). Thus, research leverage has been provided by age-
indexed variations in the incidence of disorder or in susceptibility to
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environmental hazards. There are many striking instances of both, and
elucidation of the mechanisms involved is likely to be valuable in deter-
mining the processes involved in the causation of disorder. Brooks-
Gunn and Attie (this volume) draw attention to the fact that both
depressive and eating disorders increase greatly in frequency over the
teenage years and also show an increase in female preponderance over
this same age period. But, as they note, the reasons for these age-related
changes remain poorly understood. Clearly, age as such provides no
explanation (Rutter, 1989). The reasons could lie in factors as diverse as
the biological changes of puberty, the switching on of genes, growth in
cognitive capacity, culturally influenced changes in patterns of family
relationships and peer interaction, reactions to the bodily changes that
accompany puberty, or increases in threatening life stressors. There may
also be significance in differences in the age of onset of disorders that
otherwise appear similar. For example, Patterson, (this volume) notes
that there seems to be an important difference between early-onset and
late-onset antisocial behavior (see also Moffitt, 1993a). On the whole,
seemingly paradoxically, antisocial behavior that begins early in child-
hood is more likely to persist into adult life than that which begins in
adolescence. Probably the early-onset variety is somewhat different in
form in that it is more likely to be associated with hyperactivity, atten-
tion deficits, and poor peer relations (Farrington, Loeber, & Van Kam-
men, 1990).

Age-indexed variations in susceptibility to environmental hazards are
evident with respect to both brain damage and patterns of rearing. In
later childhood and in adult life, lateralized brain lesions result in quite
distinctive patterns of cognitive deficit. By contrast, lateralized brain
lesions in early infancy do not have this effect (Vharga-Khadem, Isaacs,
van der Werf, Robb, & Wilson, 1992). On the other hand, early lesions
are probably more likely to result in generally impaired cognitive func-
tion. Evidence that this is much more likely if epilepsy exists implies that
brain wa/function may be more influential than a loss of brain function.
In the psychosocial arena, the evidence that hospital admissions (and
other forms of stressful separation from families) tend to be most dam-
aging during the postinfancy preschool years (Rutter, 1979) and the
effects on later peer relations of early institutional rearing (Hodges &
Tizard, 1989a, 1989b) both exemplify age-related differences in suscep-
tibility. These examples also illustrate how such variations provide valu-
able clues regarding the likely underlying mechanisms.

Suicide provides another striking example of age-related effects
(Diekstra, Kienhorst, & de Wilde, 1995). During recent decades, suicide
rates in adolescent and young adult males have been rising in most
countries; by sharp contrast, suicide rates in old people have fallen
markedly over the same time period. It remains to be determined
whether this is a consequence of different causal factors operating at
different age periods or of changes in society that have had opposite
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effects on older and younger ages groups. Either way, elucidation of the
reason for these marked differences in secular trends is likely to provide
information on causal processes.

Developmental considerations also require attention to the possibility
that the factors involved in the initial onset of a disorder may not be the
same as those that are most influential on whether the disorder persists
or remits later. Also, childhood adversities may be more influential on
the first onset of depression than on its recurrence (Kessler & Magee,
1993). For example, there is some suggestion from twin studies that
genetic factors play a greater role in the lifetime burden of depressive
disorders, whereas environmental stressors play a greater role in the
onset of depressive episodes (Kendler, Neale, Kessler, Heath, & Eaves,
1993a). Similarly, high family involvement, with markedly negative ex-
pressed emotion, is a well-documented risk factor for recurrence of
schizophrenia (Goldstein, 1987), but it is uncertain whether this plays a
role in onset or in overall vulnerability to the disease.

Developmental considerations also suggest the importance of bearing
in mind that causation of a disorder may be a multiphase process. For
example, the Robins et al. study of Vietnam veterans showed that the
factors associated with taking heroin in Vietnam were very different
from those associated with the persistence of addition on return to the
United States (Robins, Davis, & Wish, 1977). In somewhat comparable
fashion, the fat deposition associated with puberty in girls plays a sub-
stantial role in the initiation of both dieting and dissatisfaction with
body image, but individual psychopathology and disturbed relation-
ships may be more important in the long-term persistence of eating
disturbances (Attie & Brooks-Gunn, 1989) and, perhaps especially, in
the transition to the more serious conditions of anorexia and bulimia
nervosa.

A further feature of multiphase causation is that circumstances
brought about by people's own behavior may play a key role in the
persistence of that behavior. For example, young people choose the peer
groups with which they associate, but longitudinal studies show that the
characteristics of the peer group influence the individual's own behavior
(Rowe, Woulbroun, & Gulley, 1994). Quinton, Pickles, Maughan, and
Rutter (1993) and Fergusson and Horwood (submitted) have shown the
importance of the peer group in the persistence of antisocial behavior
during adolescence. At a slightly later age, the nature of the marital
relationship and the characteristics of the spouse are also powerful influ-
ences on social functioning (Quinton et al., 1993; Sampson & Laub,
1993). Delinquent behavior may result in incarceration, but imprison-
ment makes the continuation of criminal behavior more likely because
of its adverse effects on employment (Sampson & Laub, 1993). Age
difference in remission from disorder are also informative. Thus, it is
well known that there are marked individual differences in the age at
which children reach all types of developmental milestones—ranging
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from the eruption of teeth to the ages of walking and talking. The
follow-up studies of children who are markedly late in acquiring spoken
language indicate that, by the time they reach school age, about half
have caught up with their contemporaries and show no significant se-
quelae of their slow start in speaking (Bishop & Adams, 1990; Bishop &
Edmundson, 1987a, 1987b) However, the other half not only continue
to show language impairment but also exhibit an increased rate of many
educational and behavioral difficulties. Indeed, many of those with a
severe receptive language difficulty continue to show substantial social
problems even in early adult life (Rutter & Mawhood, 1991). The impli-
cation is that the former group probably constitute normal variations of
no particular psychopathological significance, even though the lan-
guage delay initially gives rise to concern. The latter group, by contrast,
may well represent a disorder with rather different origins. Certainly, it
seems very dubious whether it represents just the extreme of normal
variation. Probably the same pattern applies to the acquisition of bladder
control. Although the prevalence of nocturnal enuresis falls sharply
with increasing age, the likelihood of becoming continent during any
given 12-month period does not alter greatly over the middle years of
childhood (Oppel, Harder, & Rider, 1968). Once more, the implication is
that some instances of very late onset of bladder control represent a form
of disorder, whereas others reflect no more than the extreme of normal
variation.

It is evident from the examples given that there is no single explana-
tion for age-indexed variations in the onset, persistence, or remission of
disorder or in variations in susceptibility to environmental hazards.
What is clear, however, is that attention to these variations may provide
a most useful research strategy when examining causal processes.

Continuities and Discontinuities in Behavioral Variation

The second key strategy in developmental psychopathology research is
provided by examination of continuities and discontinuities over the
span of behavioral variation. Traditionally, psychiatrists tend to conduct
their research in terms of disorder categories, with the implicit assump-
tion of discontinuities between psychopathology and normal variation.
Psychologists, on the other hand, tend to deal with dimensions of be-
havior and risk, with the implicit assumption of continuities between
normality and pathology. Developmental psychopathology differs from
both in making neither assumption but, instead, using the examination
of continuities and discontinuities to provide research leverage (Rutter,
1986a).

In that connection, it needs to be appreciated that a psychological
characteristic may function as both a dimension and a qualitatively
distinct category at the same time. Thus, for example, IQ functions as a
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dimension across the whole of its range with respect to predictions
about educational achievement and social functioning. On the other
hand, severe mental retardation is undoubtedly qualitatively distinct
from normal variations in intelligence. The causes are quite different,
and the biological consequences are equally differentiating (with severe
diminution in fucundity and life expectancy associated with severe re-
tardation; see Simonoff, Bolton, & Rutter, in press). As already illus-
trated with respect to developmental disorders of language acquisition
and bladder control, there may also be heterogeneity within categories.
Thus, Brooks-Gunn and Attie (this volume) raise this issue with respect
to depressive conditions and eating disorders. It is likely that some de-
pressive disorders constitute extreme variations of normality, but it is
less likely that the same applies to bipolar affective psychoses. Anorexia
nervosa, in some respects, appears to be an extreme variation of the
dieting behavior that is so common during adolescence, but it carries a
significant mortality (about 5%) and its etiology may not be the same.
Genetic factors appear to play substantial role in anorexia nervosa (Hol-
land, Sicotte, & Treasure, 1988), but they may be less important in the
far more frequent eating disturbances that are so characteristic of adoles-
cence in females.

A somewhat different distinction is provided by the differentiation
between individual behavioral traits and constellations of behavior.
Magnusson and Bergman (1988, 1990) showed the importance of this
differentiation with respect to conduct disorder. Aggressivity has always
been considered a risk factor for criminality, and Magnusson and Berg-
man showed the same in their analyses of the stockhold longitudinal
study. However, they went on to show that the risk derived almost
entirely from the subsample that showed multiple problems involving
aggression, hyperactivity, attentional deficits, poor peer relations, and
educational difficulties. When this multiproblem group was excluded,
aggressivity no longer predicted criminality. The lesson is an important
one because it highlights the fact that combinations of behavior may
have a quite different meaning from the same behaviors considered in
isolation. Much the same was evident in the analyses undertaken by
Hanson, Gottesman, and Heston (1976) with respect to risk factors in
childhood for schizophrenic psychoses in adult life. The developmen-
tal delays, attentional problems, and social impairment all predicted
schizophrenia, but the rate of false positives was enormous because-so
many nonschizophrenic individuals showed these characteristics. The
picture changed entirely, however, when combinations of these three
features were considered. These were very common in schizophrenic
individuals but quite unusual in normals. Again, the implication is that
constellations of behavior may have a different meaning from the indi-
vidual components considered separately.

A third facet of the concern for behavioral variations concerns the
attention to diversity of outcomes from risk experiences. This has been
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important with respect to many different risk factors. Rutter and Maw-
hood (1991) showed substantial social problems in adult life for young
men who had exhibited serious developmental disorders of receptive
language in early childhood. But these adverse outcomes did not fit any
particular diagnostic category, according to the prevailing psychiatric
classification schemes. A focus on conventional diagnostic categories
might well have overlooked the major risk of poor social functioning in
adult life, and retrospective studies of adult diagnostic categories would
certainly have failed to pick up this risk. Similarly, long-term follow-up
of very low birth weight babies had shown a substantially increased rate
of neurodevelopmental and psychological impairments but, again, these
have not fallen into any well-recognized pattern of diagnoses (Caesar, de
Vries, & Marlow, 1991; Reynolds, in press).

Another aspect of the diversity of outcomes is resilience: namely, the
fact that some children do not succumb when exposed to adversities that
lead to disorder in other people (Rutter, 1985a, 1990, 1993b). In part
too, of course, this relative resistance reflects the intensity and chronicity
of the risks experienced. In part, however, it also reflects the operation of
protective factors, meaning variables that do not necessarily have a posi-
tive effect on their own but that do ameliorate the risks associated with
adversity. Research on protective factors is still in its infancy, but already
it is apparent that protective mechanisms do not necessarily reside in
hedonically positive experiences. Just as controlled exposure to patho-
genic bacteria provides resistance to later infections, overcoming psy-
chosocial adversities may provide protection against later psychosocial
risks. Equally, factors may constitute risks for one outcome but may be
protective for another. Sickle cell anemia is a well-documented medical
example of this kind in terms of the protection of heterozygote status
against malaria. Perhaps adoption is something of a psychological coun-
terpart in that although it brings risks of its own (albeit slight ones), it
may well be protective for children who come from high-risk back-
grounds.

Another aspect of diverse developmental pathways is provided by
heterotypic continuity. This term refers to an underlying coherence in
psychological continuity but variation in its surface manifestations.
Thus, for example, attentional and habituation processes in infancy
seem to constitute precursors of later problem-solving intelligence (Col-
ombo, 1993; McCall & Carriger, 1993). Similarly, a predisposition to
schizophrenia is shown by a combination of neurodevelopmental im-
pairments and social malfunction in childhood of a kind that bears little
resemblance to the psychotic manifestations of schizophrenia in adult
life (Done, Crow, Johnstone, & Sacker, 1994; Jones, Rodgers, Murray, &
Marmot, 1994; Rutter & Garmezy, 1983).

The frequent existence of comorbidity, meaning the co-occurrence of
supposedly separate psychiatric disorders, is another focus of develop-
mental psychopathology (Caron & Rutter, 1991). Undoubtedly, some
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comorbidity is simply an artifact resulting from the mistaken specifica-
tion of diagnostic criteria and the very varied manifestations of diagnos-
tic categories. Nevertheless, some comorbidity reflects risk mechanisms
in which the presence of one disorder constitutes a greatly increased risk
for another. The co-occurrence of hyperkinetic disorder and conduct
disorder is probably an example of this kind (Taylor, Chadwick, Hep-
tinstall, & Danckaerts, submitted). Hyperkinetic disorder in early child-
hood results in a marked predisposition to the later development of
conduct disorder. Interestingly, the reverse does not apply. Because the
causal arrow seems to run in only one direction, it is unlikely that these
conditions represent alternative manifestations of the same underlying
predispositions. Rather, hyperactivity seems to constitute a risk factor for
conduct disorder, and an understanding of how this mechanism works
would be extremely helpful in understanding the causal processes lead-
ing to conduct disorder.

Finally, research in developmental psychopathology makes use of the
abnormal case in order to pull apart variables that ordinarily go to-
gether. As is clearly illustrated in Sigman's excellent chapter in this
volume, autism provides a good example. In that case, much of the
interest has lain in testing the hypothesis that cognitive deficits may
account for the social impairments that serve to define autism. As Sig-
man notes, it became apparent early on that if a specific pattern of
cognitive deficits associated with autism was to be identified, it would be
crucial to control for the level of cognitive functioning. Much of the early
research on autism was invalidated by a failure to do that, but it is now
generally accepted that mental retardation controls are needed. At pre-
sent, "theory of mind," executive planning, and psychological coher-
ence deficits seem to be the prime contenders for a cognitive basis of
autism (Baron-Cohen, Tager-Flusberg, & Cohen, 1993; Frith, 1989;
Ozonoff, 1994). There is good evidence that each of these cognitive
features is associated with autism, but there are queries on the nature of
their role in the causal processes because autism is ordinarily evident by
18 months or so of age (Happe, 1994) and often by 12 months of age
(Osterling & Dawson, 1994). The hypothesis that a reduced information
processing capacity is a strong marker for a biological susceptibility to
schizophrenia constitutes a parallel example, as is well argued by Corn-
blatt et al., (this volume). What is important about the developmental
psychopathology perspective, however, is that there is an unwillingness
to leave this as simply a strong marker for susceptibility. Instead, re-
searchers have to move on to the question of how the risk mechanism
operates. As Cornblatt et al., indicate, a variety of methodological ques-
tions need to be addressed, but even if they are answered satisfactorily,
there is still the question of why and how impaired information process-
ing might create a vulnerability to schizophrenia. These authors suggest
that it may operate through impaired social processing and that, because
of that feature, social isolation may be protective. Further research is
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needed to test this hypothesis, but the importance of the suggestion lies
in its potential to integrate individual susceptibility characteristics with
the response to environmental risk factors.

With these considerations in mind, we can turn to some of the specific
issues that need to be addressed in certain key domains of developmen-
tal psychopathology research.

Genetic Factors

Goldsmith and Gottesman (this volume) provide an eloquent account of
modern genetic approaches to psychopathology. They emphasize the
grave fallacy of the assumption that genetic influences are fixed and
have their maximum impact at birth, before environmental influences
have much of a change to operate. It is clear that genetic factors influ-
ence developmental change and continuity just as much as individual
differences in trait manifestation. Thus, genetic factors are known to be
important in the timing of the menarche and in the onset of Hunt-
ington's disease in midlife. Although perhaps less well documented,
genetic influences almost certainly play a role, too, in the rise of both
schizophrenia and affective disorders during adolescence and early adult
life. It is not just a question of genes "switching on" at different points of
the life span or of genes affecting the vulnerability to later-onset disor-
ders. Developmental changes also derive from genetic influences on the
shaping and selection of environments and of individual differences in
susceptibility to environmental risks (see below).

Traditionally, genetic research strategies have been seen as a way of
partitioning the variance between genetic and environmental compo-
nents. That is still a useful step, but the separation of nature and nurture
is to some extent misleading. That is because, to an important extent,
some of the effects derive from the interplay between nature and nur-
ture. Thus, there are important and influential person-environment
correlations (Plomin, 1994; Rutter & Rutter, 1992; Scarr, 1992). These
take three main forms: passive, evocative, and active. In passive correla-
tions, the characteristics of parents, in part genetically influenced, deter-
mine the environment they provide for their children. Thus, for exam-
ple, mentally retarded parents pass on their genes and also are more
likely to provide a limited intellectual environment for their children.
Evocative correlations refer to the fact that people's own characteristics
influence the reactions they engender in other people. For instance,
there is good evidence that antisocial males are more likely to fall out
with their friends, to experience multiple broken marriages, to be unem-
ployed, to be on welfare, and to experience an increased rate of many
environmental stressors (Champion, Goodall, & Rutter, 1995; Robins,
1966). Active correlations mean that individuals are not simply passive
recipients of environmental stimuli. Instead, they take active steps to
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shape and select their environments. As already noted, this is evident,
for example, in people's selection of peer groups (Rowe et al., 1994) and
in their choice of marriage partner (Quinton et al., 1993). Up to now,
genetic researchers have paid scant attention to these mechanisms. In-
deed, some behavior genetic analyses assume that the origins of a risk
factor necessarily account for its mode of operation. It is clear that this
cannot be the case (Rutter, 1994a). This is perhaps most obvious in the
example of cigarette smoking. People choose to smoke for reasons asso-
ciated with individual personality characteristics, cultural expectations,
and opportunity, but the risks of coronary artery disease, chronic bron-
chitis, and lung cancer have nothing to do with those factors. Rather, the
physical hazards (for a wide range of medical disorders) stem from
carcinogenic tars, vascular effects of nicotine, carbon monoxide in the
inhaled gases, and other physiological rather than psychological pro-
cesses. One of the challenges for genetic research in the future is to
incorporate gene-environment correlations and to use research strate-
gies that enable environmental risk mechanisms to be studied despite
the operation of genetic influences on the origin of environmental risk
factors.

Goldsmith and Gottesman (this volume) also draw attention to the
vary wide psychopathological heterogeneity associated with genetic ab-
normalities. Cornblatt et al., (this volume) note the problems of phe-
notypic definition in studying the origins of schizophrenia. The issues
are real and the methodological problems are considerable. Moreover, it
is obvious that the difficulties are not removed by obtaining reliability in
psychiatric diagnosis or by achieving agreement on diagnostic criteria.
There are two parallel but rather different scientific concerns. First, there
is the problem of defining the boundaries of psychiatric conditions.
Genetic research shows that schizophrenia encompasses some schizoty-
pal personality disorders and some paranoid conditions, as well as
schizophrenic psychosis as ordinarily diagnosed (Kendler, McGuire,
Gruenberg, Ohare, Spellman, & Walsh, 1993a). It is far less clear, how-
ever, where to draw the boundaries when the concept of schizophrenia
extends into the range of personality disorders. Also, it is evident that,
perhaps particularly during the adolescent years, there can be difficulties
in differentiating schizophrenic and bipolar affective psychoses (Werry,
McClellan, & Chard, 1991). In somewhat comparable fashion, genetic
findings indicate that the phenotype of autism includes a rather broader
range of cognitive and social deficits than is encompassed by the tradi-
tional diagnosis of autism (Rutter, Bailey, Bolton, & Le Couteur, 1993).
Again, however, it is less clear how and where to draw the boundaries.
There is little doubt that problems in phenotypic definition have ham-
pered molecular genetic research in psychiatry.

Second,it is apparent that single-gene Mendelian disorders and spe-
cific chromosomal anomalies can be associated with quite diverse clini-
cal features (Simonoff et al., in press). This is obvious with respect to the
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immense variation in the clinical manifestations of conditions such as
neurofibromatosis and tuberous sclerosis, and it is also evident in the
vary wide range of phenotypic manifestations of the fragile x anomaly.
Molecular genetics has opened up the scientific possibilities in a dramat-
ic fashion. No longer is it acceptable simply to assume that the identifica-
tion of some chromosomal abnormality provides a sufficient explana-
tion for a disorder. Rather, it is necessary to go on to ask why, for
example, some fragile x individuals show extreme social anxiety, some
show the syndrome of autism, some show personality abnormalities,
and some appear to be psychologically unexceptional. The discovery of
the trinucleotide repeat expansion mechanism now provides the possi-
bility of explaining variety in clinical expression. Further research is
needed to identify the gene product and the mechanisms by which the
gene product leads to the behavioral phenotype.

In that connection, genetic researchers must consider the range of
ways in which genetic factors may create a vulnerability to psychiatric
disorder. As Goldsmith and Gottesman (this volume) emphasize, the
genetic influence may not be on disorder as such. The genetic factors
involved in antisocial behavior may involve impulse control, sensation
seeking, activity level, anxiety proneness, or frustration intolerance.
Similarly, the genetic contribution to the liability to affective disorder
may involve personality features pre-disposing to depression, rather
than a direct vulnerability to depressive episodes as such (Kendler,
Neale, Kessler, Heath, & Eaves, 1993c). Equally, the vulnerability to
anxiety disorders may concern a temperamental attribute such as behav-
ioral inhibition (Rosenbaum et al., 1991). The point is that it is much too
confining to restrict attention to disorders; equal attention needs to be
paid to the variety of routes by which the risks of disorder may be
carried.

Among other possibilities, attention needs to be paid to the possibility
of gene-environment interactions. Behavior genetic research so far has
provided very little evidence that such interactions are important
(Plomin, Defries, & Fulker, 1988). There is, however, much evidence of
the widespread operation of interactions in biology and medicine (Rut-
ter and Pickles, 1991). It is likely that they also apply in the field of
psychopathology. There are probably several reasons why they have not
yet been discovered. To begin with, most of the known examples in
medicine apply to subsegments of the population and, moreover, con-
cern responses to specific environmental features, it is not likely that
gene—environment interactions will be discovered by "black box" an-
alyses of unmeasured hypothesized genetic vulnerabilities and environ-
mental risks. It is pertinent that several postulated risk factors for psychi-
atric disorders, such as sensation seeking or frustration intolerance or
behavioral inhibition, refer to some sort of responsiveness to the envi-
ronment. What is needed now is research that examines such respon-
siveness directly in relation to risk processes. The second, in some
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respects opposite, alternative is that the genetically influenced vulner-
ability applies to widely pervasive environmental features. Insofar as
that is the case, the lack of substantial environmental variation will
make it difficult to detect interactive mechanisms through statistical
interaction effects. Thus, the genetically influenced allergic diathesis
concerns bodily responses to allergens that are widespread in the envi-
ronment. The genetic predisposition will not lead to an allergic disorder
in the absence of such allergens but, because they are so widespread in
the environment, gene-environment interactions may not be obvious.
The fact that all research shows huge individual variations in response to
all types of environmental stressors makes it highly implausible that
gene-environment interactions do not apply in the field of psychopath-
ology. On the other hand, most of the research that has looked for
interactions has been concerned with dimensional attributes such as
intelligence or neuroticism, and there is no reason to suppose that inter-
actions are likely to be very important in their case.

Another aspect of behavioral variation that warrants attention is the
extent to which behavior varies across situations. Thus, the concept of
hyperkinetic disorder involves a specification that the overactivity occurs
across a range of situations (Taylor, 1994). It may well be that situation-
specific overactivity has a somewhat different meaning. Patterson (this
volume) also observes that whereas normal boys vary in their behavior
across settings, boys showing antisocial behavior do not to the same
extent. In a somewhat comparable fashion, Rutter and Quinton (1984)
showed that the children of mentally ill parents differed from the chil-
dren in a general population comparison group in the extent to which
their deviant behavior persisted over time (and presumably, therefore,
across a range of situations).

Finally, as Wahlsten (1990) pointed out, most forms of multivariate
genetic analyses have very weak statistical power for the detection of
gene—environment interactions. What is needed is research designed to
test specific risk hypotheses rather than searching for interactions in a
vacuum. Interactions in themselves have no particular meaning, but
they do provide a useful pointer for possible ways in which risk pro-
cesses my operate.

Psychosocial Risk Factors

Patterson (this volume) summarizes the considerable body of research,
both by his own group and others, suggesting that chronic antisocial
behavior is the direct outcome of a breakdown in parental family man-
agement practices. Antisocial youngsters have coercive styles of interper-
sonal interaction and are also unskilled in dealing with social encoun-
ters. Both the coercive qualities and the unskilled social functioning are
a consequence of disrupted parental discipline and management. Nev-
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ertheless, there is a two-way interplay in which the children's coercive
behavior elicits maladaptive parental behavior, which in turn perpetu-
ates the antisocial qualities in the children's behavior. Of all the docu-
mented associations between family characteristics and child psycho-
pathology, these are the best established. Moreover, they have proved
useful in planning therapeutic interventions for which there is some
evidence of efficacy. Even so, major queries remain on the risk mecha-
nisms involved.

In considering the research agenda for the future, a crucial question is
whether the strong, well-replicated statistical associations represent a
causal influence of family functioning on child behavior. Two main
alternatives need to be examined: (1) that the causal arrow runs in the
opposite direction (i.e., that the coercive behavior of the children leads
to disruptive family functioning; Bell & Chapman, 1986) and (2) that
the association reflects genetic inheritance rather than the operation of
environmental risk mechanisms (Rowe et al, 1994; Scarr, 1992).

There is evidence in favor of both modes of mediation, at least as a
partial explanation, but it seems unlikely that they provide the whole
answer (Plomin, 1994; Plomin & Bergeman, 1991; Rutter, 1985b,
1991). Nevertheless, the empirical findings do not allow any quantifica-
tion, even rough and ready, of the relative strength of the three alterna-
tive mechanisms (i.e., genetic mediation of supposed environmental
risk factors, true environmental risk mediation, and the effects of chil-
dren on parents). The clear need is for the incorporation of high-quality
measures of observed environmental risk factors within genetic designs.
So far, there have been regrettably few attempts to do this. Psychosocial
researchers, for the most part, have not seen the need to use genetic
designs to test environmental risk hypotheses, and genetic researchers
have not bothered to include rigorous and discriminating measures of
the environment in their studies.

An equally important need is to identify the particular features of
family adversity that create the risk of antisocial behavior. For good
reasons, Patterson (the volume) has placed emphasis on a lack of ade-
quate parental discipline and management. There is little doubt that
these are indeed key elements. On the other hand, there is evidence that
family discord and hostility are also key features in the risk process
(Rutter, 1994b). The very high rate of antisocial behavior in young
people reared in residential institutions of some kind suggests, in addi-
tion, that a lack of cohesive supportive relationships may be as impor-
tant as active discord or poor disciplinary management; (Quinton &
Rutter, 1988; Rutter, Quinton, &Hill 1990; Zoccolillo, Pickles, Quinton,
& Rutter, 1992). Yet another issue is the extent to which the antisocial
behavior derives directly from contemporaneous adverse features in the
family environment or from an earlier lack of secure selective attach-
ment relationships (Fagot & Kavanagh, 1990; Greenberg & Speltz,
1988; Greenberg, Speltz & DeKlyen, 1993). It is not easy to differentiate
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among these possibilities because, in most circumstances, children
showing antisocial behavior have experienced varying mixtures of all
facets of the postulated risk features. Nevertheless, it is essential that we
move beyond the identification of risk indices to an understanding of
risk mechanisms. For too long, psychosocial researchers have been con-
tent to rely on statistical associations with broad environmental features
(such as social disadvantage, unemployment, family disruption, or
group day care). The real danger is that inappropriate ameliorative ac-
tions will be taken because the statistical association with the risk indi-
cator has only an indirect connection with the operative risk mecha-
nism.

Several years ago, Plomin and Daniels (1987) pointed to the evidence
from behavior genetic studies that the main environmental influences
on both psychopathology and individual differences in psychological
characteristics stemmed from nonshared rather than shared environ-
mental effects. In other words, the implication was that it was the differ-
ences within families that mattered rather than the differences between
families. Delinquency seems to be somewhat of an exception to this
general tendency (Plomin, Nitz, & Rowe, 1990) but psychosocial re-
searchers must still examine the matter more directly. Four different
implications apply.

1. Attention must be paid to potential influences outside as well as
inside the family. Thus psychosocial research needs to focus on
peer group, school, and community influences to a greater extent
than has been the case up to now.

2. Attention needs to be paid to comparison effects within families.
Dunn and Plomin (1990) have suggested that the fact that one
child in the family is systematically favored (or disfavored) over his
or her siblings may matter more than whether th overall atmo-
sphere in the home is emotionally warm or cool, or whether the
discipline is strict or relaxed. There is no doubt that human beings
tend to compare themselves with others and feel resentful if they
consider that they have been abused or neglected. It is certainly
possible that comparison effects of this kind may influence psycho-
logical development, although we do not yet know the extent to
which that is actually the case.

3. Even with apparently familywide influences such as discord,
overcrowding, poverty, or parental depression, the impact may still
vary considerably from child to child. Thus, when parents are
depressed, their anger and irritability are often directed against one
child, who is scapegoated, rather than spread among all the chil-
dren in an evenhanded fashion. Similarly, one child may be much
more likely to be drawn into parental quarrels, or one child may be
especially used as a source of comfort when the parent is feeling
low-spirited. Equally, the response of individual children to paren-
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tal negative behavior may be an important stimulant for cycles of
coercive interchange.

4. Children are likely to vary in the extent to which they react
adversely to family stresses and adversities. It is evident that, in the
future, much more attention will have to be paid to the investiga-
tion of these proximal processes by which children are influenced
by environmental risk mechanisms.

A somewhat related question is whether family adversities have their
main negative impact on children who are genetically at risk or other-
wise constitutionally vulnerable in some way. Reviewers (e.g., Emery,
1982) have noted that the ill effects of family discord are more evident in
samples with mentally ill or criminal parents or in samples that are
disadvantaged in other ways. This could be because the discord tends to
be more severe or more prolonged in such samples or because it is
accompanied by multiple other adversities. On the other hand, it may
mean that environmental risks mainly affect children who are person-
ally susceptible as a result of constitutional features or prior experiences.

In considering these psychosocial research issues, family influences
on antisocial behavior have been used as the example. It is important to
note, however, that we know far less about family influences on other
forms of psychopathology. Thus, there is limited evidence that life
stressors play a role in precipitating depressive disorders in young people
(Goodyer & Altham, 1991a, 1991b; Goodyer, Germany, Gowrusankur,
& Altham, 1991), but the understanding of environmental risk factors in
both depressive and (even more so) anxiety disorders in children and
adolescents is decidedly limited. There is a larger literature on compara-
ble disorders in adult life, but it is not known whether the same risk
factors apply in childhood.

Another major constraint on psychosocial risk research is that the
great majority of studies have focused on the role of life experiences in
the onset of disorder. Much less is known about environmental mecha-
nisms with respect to the overall lifetime burden of psychiatric disorders.
This is a very important omission. The majority of disorders are recur-
rent or chronic. In addition, in terms of both individual suffering and
service implications, influences on the overall burden of illness are more
important than those on the timing of particular episodes.

One further gap in research, which is only beginning to be filled,
concerns the origins of environmental risk experiences. Such experi-
ences are not randomly distributed in the population, and it is crucial to
determine why some individuals go through life relatively untroubled
by serious stresses and adversities, whereas others have a seemingly
endless sequence of negative experiences (Rutter, Champion, Quinton,
Maughan, & Pickles, in press). Part of the explanation lies in the way
people act to shape and select their own environments. However, soci-
etal influences also put subsegments of the population at a particular
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risk, and it is necessary to determine how this comes about so that
appropriate remedies can be found.

Finally, most psychosocial risk research (like biological research) has
focused on the causal question of why one individual shows some par-
ticular disorder whereas another does not. That is an important causal
question but it is very far from the only one (Rutter, 1994c, 1995a).
Thus, for example, there is now much evidence that many psychosocial
disorders in young people have increased considerably over the last half
century (Rutter & Smith, 1995). Suicide rates have risen, crime rates
have gone up markedly, depression has become more common, drug
problems have increased, and eating disorders may have gone up some-
what. This constitutes a considerable public health problem, but it has
received remarkably little research attention and we know relatively
little about the causal factors involved. There is also good evidence that
the rates of these disorders are substantially higher in some geographical
areas than in others, but our understanding of the mechanisms underly-
ing these area differences is limited (Reiss, 1995).

Developmental Mechanisms

Many of the developmental research issues are implicit in what has
already been discussed, but several overriding issues warrant emphasis.
Perhaps surprisingly, there has been very little systematic research to
determine the mechanisms underlying the well-documented age differ-
ences in psychopathology. Affective disorders, eating disorders, antiso-
cial behavior, suicide, attempted suicide, and schizophrenia all rise
markedly during the teenage period. In some cases, the sex ratio
changes at the same time. For example, during this age period depres-
sive disorders become substantially more frequent in females. Obvi-
ously, it should not necessarily be assumed that the same underlying
process will explain all these age trends. Indeed, it is very unlikely that
this is the case. Nevertheless, what is needed, in each case, is systematic
research to test alternative hypotheses about the underlying mecha-
nism.

Somewhat similar issues arise with respect to the apparently changing
role of some risk factors with age. Thus, the Isle of Wight surveys some
two decades ago showed that reading difficulties were strongly associ-
ated with psychopathology beginning in childhood but showed little
connection with disorders beginning during adolescence (Rutter, Gra-
ham, Chadwick, & Yule, 1976). At that time, it seemed that this differen-
tial association was a function of somewhat different types of disorders.
The long-term longitudinal study by Maughan and her colleagues in
London (in press) suggests that the same age change applies within
individuals. In the London study, as in the Isle of Wight survey, reading
difficulties were strongly associated with conduct disorders in child-
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hood. The association weakened during adolescence and was scarcely
present at the time of follow-up in the mid-20s. This finding needs to be
replicated, but it raises important questions about the mechanisms in-
volved. The association has usually been thought to mean that neuro-
psychological deficits create a direct risk factor for psychopathology
(Moffitt, 1990, 1993b). That assumption, plus the fact that both reading
difficulties and conduct disorders tend to be remarkably persistent, seem
to suggest that the association should continue into adult life. Finding
that it did not, at least in the one study investigating the matter, raises
queries about the underlying mechanisms. It also illustrates the value of
longitudinal research in investigating causal mechanisms.

Another example of an apparent change in the role of risk factors with
age is provided by the finding from twin studies that the genetic compo-
nent is weak in juvenile delinquency but strong in adult criminality
(DiLalla & Gottesman, 1989). The quality of the studies leaves some-
thing to be desired, but the finding raises the possibility that there may
be an important difference between the conduct disorders that persist
into adult life and those largely confined to childhood and adolescence.

As already noted, a pervasive issue in developmental research con-
cerns the mechanisms promoting either continuity or discontinuity, per-
sistence or change in behavior characteristics. For obvious reasons, such
research requires longitudinal designs that focus on the features associ-
ated with intraindividual change or persistence. Longitudinal studies are
not preferable in all instances. The are expensive, and they tend to suffer
from the fact that the earlier variables will, by definition, have been
obtained in an earlier era when both concepts and measures were less
advanced. As Baldwin (1960) put it succinctly some years ago, longi-
tudinal designs are absolutely essential for tackling developmental ques-
tions, but they are to be avoided at all costs. His tongue was in his cheek
in expressing this paradoxical statement, but clearly, what he meant was
that longitudinal studies are rarely the first design to use but, once the
questions are clear, they are crucial for the adequate testing of hypothe-
ses.

Another pervasive developmental research issue is the internal mech-
anisms by which risks are medicated and translated into psychopatholo-
gy. Cognitive features are likely to play a key role in that connection
(Rutter, 1987). These may operate in several different ways. Thus, as
discussed in the chapters by Sigman (this volume) and by Cornblatt et
al. (this volume), it seems highly probable that cognitive deficits or
impairments constitute part of the basis for both autism and schizo-
phrenia. The existence of the cognitive abnormalities is well docu-
mented, and there are plausible hypotheses about the possible ways in
which they may lead to at least some of the social and behavioral abnor-
malities characterizing these conditions.

It is clear that in some circumstances, early life experiences can have
long-lasting effects. One of the key challenges for the future is to deter-
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mine the mechanisms involved in this carryforward of effects. Currently,
there is much interest in the possibility that internal working models of
secure or insecure selective attachment relationships constitute a key
mediating feature (Bretherton, 1987; Rutter, 1995b). In view of the
importance of close social relationships throughout life the possibility is
plausible, but there has been very little systematic research testing of the
hypothesis; in particular, very few studies have made systematic com-
parisons with alternative mechanisms. Another alternative is that the
persistence lies in the direct learning of maladaptive behavior patterns
shaped by family influences (see Patterson, this volume). Still another
alternative is that severely negative experiences lead to biased cognitive
processing, so that neutral encounters are perceived as having hostile
intent (Dodge, Bates, & Pettit, 1990). Other possibilities concern effects
on self-esteem or self-efficacy. What is distinctive about each of these
possibilities is that they involve some effect that is likely to shape the
ways in which individuals deal with both positive and negative future
life experiences. They differ in the details of the effects on the self system
that are proposed, but in all cases there is the implicit assumption that,
with the possible exception of Patterson's concept of learned styles of
behavior, the persistence or nonpersistence of the trait will be influenced
by the nature of later life experiences. Thus, Caspi and Moffitt (1993)
put forward what they have called the accentuation principle, by which
stressful experiences tend to elicit exaggerated modes of the person's
usual style of response and hence serve to reinforce or enhance it. This
suggestion is important because it provides one possible way of under-
standing how sensitization or steeling effects come about. It is clear that
people's experiences may render them less or more vulnerable to later
stresses and adversities, but little is known about the mechanisms in-
volved. It is generally supposed that, in some fashion, the processes
involve either the effects of earlier experiences in shaping the cognitive
appraisal of later experiences or the styles of coping with them. The
topic is an important one, and it warrants substantially more research
than it has received up to now.

So-called turning point effects also require explanation (Pickles &
Rutter, 1991; Rutter, 1994d, in press-b). These refer to the observed
instances in which there is a major change in life trajectory from better
to worse or vice versa. It seems that such effects usually come about
when later experiences involve a marked discontinuity with previous
experiences and where the change in environmental circumstances is
long-lasting. Alternatively, it could come about when an experience
leads to a marked change in self-perception or cognitive set.

All of these possibilities underline the importance of considering indi-
rect chain effects in development. Very few experiences with long-
lasting effects are independent of later happenings. One of the research
challenges for the future is to analyze the principles underlying the
various forms of indirect chain reactions. As already noted, one such
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effect lies in the role of people's behavior in shaping and selecting their
own later environment.

One example of age effects that has been subject to little systematic
investigation up to now concerns neurobiological differences. Yet, there
are reasonably well-documented phenomena that require explanation.
For example, although there is very strong and specific continuity be-
tween major depressive disorders in childhood and apparently compa-
rable disorders in adult life, neither children nor adolescents show a
beneficial response to tricyclic medications, a sharp difference from the
situation in adult life (Harrington, 1993). At present, we cannot be sure
that the tricyclic-nonresponsive depressive disorders are occurring in the
same individuals who show beneficial reactions to tricyclics at a later
age, but it is quite possible that there are age-indexed differences in drug
response. It is also well documented that autistic individuals with no
previous evidence of neurological abnormality tend to develop epileptic
seizures in late adolescence or early adult life (Deykin & MacMahon,
1979; Rutter, 1970). What changes in the brain are taking place that
make this vulnerability to epilepsy arise at this time? Similarly, children
who show precursors of schizophrenia rarely develop schizophrenic
psychoses until the late teens or early 20s. What is happening in the
brain for this transition to overt psychoses to occur at that time?

Researchers in the field of social development have tended to assume
that they cannot use experimental paradigms because so few of the
relevant experiences can be reproduced ethically in the laboratory and
because so many of the effects are long-term. Although that is true,
there has been a growing awareness in recent years that many occur-
rences in society provide natural experiments that, if properly handled,
can provide something approaching the experimental control of labora-
tory experiments. The genetic designs of the twin strategy and the vari-
ous forms of adoptee strategy are the best-known examples (Kendler,
1993; Rutter et al., 1990), but there are many other if psychiatric epi-
demiologists take the trouble to seek them out (Rutter 1994e; Rutter &
Rutter, 1992; Rutter & Smith, 1995). For example, geographical moves
(West, 1982), twin-singleton comparisons (Rutter & Redshaw, 1991),
the various forms of blended families associated with parental remar-
riage following death or divorce (Hetherington, Reiss, & Plomin, 1994),
school transfer (Mortimore, Sammons, Stoll, Lewis, & Ecob, 1988;
Rutter, Maughan, Mortimore, & Ouston, 1979), the various forms of
assisted or in vitro reproduction (Golombok, Cook, Bish, & Murray,
1995), the variations within age in a single school year because children
tend to start school on a given date rather than at a given age (Cahan &
Cohen, 1989), the occurrence of accidental brain injuries (Rutter, Chad-
wick, & Shaffer, 1983), and the rescue of children from severely depriv-
ing environments (Skuse, 1984) provide a varied range of examples of
this kind. More use needs to be made of them.
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Integration Across Levels

The chapter by Depue et al., (this volume) provides an example of
some of the things that need to be achieved in this connection (see also
Bailey et al., in press; Oades & Eggers, 1994). As they emphasize, it is
necessary to adopt a dynamic perspective because the interplay across
levels varies over the course of development. It is also important to reject
the notion that the interplay simply involves the brain and the mind,
with the structure and function of the brain providing the basic "cause"
or explanation. To begin with, as already noted, the brain side of the
interplay involves the connections among genes, their products, and
their influence on neurobiological development place over time. Also, as
we have seen, the functioning of the mind cannot be reduced to a single
level. The possible interconnections among cognitive deficits or cogni-
tive processing and behavioral, emotional, and social manifestations
also have to be delineated. Furthermore, social functioning cannot be
seen as taking place within the individual; necessarily, it involves the
interplay between two individuals and will therefore be influenced by
the characteristics of both as well as by the joint interplay of those
characteristics. Moreover, it is a mistake to see the "biology" driving the
"psychology" (Rutter, 1986b). Causal arrows run in both directions.
Thus, for example, a rise or fall in sex hormone level has predictable
effects on behaviors representing dominance and aggression. But equal-
ly, humiliation or victory in interpersonal encounters has predictable
effects on sex hormone level. In addition, the workings of the mind
necessarily have parallels in the functioning of the brain. This has been
demonstrated with respect to phenomena such as imprinting (Horn,
1990), and the same is likely to apply to all forms of learning. What is
needed is not a search for the single basic biological cause of psycho -
pathology but, rather, an understanding of the workings of a complex,
multilevel system.

In considering the neurobiological correlates of psychopathology in
childhood, two special considerations apply. First, caution is needed in
inferring that lesions in a particular part of the brain are the cause of
some disorder simply because they have been found to be statistically
associated with that disorder. If what is characteristic is the time in
prenatal development when the process goes awry, the locus of the
lesion may reflect that timing rather than the localization of the neural
basis of the psychopathology. This may be one of the reasons why the
brain imaging abnormalities found in autistic individuals have been so
inconsistent both from case to case within studies and also between
studies (Bailey & Cox, in press). Second, as already noted, there must be
considerable caution in extrapolating from findings of adults to those in
children. The cognitive patterns associated with lateralized brain lesions
are different in early childhood, and the behavioral consequences may
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also vary. In addition, the part of the brain serving particular psychologi-
cal functions sometimes changes during the course of development
(Goldman-Rakic, Isseroff, Schwartz, & Bugbee, 1983).

Dupue et al. (this volume) argues that longitudinal studies are not
necessary for neurobiological studies in the field of developmental psy-
chopathology. Of course, that is correct if they mean that cross-sectional
studies have an important place in such research. However, they are
clearly wrong if they mean that longitudinal designs are unnecessary.
Longitudinal strategies are crucial for testing causal hypotheses in the
neurobiological arena, just as in any other domain. Moreover, one of
the key issues in neurobiological research has been to differentiate be-
tween trait and state markers. The former are associated with vul-
nerability to a disorder both before the disorder develops and between
illness episodes. By contrast, state markers show the abnormality only
during illness episodes. For obvious reasons, the meaning of the two is
quite different.

Conclusions

The chapters of this volume exemplify a range of research perspectives
and include a focus on diverse types of psychopathology. Each provides
a useful overview of the current state of play together with pointers on
promising concepts and likely leads for future investigations. It is obvi-
ous that we have come a long way from descriptive studies of particular
psychiatric categories and descriptive charting of changes in psychologi-
cal characteristics with age. Researchers have moved on to tackle the
more difficult questions of the mechanisms involved in the causes and
course of psychopathology. It is noteworthy that with the developmen-
tal emphasis, attention is not focused on childhood disorders alone.
Much of the research leverage has come from examination of the adult
outcome of child psychopathology and from charting the origins of
disorders with an overt onset in adult life. Equally, the search for the
underlying mechanisms of disorder has involved a questioning of the
validity of current diagnostic categories in psychiatry, as well as a focus
on the role of dimensional risk factors that operate within the normal as
well as the abnormal range, factors that can be studied before disorders
begin. As all the chapters of this volume make evident, the research
concepts and strategies in developmental psychopathology overlap
greatly with those that apply in epidemiology, developmental sciences,
neurobiology, and clinical psychiatry more generally. In no way does it
constitute a separate discipline. But the particular bringing together of
developmental and clinical research perspectives in a fashion that cre-
ates extra leverage by focusing on continuities and discontinuities across
age and across the span of behavioral variation has proved useful and is
likely to prove even more valuable in the future.
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